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Preface The position that computer-aided architecture is 
an issue of machine intelligence is an uncomforta
ble one. While I sincerely believe that the case is 
strong, the paradoxes and setbacks are over
whelming to the point of making this position quite 
self-defeating for the researcher. Nevertheless, 
the fruits of continuing and the consequences of 
capitulating are so great that one can easily find 
incentives to try earnestly to understand the 
makings of intelligence and the makings of 
architecture. Without this understanding, I believe, 
the future of architecture , as aided , augmented, or 
replicated by computers, will be very gloomy in 
the technical hands of one-track-minded auto
crats. 

In contrast, I believe that computers have the 
potential for assuring a responsiveness , individu
ality , and excitement in all aspects of living , to a 
degree hitherto unseen. For the first time in 
history, for example, we can see the possibility of 
everybody having the opportunity to live in a 
man-made environment that responds to and is 
"meaningful " for him or her. Ironically, the com
puter sciences , generally associated with el ite 
and often oppressive authorities , can provide to 
everyone a quality of architecture most closely 
approximated in indigenous architecture (archi
tecture without architects ). There is no doubt that 
computers can help in the humdrum activities of 
making architecture tick: smooth circulation , 
sound structures, viable financing . But I am not 
interested in that- I am interested in the rather 
singular goal of making the built environment 
responsive to me and to you, individually , a right I 
consider as important as the right to good 
education. 

It is curious that although the United States 
government has launched major programs in 
building technology, particularly in housing , it has 
had almost no interest in the "design technolo
gies." As a consequence we are on the way to 
achieving efficient, financially secure, and struc
turally sound ways of building the same junk 
cheaper and faster, without devoting an equal 
measure of time to scrutinizing the design proc
ess itself . In this volume I examine the design 
process in terms of its being conducted (not 
necessarily by professionals) in concert with 
computers -in particular , with a class of comput
ers that someday may exhibit intelligent behavior . 
I consider three potentials of the computer : (1) the 
computer as a designer , (2) the computer as a part
ner to the novice with a self-interest , and (3) the 
computer as a physical environment that knows me. 

Each of these themes stems from both specific 
exper imentation and specific acqua intances over 
the past eight years, most recently during the 
period of building an "architecture machine ." The 
following chapters wi ll enumerate specific experi
ments. At this point I would like to acknowledge 
some important friendships , particularly because I 
have witnessed and not resolved some deep 
philoso phica l schisms between two major, per
haps personal , inf luences. On the one hand, I 
listen carefully to Marvin Minsky and Seymour 
Papert. share their interest in understanding 
intell igence and learning , but serious ly wonder 
about their emphas is on prob lem solving, symbol 
manipulation , and descriptive systems. On the 
other hand, I listen to Warren Brodey and Avery 
Johnson, share their interest in soft robots, but see 
no evidence of progress or even potential. To help 



soften the dichotomy, I am very grateful to have as 
friends and colleagues Steve Coons, Aaron 
Fleisher, Joseph Licklider , Gordon Pask, and 
Oliver Selfridge , each of whom has provided 
many instances of well-seasoned wisdom that can 
turn contradictory arguments into complementary 
approaches . 

From the "architectural " point of view, Yona 
Friedman and William Porter are the only two 
architects with whom I have shared a continuing 
interest in computer-a ided arch itecture . Other
wise, there is general aloofness and skepticism as 
to whether any of this really has to do with 
Architecture. Or are we just play ing with expen
sive toys? 

Interesting , though hardly justifying, is the fact 
that they are not expens ive. The Architecture 
Machine Group has built a multiprocessor mini
?ompute~ configuration composed of a family of 
inexpensive devices , some homemade. This has 
been achieved through the technical assistance of 
electrical engineering students and staff at MIT in 
particu lar Randy Aettberg , Mike Titelbaum, and 
Andrew Lippman, each of whom has borne the 
burden of being depended upon one hundred and 
sixty-eight hours a week. 

James i:aggart and Steven Gregory have been 
respon~1ble for making things work, developing , 
respectively, applications and systems software . 
More recently Mike Miller and Chris Herot have 
nursed the graph ical systems with relentless 
perseverance . Each of these four gent lemen 
represents a rare kind of student, one who passes 
from student to colleague in a matter of months. 
They deserve special acknowledgment as it is 

with them that I spend most of my time on a 
day-to-day basis , and their ideas are reflected 
throughout this volume. 

Leon Greisser has been a partner in all my 
ventures , especially in the early days of URBANS 
and The Architecture Machine . More recently he 
has assumed a desperately needed advisory role, 
providing unreserved criticism, counterbala~cing 
wild fantasies, and bailing us out of trouble in ~y 
absence . If a man-machine relationship is possi
ble to the degree suggested in the following 
chapters, I will consider the acid test to be: Can I 
have the same relation with a machine that I have 
with Leon? 

Finally and most importantly, it is neces~~ to 
acknow ledge the individuals and organizations 
that have supported our work. Most of our 
contracts and grants have been small but overlap-
ping . As a consequence of some cases of rt 
redundant funding , we have been able to suppo 
a wide variety of student experiments and h_ave 
been ab le to show each sponsor wide-ranging 
results. 

John Entenza must be acknowled ged first. "d 
. ide outs, e because he was the first person to prov 

support to the Arch itecture Machine Group, th~s 
assum ing the risk of sponsoring a new enterprise. 
Under his directors hip, the Graham Founcia~~on of 
made a substantial donation for the fellows ,ps 

M-11 rand tor a 
Huck Rorick and Sean Wellesley- 1 e . cts 
"sch olars ' fund" to be used for student proJe · 
Beyond fiscal support. however, ~o~n En~;~:de 
gave us the recognition and cred1b1llty th 
further support poss ible. 

The National Science Foundation has supported 
our sketch recognition work. The Ford Foundation 
has sponsored the development of a Computer 
Teaching laboratory in the School of Architecture 
and Planning The Advanced Research ProJects 
Administration has supported experiments in 
computer graph ics through Project MAC and The 
Cambridge Project, both of which are based at 
MIT. And, most recently , The Koch Trust has 
sponsored our studies in computer-aided design , 
as well as a great deal of the research that went 
into the making of this book; I thank Bill Koch for 
this assistance 

Nicholas Negroponte 
Patmos, August 1972 

Author's Note 

The writing of this book was completed in the 
summer of 1972. By fall ,t had advanced to a 
computer-readable format (paper tape). It is appear
ing only now, in 1975, for a number of reasons 
related to ,ts production. The author and the pub
lisher share the embarrassment that most of the 
delays were caused by the use of automation , in 

particular, computerized typesetting . The only re-
deeming aspect of this episode 1s the shared belief 
of those involved that , while this 1s a feature of 
computerization today, it is not an inherent and 
everlasting property . 



Introduction 
This book reports on a series of experiments 
conducted by the Architecture Machine Group at 
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology from 
1968 through 1972. Each chapter moves progres
sively further and further away from what you 
might consider to be architecture or might view as 
the design process used by architects . As the 
book progresses you will notice that first the 
process and then the artifact are "assist ed ," 
"augmented ," and eventua lly "replicated" by a 
computer . 

The reader will recognize in the following chap
ters an underlying theme that is antiarchitect. This 
must not be confused with an antiarchitecture 
bias. Each chapter removes the architect and his 
design function more and more from the design 
process; the limit of this progress ion is giving the 
physical environment the ability to design itself, to 
be knowledgeable, and to have an autogenic 
existence . The general assumption is that in most 
cases the architect is an unnecessary and cum
bersome (and even detrimental) middleman 
between ind ividua l, constantly changing needs 
and the continuous incor porat ion of these needs 
into the built environment. The architect's primary 
functions , I propose, will be served well and 
served best by computers . In this sense the book 
is about a new kind of arch itecture without 
architects (and even without surrogate architect s). 

How does architecture evolve? How do peop le 
design? These are questions that have no 
answers, because we can never set down the 
rules of evolution or the rules of design in a 
context-free manner, as we do in algebra or 
calculus. It is for this reason that the following 
chapters search for questions as often as 
answers, questions that frequently cannot even 

promise a better understand ing of either intelli
gence or architecture . All aspects of the themes of 
Soft Architecture Machines that I will treat stem 
directly from the day-to-day build ing and appl ica
tion of a rather hard Architecture Machine. 

In 1968 The Architecture Machine was written as 
an epilogue to three years of exper imentation that 
yielded both techn ica l achievements and philo
sophical setbacks. The book was composed 
much like a child 's painting in that the picture 
came out correctly, but the theoretical 
self-consciousness was, at best, crude. In some 
sense, these past four years have been the 
passing from an idiom to a real ity, following (not 
necessarily consciously) notions set down in The 
Architecture Machine with an uncanny precision . 
The prognostications of hardware enumerated in 
wanton fantasy have been achieved and even 
superseded in the actual Architecture Machine of 
1974. Ironically, the joys of having a handsome 
comput ing environment in which to conduct 
experiments are counterbalanced by nagging 
doubts about what constitutes a good exper iment. 
All too often we spend our time making better 
operating systems, fanc ier computer graph ics, 
and more reliable hardware, yet begging the 
major issues of understanding either the making 
of architecture or the makings of intelligence . 

The first chapter of this book emphasizes polari
ties in both attitudes toward and techniques of 
thinking about thinking . Any design activity is 
characterized by intelligent behavior in that there 
must exist an understanding of goals , purposes, 
and meanings , and that this understanding can 
only follow from a more primitive understanding of 
the world , based on such concepts as solid , 
contained , facing, and so forth. We are at such an 
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1 Part of a network describing 
"houseness." This structure is 
typical of representation 
schemes used to "instantiate" 
a house. This diagram is from 
Christopher Herot, "Using 
Context in Sketch Recogni
tion" (Cambridge, Mass.: 
MIT, Thesis for M.S. in 
Department of Electrica l 
Engineering , 1974). 

2 Computervision Corpora
tion's digitizer-plotter used as 
part of its computer-aided 
des ign and drafting system. 
The mechanism affords the 
opportunity to enter and plot 
back graphical data on a 
large surface. like that to 
which draftsmen are accus
tomed Courtesy of the 
Computervis ion Corporat ion, 
Burlington, Massachusetts. 

3 A close-up of the two-pen 
plotting head and transducer 
which controls servomechan
isms The switch to the right 
of the two white buttons 
allows for X-Y lockout. This 
feature enables a sensing of 
direct ion of depart ure in 
drawing and locks the appro
priate motor to simulate a 
T-square . Courtesy of the 
Computervision Corporation, 
Burlington , Massachusetts. 

4 A simulated stage of growth 
of a do- it-yourself building 
system designed by Carlos 
Tejeda, Miguel Angel Yanez, 
and Carlos Barrenechea, 
Mexico City , June 1972. lllus
tralion courtesy of lberoamer
icana University 
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1 A view of household 
machines from the early 
1950s. 

2 Drawing by Donald Reilly ; 
© 1971 by The New Yorker 
tvlagazine, Inc. 

early stage of understanding the ingredients and 
motivations of intelligent behavior that we must of 
necessity work at this most primitive end of the 
scale of knowledge. Consequently, much of the 
actual experimentation appears to have little to do 
with yielding a better country house for Aunt Fifty. 

The second chapter can be viewed as a more 
direct analysis of design activities . The goal is to 
achieve a closer coupling between man and 
machine and to achieve higher levels of replica
tion of tasks. This is to say, we propose to 
sidestep the typical partitioning of labor, letting 
the machine do what it is good at doing and 
letting the man undertake what he is good at 
doing. The proposed model for joint venture is 
most closely approximated by the working rela
tionship enjoyed by two professionals who hap
pen to be good friends. This implies physical 
interfaces and inference-making procedures more 
sophisticated than those presently available to 
computers . 

The third chapter moves outside the conventional 
and professional roles of the architect. It is an 
application of the machine intelligence posture to 
an ever-growing concern about who should and 
who should not control the design of my house, for 
example. In short, the theory is that I can be the 
best architect for my needs, and I do not need a 
paternalistic human or mechanical architect to 
dictate my decisions. I need an understanding 
friend (not necessarily a professional architect), 
preferably one with whom I can share the risks . 

The last chapter is my view of the distant future of 
architecture machines: they won't help us design; 
instead, we will live in them. The fantasies of an 
intelligent and responsive physical environment 

~-. .. 
are too easily limited by the gap between the 
technology of making things and the science of 
understanding them. While proposing that a room 
might giggle at a funny gesture or be reluctant to 
be transformed into something else seems so 
unserious today, it does expose some of the 
questions associated with possibly cognitive 
physical environments of tomorrow. I strongly 
believe that it is very important to play with these 
ideas scientifically and explore applications of 
machine intelligence that totter between being 
unimaginably oppressive and unbelievably excit
ing . 

The appendixes present a somewhat more prag
matic view of computation as applied to the 
making of Architecture Machines , outline tech
niques, and attitudes of computer-aided design , 
and describe some aspects of teaching computer 
sciences . Read alone , they represent a more 
traditional view of design education and design 
behavior in that the processes are ones that we 
have encountered during our experimentation , 
and ones that we perforce understand better than 
some of the concepts of preceding chapters . 

The follow ing essay by Gordon Pask introduces 
a machine intelligence paradigm with a rigor I 
often lack . Although I recognize the d isconcerting 
disparity between the cybernetic vernacular of 
Gordon 's preface and the loose jargon of my own 
text, I leave the disjunction for the reader to enjoy 
or to ignore , because I believe that this paper is 
one of the most definitive statements on art ificial 
intelligence since Turing 's "Computing Machinery 
and Intelligence " (1950). 

5 
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Aspects of 
Machine 
Intelligence 
Introduction by Gordon Pask 

The current status of mind like computer programs is summarized , at a 
philosophica l rather than technica l level, in the following short but 
authoritative papers: Minsky (1968), Simon (1966), Turing (1969). 
Whoever wishes to delve into this subject in greater depth may read the 
books where these papers are published in their entirety , augmenting 
them, to obtain comprehensive background, by Ernst and Newell (1969); 
Ashby (1960) ; Cohen (1966) ; Fogel , Owens, and Walsh (1966); Von 
Foerster and Zopf (1962) ; Uttley (1959); Von Foerster et al. (1968); 
McCulloch (1965); Oestreicher and Moore (1968); Amarel (1969); Rose 
(1970) ; Minsky and Papert (1969); Feigenbaum and Feldman (1963); 
Banerji (1969) ; and Garvin (1970). It is also worth perus ing all volumes of 
the journal Artificial Intelligence . 

Henceforward , it is assumed either that the reader knows the kind of 
symbo lic operations performed by computer programs and other artifacts , 
that he wi l l study the matter at leisure, or that he will take these operations 
for granted . With this supposit ion in mind I shall give a persona l and 
possibly idiosyncrat ic view of the cond itions under which arti fic ially 
intell igent is a proper ly used term and offer an interpretat ion of these 
cond it ions with respect to use of the arch itecture machine. Apart from the 
pictograms or ikons deve loped in the text, the only spec ial symbo ls used 
are the special brackets < and > which enc lose ordered co llect ions of 
objects ; the equal ity sign = ; and ~ , wh ich is read as " de fined as equa l 
to." 

Overview 

The contention is as fo llows: Intel l igence is a property that is ascr ibed 
by an external observer to a conversat ion between partic ipants if , and 
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only if, their dialogue manifests understanding. Each italicized word in 
this sentence requires careful attention. To give the flavor of the 
argu~ent,_ understanding will be defined both in terms of the processes 
that _give rise to such an interchange; roughly, understanding of a topic ~ 
(defined as equa~ to~ a relation implies the existence of a concept ~ a 
procedure (~or bnn~ing about or satisfying the relation) and a memory ~ 
a rep~od~ct10n of this procedure, together with a self-replicating 
organization, of which topic , concept, and memory are a part . 

Th!s POjnt of vie~ em~rged in the late 1950s and has been reported , 
chiefly in conect1on with experimental data, in a series of publications . 
(See Pask, 1959, 1960, 1962, 1963 1965 1966 1968 1969a 1969b 
~~~~~P!;:~b, 1972a, 1972b; Pask

1

and F~ldma
1

n, 196
1

6; Pask
1

and Le~is, 
f t '. nd Scott, 1971 ). It resembles Von Foerster 's theory of finite 
unc ional syStems (1970b; see also Von Foerster 1970a) It grew 

concurrently as part of h ' · 
. a sc ool of thought encouraged by McCulloch and 

(o1w9i5n5g) avgr~at def al to his concept "redundancy of potential command " 
· anous ormulations ·b . 

easily referred to L f , are poss, le. The present argument 1s most 
alternative fo ~o g_ren _s (19.68, 1972) mathematical model ; an 
In this paper r;~~~~on 1~ gi~en in B~rral_t-Torrijos and Ciaravig lio (1971 ). 
have a deep '10 . 

1 
mat,cs is put aside in favor of ikons that do, however, 

gica connotation and are not simply loose visual analogies. 

Insofar as intelligence is 
the conversation has a a property ddduced by an external observer , 
underlying Turing's T ?reat deal in_ com_mon with the game like situation 
sense). But Turing' es (1963) (for intelligence in a somewhat different 
interested reader ~a~amef~ni my conversation are not identical, and the 
contrast them. pro I a ly compare the two and , in some respects, 

. . ' ., ___ _ 

Aphorisms and Arguments in Support of the Definition 

1. An external observer speaks in a metalanguage (L *) used to discuss 
theories, describe experiments , and prescribe designs for equipment. 
The metalanguage is a natural language, very often scientific English . 

2. The observer can dist inguish stable entities of various kinds . Two kinds 
are of special importance : "mechanical individuals" or M Individuals and 
psychological individuals" or P Individuals . In both cases, the stability is 
due to the same root cause-self-rep lication. But this fact is frequently 
suppressed in the case of M Individuals, since the replication process 
(being biological or due to the operation of natural laws) does not intrude 
into the phenomena under scrut iny.1 

2.1. An M Individual is distinguished by the familiar methods of classical 
physics and behaviorism. For example , a man is such a thing ;_ so is a~ 
animal ; so is a unique mach ine. It has a spatio-temporal location and 1s 
usually juxtaposed with another M Individual ca lled its environment. 

2.1.1. The term environment is specifically reserved for ent ities that can be 
described or prescribed in the manner of M Individuals: tha~ is, in terms of 
states and state transitions (whether in the sense of automation theory or 
the very different sense of physical states) where state ~ the conjoint 
values of all descriptive attributes , and state transition ~ an operator 
carrying one class of states into another . 

2.1.2. In the L * description of a typica l experiment , pair~ of M lnd_ividuals A 
and 8-one , perhaps , an environment-are coupled (Figure 1) v,a an 
interface. Apart from this interaction , they are isolated. 

9 
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2.1.3. It is crucial to the argument that all observations occur at such a 
spatio -temporally localized interface; the observer's measuring and record
ing equipment is, in the last resort, bound to it. But the interface is neutral 
regarding the type of interaction, if any, that takes place across it. 

In Figure 1, which introduces the notation for distinguishing M 
Individuals, a may be a user of the architecture machine regarded as a 
biological unit and f3 the architecture machine regarded as a chunk of 
metal and semiconductor material. But a may also be a rat and /3 its 
experimental environment. 

2.2. AP Individual is distinguished as a self-replicating and (usually) 
evolving organization. It is respectably and precisely defined in terms of 
an object language Land a relational domain R described in L by a 
description O(R) with respect to which it is self-replicating. Here, 
self-replication is intended in the abstract sense of the theory of 
reproductive automata , as originally conceived by von Neumann (1968) 
and as recently developed by Loefgren (1972). 

2.2.1. Though , in general, the domain may be allowed to grow 
systematically under the control of the given P Individual, we confine our 
attention to cases in which R is fixed . Under these circumstances , it is 
possible to specify domains with the property that if a given P Individual 
is viable (that is, is able to reproduce) on occasion n, then it is also viable 
at any later occasion n + r (rfinite) for R; in R.2 

2.2.2. It is assumed that a p Individual is active or that any conversation in 
which it is a participant does in feet proceed, that is, for each occasion , 
some topic relation R (a part of Ror all of it) is actually ostended for 
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discussion. Rather complicated but not esoteric conditions are imposed, 
in the full theory, to guarantee that this is so. 

2.2.3. Typical P Individuals are people regarded as personal ities-ch~rac
ters (in plays) executed by any actors, the performance of stable roles in 

society, the organization of coherent groups, factions, governments, ~ul
tures, and persistent ideas. A vertical cleft notation I is employed to dis
criminate P Individuals labeled A and B, as in Figure 2. 

2.3. A conversation is taken to be the minimal situation for a meaningful 
psychological or, a fortiori, mechanical-psychological experiment. It con
sists of an activity involving at least one p Individual A and generating ~n L 
dialogue. On each occasion n, when the interaction is focused on a topic 
R of R, this interaction gives rise to a further P Individual called a sprout 
(~rowing point), which can be dissected into a portion S,. and a portion Se 
with certain well-defined technical properties ; namely , on occasion n, S .. , 
s. are P~oductive systems in respect of a surrounding R, using the terms 
productive and surrounding in Loefgren's sense (1932) and at least one of 
them,_ S. , (and possibly both) is reproductive both in the surrounding< S. ' 
R > in the surrounding afforded by A (of which S,. is an externally de lineated subsystem). 3 

2
·.
4

• The circularity inherent in this specification is quite deliberate . P lnd i
vid.ual~ are recognized by the existence of conversations , and the conver
sation itself is, on a given occasion , a further p Individual (the sprout). 
Hence, the form of the dialogue in a conversation is determined as an L 
explanation or L modeling operation which is precisely the reproduction of the sprout." ' 
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2.5. Conversely, a certain (to be described) complex of explanation cycles 
is the Limage of a reproductive cycle, and these L explanations are split, 
by the dissection that yields S, and Sa, into questions asked by A of B (or 
vice versa), which are answered in explanations given by 8 to A (or vice 
versa). 

2.6. The reproductive cycles of P Individuals (the sprout included) are due 
to procedures executed in some processors; it is apposite to concentrate 
on the architecture machine qua processor and the user 's brain. But it 
should be emphasized that a P Individual has no necessary spatio-tempor
~1 location, and procedures that constitute p Individuals may be executed 
in s~~eral M Individuals just as an M Individual may execute several P 
ln~tVt<:Juals. In ordinary conversations many-to-many correspondences are 
ubiquitous ._ ~table concepts are frequently shared, and memories (which 
may be leg1t1mate P Individuals) are distributed throughout society. 

2
-7. _Conversations occur autonomously and are discovered or noted by 

acci~e_n_t. Most of these conversations take place in natural language ; in th
e 

I1
~

I
ting cas~, L * = L. Hence, with certain exceptions like autogenous 

committe~ meetings and tribal rituals that perform a regulatory function , an 
observer is _hard_p~e~sed to maintain the impartial poise of an external 
observer. ?tnce ~~-1s important that he should do so in adjudicating the 
~onvers~tio~ as intelligent" or "not intelligent," he needs to maintain a 
firm d1stinct1on between L * and L. 

3. The following remarks are thus confined to conversations brought into. 
existence by an external observer who contrives some type of contract with 
any stable entity capable of understanding e_nough of L * to ~g~e~ to the 
contract and capable of interpreting L (of which the full semIotIc Is ?e
scribed in L *). The nature of the entity that is party to the contract with the 
observer is, at this stage, left open. 

3.1. In general , contracts are made with human bei_ngs or_gro~ps of them ; 
in general, the observer speaks to (glances at, _p~oJects his voice towar? ) a 
human being or group in the sense of an M lnd1v1dual ; ~ut at the same time , 
he negotiates the contract with a sentient crea~u~e, that Is, the man or group 
regarded as a P Individual larger than the partIcIpant A. 

3.2. The contract has the following clauses: 

a That the contracting entity will , henceforward , speak only in an _object 
l~nguage L (in other words , the vocabulary of_L will be used , and its syntax 
will be respected). Commonly , Lis a mechanical language that does not 
involve verbal utterance . 

b. That L will be interpreted with respect to a d?main R, descr ibed as D(R) 
(this is the semantic of L; it contains topic relations germane, for example , 
to architecture, geometry , and mechanics) . 

c. That the contracting entity will play a role, designated A. Thi~ is the . 
pragmatic aspect of Lor A's intention (for example _, to be a de~igner , ,?;· in 

selecting one R in R to carry out a particular design) . In part icular , . 
' · b t R " "A learns to bring seeks a goa l" means either "A aims to bring a ou or 

about R "for some topic relation R in R. 
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d. That A will converse in L with a further entity B, that is, on each occas ion 
n, A will aim for some goal; hence, some L expressions are used in an 
imperative or interrogative mode to pose and solve problems. 

e. That the observer, for his part, will choose an L that is rich enough to 
accommodate the required questionings , commandings , answer ings , etc. 

f. That the observer will furn ish a participant B (for example , the heur istic in 
the architecture machine) so devised that it will be possible for the other 
partic ipant to realize the agreed-upon intention of playing the role of A. 

4. In order to satisfy clause (6) of Section 3.2, an external observer must 
have an unambiguous representation of A. Because of that cond ition
because he ~ants to distinguish between a concept ~ a goal-directed or 
problem-solving procedure ~ the reproduction of a relation , such as R, 
and a memory ~ the reproduction of a concept , because he wants to j udge 
the ?onversati_on "i ntelligent " or "not intell igent "-an observer finds it con
venient to avoid d ilemmas of self-reference: for example the not ion of a 
program t~at "writes it~elf" or a procedure that "quest ion's itself" or even 
the operat1on~I evoc~t10~ of a self-reproduc ing system (so that the sprout 
of~ conv~rsat1on, which 1s a P ~ndividual , can be represented as a prod
ucti~e pair, SA,_ S.). One expedient adopted for this purpose is to strat ify L, 
that IS, to spe?ify L = L', l

0

where expressions in L0 refer to the bring ing 
about of relations R (the solution of problems th h. f 1 ) 
and e · • L' , e ac 1evement o goa s , 

h. xpressions in ~efer to the construction or learning to formulate and 
ac 1eve goals or learning to solve problems. 

5. The distinction between levels of discourse in the object language L ', L0
, 

is symbolized by a horizontal cleft- . 

5.1. Moreover, once imposed , the stratification engenders two descr iptions 
of R, namely , D(R) = <0 ' (R), 0 °(R)> . 

5.2. O'(R) is a grammarl ike structure indicating what may be known or 
learned . 

5.3. 0 °(R) is grammarlike structure indicating what may be ?one (either by 
physical operat ions, to make a tang ib le model for some R, in R), or by 
intellectual operat ions , to mode l R, as an explanat ion- litera lly, of how to 
solve problems under R, . 

6. On making the distinction I and the d istinct ion- , th~ observer declares 
the tableau of Figure 3 the conversationa l skeleton. This skeleton L and R 
are al l described in L *. 

7. To lay foundat ions for the representat ion requ ired to sat isfy clause 6 of 
Section 3.2 and , simultaneously, to exhi bit levels L', L 0, !n La s levels of 
control , the spaces in the skeleton are f ill ed by boxes (F1gurt: 4) re~r~ ent
ing classes of goa l-directed or problem-so lv ing _proce~ures, Proc I being a 
procedure that brings about ~ reproduces a top ic relation R . 

7.1. The superscr ipts signify levels. 
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7.2. 9 means "operates upon according to a hypothesis, " and© means 
"g ives a description (in the langu age appropriate to the level where the 
line terminates) , which may or may not confirm the hypothesis." 

7.3. Thus a com p lete circuit on one side of 1 , starting at©, passing through 
-to a Proc, and returning by way of - and 9 on the original Proc is a 
causal coupling, or, equivalently, it permits reproduction of the origina l 
Proc. 

7.4. The unadorned , horizontal connections have a different meaning: they 
are inferential couplings , wh ich, limiting cases apart , enta il the notion of 
choice. 

7.5. Hence, any complete circle (such as the line emanat ing from ProcA i to 
Proc B i and terminating on Proc A 1) may be cal led a deduct ive cha in.

5 

7.6. Finally, the lines to and from D' (R) and fJ' (R) indicate whateve r is 
referenced by the inference , that is, whatever R in R is ostended by the 
participants A and Bon occasion n. 

7.7. Call this ikon (Figure 4) the conversational parad igm . 

7.8. If one ikon is created by fi ll ing the spaces in Figure 3, then (obeying 
the proper rules) the process can be iterated latera lly to yield a further 
paradigm , for example , the ikon in Figure 5. The motivation for do ing so is 
noted in Section 2.1.1 ~ to represent as much of mind as des ired. 
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7.2. 9 means "operates upon according to a hypothesis, " and©means 
"gives a description (in the language appropr iate to the level where the 
line terminates), which may or may not confirm the hypothesis ." 

7.3. Thus a complete circuit on one side of I , starting at®, passing through 
-to a Proc, and returning by way of - and 9 on the original Proc is a 
causal coupling , or , equivalent ly, it permits reproduction of the origina l 
Proc. 

7.4. The unadorned , horizontal connections have a d ifferent meaning : they 
are inferential couplings , which, limiting cases apart , entai l the notion of 
choice. 

7.5. Hence , any complete c ircl e (such as the line emanating from Proc. ito 
Procs i and terminating on Proc . 1) may be called a deductive chain .

5 

7.6. Finally , the lines to and from O' (R) and U' (R) indicate whatever is 
referenced by the inference, that is, whatever R in R is ostended by the 
participants A and Bon occas ion n . 

7.1. Call th is ikon (Figure 4) the conversational paradigm . 

7.a. If one ikon is created by filling the spaces in Figure 3, then (obeying 
the proper rules) the process can be iterated lateral ly to yield a fu~her . 
paradigm , for example , the ikon in Figure 5. The motivation for doing so is 
noted in Section 2.1.1 ~ to represent as much of mind as desired. 
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7.9. Parsimony alone dictates as few inscriptions as possible . 

7.10. Figure 4 sufficiently represents the sprout of a conversat ion if R, is 
ostended on occasion n (a P Individual <S A, Sa, R. , n= <<Proc A i>, 
ProcA i> , <Proc a i, Proca i>, n>, where n itself may be a vector) and the full; 
requirement for understanding is satisfied if the form is iterated to the left 
until A is also a P Individual, even if devoid of Sa (asimilar construction 
being possible, but not mandatory, for Sa and 8) . 

7.11. To condense the notation , these iterated systems called repertoires of 
procedures (at level L' and L 0 , available to A and 8) are designated. 

7.12. Repertoires are constrained by the rule that any such configuration 
contains a sprout on any occasion n (Figure 6). 

8. The L dialogue across I implied by the existence of a sprout (specifi
cally , by the ikon of Figure 4) is as follows: 

8.1. 

a. B can ask A to explain R and obtain an answer that before the end of 
occasion n matches some explanation 8 could have given in reply to the 
same question asked by A and, furthermore , A could have asked the question . 

b.8 can ~sk A to explain how he knows or is currently /earning to explain R. 
and obtain an answer that before the end of occasion n matches some 
explanation a could have given in reply to the same question asked by A 
and, furthermore, A could have asked it. 

·---- -- ---

~==-t\,f-.,~::::;_..;..J2. __ ~t..:l~;t:.~;---::.:..,;_ .._,;. __ -------=-~....,...~ 
n ... ~ ---F 

I \~ • • 

. ~ <Zu.,o-<~ ~ 
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c. Since the closure condition is in force (Section 2.1.3), the possible 
explanations in (a) above are described in O°(R). 

d. Again because of the closure condition (Section 2.1.3), the possible 
explanations in (b) above are described in O'(R). 

8.2 . Conversely , the joint holding of conditions (a), (b), (c), and (d) implies 
the sprout of a conversation , hence, a P Individual . 

8.3. Likewise, this joint condition implies an understanding of R by A in_ 
which (a) is the L expression of a concept of R, ~ Proc ~ the reproduction 
of R,, and (b) is the L expression of a memory of R, (Proc' i ~ the reproduc
tion of Proc 01). 

8.4 . If these conditions are not al I satisfied until the end of occasion~ 
(rec al I from Section 2.2.2. that the ser ies of occasions is assumed), tee~ 
the ikon represents an evolutionary process called learning the cone P 
(Proc 0 1) of R, . 

. r d to the ikon 
8.5. To obtain the general case , the entire argument is app ie 
in Figure 6. 

. t ct· that the 
8.6 . That such systems exist can be demonstrated in t~e _abs ra_ ' matter 
understanding they image can be appreciated by part1c1pants 15 a 
of experience. 

9. But for the L dialogue satisfying (a), (b), (c), and (d) to be b erver calls 
unambiguously recorded and adjudicated by an external~ ~ 1 shall 
for the further requirement, specified in Figure 1, that the c e 

coincide with a spatio-temporally localized interface to which the 
observer 's measuring equipment is attached ; in other words, that Figure 1 
is superimposed upon Figure 6 (say) so that the interface is in register with I 
and engu lfs some phys ic a l representation of D(R) = < D' (R), D 0(R) >; A is 
in register with a, and B with f3 (Figure 7). If, under these circumstances, 
an observer says (in L 1 there is an understanding-that is, (a), (b) , (c), and 
(d) are satisfied-then he deems the conversation intelligent. 

Notice , however, that the form of interaction across the interface engen
dered by this construction is highly specific; it is L dialogue and could not, 
for example, represent the reactive interchange between a (laboratory) rat 
and its environment {whereas, in Figure 1 taken alone , it could do so) . 

10. An environment , in the strict sense reserved for this word in Section 
2.1.1, can be added to the picture (Figure 8) . It consists in a box Uwith the 
characteristics of a state and state transition system , as described in Sec
tion 2.1 . The descriptors XA are those properties apparent to A that ta lly w ith 
L

0 
predicates ; its descriptors Xe are the properties apparent to B; its state is 

altered by the operations YA, that A may prescr ibe and descr ibe in L0 (as m
tuples of values of L0 predicates) , and the operations Y are those that 8 
may prescribe. Hence , the environmental state is a function of two c lasses 
of variables , indexing the operator classes YA and Ya. Its state on occasion 
n is relevant if it instantiates the relation R ostended at n. The members of X,., 
are those relations subordinate to R tor which A has memories and wh ich 
it treats as properties; a similar comment appl ies to Xe and B. A spec ia l 
interface Vis used to localize transactions of this causa/type . 
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Naive forms of behaviorism are solely concerned with observing causal 
transactions across Vand are thus not very informative. In particular, no 
conversation occurs by virtue of these transactions. 

11: The joi~t requirement that a conversation (see clause (6) of Section 3.2) 
exists and its cleft is in register with an interface is satisfied when A and B 
are conscious human be ings, one of whom is a ski I led interviewer (B, 
correlated with B). 

11.1. Moreover, the same is true if the interviewer 's capabi I ities are truncat
ed by adherence to a heuristic (thus deleting the right lateral extension of B 
that generally represents B's mind). 

i 1 ·~: ~ have shown,. by constructing a rather elaborate machine with liberal 
r!~' ,ties for graphic re~resent~tion of D' (R) and 0° (R), together with ar
in gements to_ mark their constituents with tokens of aiming, access, work-

g on, 0stension, and exploration that 8 , in this minimal but adequate 
~e~se,ian be the heuristic embodied in an electro-mechanical artifact. 
. sin~ . ASTE, the acronym for this equipment it has been possible to 
~veshigate roles for different P Individuals (no

1

tably A = Student 8 = 
,eac er, and A= Resp d t ' ' •d 
able detail th d on en, 8 = Interrogator) and to plot, in cons1 er-
ponent wh'. he. evelopment of conversations and of the evolutionary com-

' ,c is regarded as learning. 

11.3. Further the cl • • · I 
domain ' osure c_ond1t1on can be relaxed so that a conversat1ona 
fashion. may grow as the discourse proceeds , though not in an unlimited 

11.4. With some minor augmentation, judged feasible after technical dis
cussions with Negroponte's group, the Architecture Machine could, like 
CASTE, act with respect to P Individuals playing roles such as Designer 
and Codesigner. Our experience with the tutorial mode of CASTE suggests 
that this application would be well worthwhile. The outline interpretation for 
the Architecture Machine is shown in Figure 9. 

11.5. In either case, the resulting conversation is deemed "intelligent " by 
an external observer since the conditions for understanding are secured by 
the regulatory 8 heuristic, which makes it possible for A to keep the con
tract he intends to keep (clause 6 of Section 3.2) as well as to maintain on 
the interface. 

11.6. Said differently, the price paid for observation is that the externa l 
observer takes the conversation as his own environment in exactly the 
sense (Section 10) that the P Individual in Figure 8 takes U as its epviron 
ment. The observer's description (analogous to but not at al I ident ical with 
L expressions involving XA, Xe) is an L * description of L dialogue about R . 
This is what he records. To secure impartial ity , he establishes a contract , 
which could be symbolized by constant-valued parametric arrows (ana lo
gous to but not identical with YA, Ye) penetrating the uppermost process 
boxes adjacent to the cleft . To regulate the dia logue so that its cond it ions 
are satisfied on the interface (Section 11.5), he prescribes 8, an interv iewer 
or a machine , to act as his emissary , yet also as a participant. 

~ 2. Since one M Individual (8 in Figures 6, 7, and 8) is a machine , the 
~ntell igence might be rated "partially artificial. " The quest ion of whether it 
is possible to achieve a "fully artificial " intelligence by making A (of Fig-
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ures 6, 7, or 8) out of meta l is stated in Figure 10. The connections FA, Fa, GA 
Ga, which allow A to take Bas A's environment and/or B to take A as B's 
environment, are crucial to all manner of creativity and innovation; for, if 
these connections can be made, then a p Individual (the sprout of a con
versation, at least) is an observer(Section 11.6) of itself. Once these con
nections are establish ed, the closure condition is remov ed, the domain 
can expand (though not in an unlimited fashion), and, at the same moment, 
the str~tif icat ion of Lis lost, so that L may as well be L *. If A and B sta~d for 
the br_a1_ns of human beings, this trick is often played, and because of it, 
P ln~iv,duals are seldom fully correlated with M Individuals. I see no rea
son, in pri~~ip le, why that trick should not be played with mechanism~, 
a~so. But, if it were, the mechanism would not be inanimate. Having this . 
disposition, I prefer to avoid the qualifier "artificial" when speaking of 
intelligence. 

1. In a coarse -grained 
account of the matter, a "nat
ural law" is equivalent to a 
doctrine of "structural invari
ance." Considered in greater 
detail, it is possible to place 
natural laws in correspond
ence with regulatory princi
ples that maintain and , as 
later, reproduce relations 
immanent in nature. This 
notion was mooted long ago 
(by Von Foerster, amongst 
others) and gives a nontrivial 
interpretation to causality , 
thus, for example, eliminatin g 
the confusion between cause 
and enable. The interested 
reader is referred to M. 
Bunge, Scientific Research, 
Vols. 1 and 2, (Springer Ver
lag, 1967) and requested to 
communicate with L Perriera 
and L. Montiero (Dept. of 
Cybernetics, Brunel Univer
sity or Centro de Estudos De 
Cibernetica, G.E.U.A. 53-9E 
Lisbon 5). who are systemati
cally rewriting the principles 
of (near classical) physics in 
terms of feedback and regu
lator equations . 

2. Throughout this paper it is 
assumed that the domain is 
of this type because heuris
tics exist for constructing 
such domains as relational 
structures with L,. description 
D*(R) and L descriptions 
D(R) = <D'(R}, O°(R) + as in 
Sections 5. 1, 5.2, and 5.3. It 
should also be noted that 
O*(R) includes a set of 
descriptors tor the graph or 
entailment structure exp ress
ing what may be known as 
well as the graph itself ; there
by, for example, a real student 
can appreciate a topic relation 
in the context of others before 
he knows it or attempts to 
leam it. This class of knowa
ble domains -is much more 
restrictive than necessary. We 
have, for example , a 
CASTE-executed heuristic 
permitting evolu1ion of the 
domain and can show that this 
is too restr ictive . Though it 
can also be shown that there 
are limits upon knowable 
domains, or, at any rate, 
memorable domains , we have 
not yet done much empirical 
work to check that certain 
predictably immemorable re
lations are not , in fact. recon
structible . 

3. Due to the special con
struction of the domain (Sec
tion 2.2.1 and its footnote and 
Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3), R, 
appearing in this expression 
covers all those relations 
needed by a given P Individ
ual to learn R and thus to 
understand it. But, even with 
this construction, R might be 
learned in many, perhaps 
infinitely many, ways; that is, 
we are not characterizing 
domains as simple hierarchies 
of relations . 

4. Though this statement is 
accurate, my theory includes 
several caveats and condi
tions. For example, the exist
ence of a sprout on each 
occasion n; that the conver
sational domain D(R) is so 
organized that it is possible 
to consider more and less 
comprehensive relations, R;; 
and that the sprout selected 
on occasion n is a system that 
is reproductive and partitiona
ble in a pair , S , S . with 
respect to a surrounding that 
is the most comprehensive 
of the R . 

5. Notice that this usage 
makes induction simply a 
higher level of deduct ion (for 
example , if the L •grammar 
admits statistica l inference , 
according to Bayne 's rule). 



1 "Daum" marries her pedan
tic automaton George in May 
1920. John Heartfield is very 
glad of it (Meta-Mech
[anisch]konstr[uiert]nach 
Prof. A. Hausmann). A dada 
watercolor , pencil and photo
montage done in 1920. 
Original 16½ x 11' / , inches , 
Galerie Nierendorf , Berlin . 

2 Steam typesetter . Caricature 
from a 19th-century English 
printing magazine . Courtesy 
of Bettmann Archive . 

Why Inte lligence? 

Around 1968 I adopted the position that, if 
computers were to aid the evolution of architec
ture, they would have to be a class of machines 
that (we could generally agree) exhibited intelli
gent behavior . I took the stance that computer
aided architecture without machine intelligence 
would be injurious because the machine would 
not understand what it was aiding . This position is 
documented in The Architecture Machine (Negro
ponte, 1970) and in "The Semantics of Architec
ture Machines" (Negroponte and Groisser, 1971 ). 
It is a posture that results primarily from two 
anomalies that I believe to be inherent in and 
characteristic of architecture : context dependency 
and missing information. 

Briefly, context dependency means that any axiom 
or rule can find a situation where it will fail or 
generate disaster when blindly executed as a 
truism. I do not believe that there are truths in 
architecture ; all principles are qualified by con
text Unfortunately, one cannot point to context or 
describe it. It is a property ascribed by an 
observer or by a participant as a function of his 
own personal experience and his state of mind at 
the time. In short, it is context that provides him 
the opportunity to give meaning to the event, 
principle , building, or whatever . "Cont ext acts as 
~ operator to assign meaning to the metaphorical 
signals we receive from the world, but it is not 
found in those signals. It is to be found , rather, in 
the consequences of our response to those 
meanings in that environment. 'Get undressed' 
do~s not convey the same meaning in a doctor's 
office as it does in the back seat of an automo
bile-but it would be a mistake to identify the 
background setting in either case as the context" 

(A. Johnson, 1971). Context must be recognized 
by us in terms of our own behaviors or by a 
machine in terms of its behavior. 

As an example of the antithesis, in discussing the 
computer simulation of urban dynamics, Jay 
Forrester (1969) concludes that: "It should be a 
model which, with proper changes in parameters, 
is good for New York, Calcutta, a gold rush camp, 
or West Berlin ." But perhaps the contextual issues 
of culture , for example, are so different that this 
could not be true. Forrester will argue convinc
ingly and with conviction that if he incorporates 
enough multiple-feedback loops and nonlinear 
relationships , his model will be comprehensive 
and complicated enough to embody what I am 
calling context. In other words, to Forrester 
context is to be found in the signals, not in you or 
me. 

In contrast, one machine intelli gence approach 
would be to embed (if possible) in a machine 
those devices that allowed Forrester himself to 
recognize that which allowed him to derive his 
parameters. This is particularly important in archi
tecture where the contextual shifts are not as 
dramatic and overt as those between India and 
the United States. Instead, they are more subtle 
but no less important indicators shaped by site 
conditions, traditions , social setting , prior experi
ences, the whims of inhabitants, and so on. These 
are crucial issues if my architecture is to be 
responsive to me. Consequently, I postulate that 
the machine must be constructed in such a 
manner that its behavior gives us enough confi
dence to presume that it is act ing intelligently and 
with common sense, that is, in context. 
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The second anomaly is in the theory of missing 
information. At the end of The Architecture 
Machine I stated that: "Part of the design process 
is, in effect, the procurement of this information. 
Some Is gathered by doing research in the 
preliminary design stages. Some is obtained 
through experience, overlaying and applying a 
seasoned wisdom. Other chunks of information 
are gained through prediction, induction, and 
guesswork. Finally some information is handled 
randomly, playfully, whimsically, personally ." The 
general fervor of so-called "design methods" 
research has been to remove the role of such 
devices as intuition and to ascribe a counter
intuitive nature to complex design problems. In 
some sense, I am saying the opposite: tools like 
intuition (sharpened by experience) are valuable 
and are often responsible for the major joys in 
architecture, and we should strive to bestow such 
devices on machines. 

My position is that machines, like humans, will 
have to evolv~ these ~echanisms by developing 
tn time and with experience, each machine being 
as different from the next as you are from me. As 
an example of the vital role of experience in 
human design endeavors, consider the age of 
accomplished architects (as distinguished, per
haps, from successful architects). I would suggest 
~at architecture has been an older man's profes
s1_on for reasons of experience (in drawing analo
?1es, making inferences, generally handling miss
mg information) rather than of politics or of fiscal 
e~bl shme~ It takes a certain amount of time to 
witness a vanety of situations wide enough to 
afford our successful dealing with ill-specified 
cont~-dependent problems, as is the case in' 
architecture. 'In contrast, note that the design of a 
bottle opener or an airplane is based on almost 

complete and reliable information and is inde
pendent of shifting contexts. The design of a 
plane does not change if the craft is to fly 
northbound or southbound or is to carry Italians 
rather than Englishmen . A bottle opener works as 
well on domestic beer as on foreign brews" 
(Negroponte and Groisser, 1971). 

As a consequence of these two anomalies we, The 
Architecture Machine Group, took the route of 
attempting to make machines more like people . 
inasmuch as they might exhibit a design behavior 
that would be responsive to both context and 
missing information and that, as such , could be 
viewed as intelligent behavior . Some people may 
find it insolent to ascribe or want to ascribe 
intelligence to machines; after all , intelligence is 
an attr ibute coveted by humans because it . 
distinguishes us from other an imals and certainly 
from "the artificial." Instead , we found this posture 
somewhat self-defeating . While the arguments for 
striving toward a machine intelligence can be 
made strongly , the convincing experiments to be 
conducted and the forthright exercises to be .. 
undertaken are, to say the least , elusive. Addition
ally discouraging is the fact that results as yet do 
not display intelligent behavior in any sense. We 
talk about heterarchies in the structure of knowl
edge , and we do not know how they are formed. 
We study context recognition, and we do no_t _know 
how to see it We look for human intentionahties, 
and we do not know how they are manifested . ~e 
result is that we build mundane gadgets and ':"rite 
primitive computer programs that have one thtn~ h 
in common : all the problems we tack le, and ~hic 
are described in this volume, are problems WI~ 

which we can experiment modestly, but ~hich in 

their ultimate form would require a machine 
intelligence in order to be handled at the same 

level of accomplishment as by an onlooking 
human. In brief, every project described in the 
following chapters does something badly that 
humans do well. And only in a few instances can 
we argue with confidence that the particular 
experiment will lead to managing the broader 
problem. If we can build a machine that recog
nizes a pile of cubes to be a pile of cubes, will 
that help us achieve the recognition of a Swiss 
chalet in a pasture? 

Two Approaches 

In 1968 one could read all existing litera_ture in 
English on the subject of "artificial int~lhgence" 
within one month. It now takes about six months. 
The field is still small and ill defined (as even the 
name suggests), and can be roughly chara_ct~r
ized by two contrasting approaches to ~ch1evmg 
a machine intelligence. One approach is to 
attempt to embed knowledge directly (both_facts 
and methods for manipulating those tacts) into a 
computer, in some sense to capitalize upon the 
time we, as humans collectively , ha~e taken to 
learn these "facts ." The other route is to u~der
stand and to impart to machines the_ learning 
process itself (which includes lear~ing how to 
learn and more important , the des ire to learn) 

·th the n~tion that mach ines could subsequent ly 
;1ature in a manner not dissimilar to that of 

humans. 

The first approach is ep itomized b~.the work of 
Minsky (1968) and his coll~agues : ... to ~ake a 
machine with intell igence is not n~ce~an ly to 

h. that learns to be intelligent... In make a mac me . try 
our present state it will be more productive t~I 
to understand how people understand _so we 
what they are told than to focus ex~.1us1vely on 
what they d iscover for themselves. Or, more 

ti . "When we ourselves , learn how to 
recen y. · · t· s then we 
construct the right kind of descnp ion , r 
can make programs construct and rem~m_be 

t and the problem of 'learning will 
them, oo, p rt 1972) A conse-
vanish " (~:fs~:~de ~~th~ need for well-formed 
quence o d that part of the world 
descript ions of the wort or . t ·11 
with which we choose to dea l. Any ex~n .men w1 

be I. ·ted by the richness of the descriptive 
1m1 h' chica l more techniques (traditionally ierar , 
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2 The representat ion of an 
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Illustration from Roger C. 
Schank , Neil Goldman , 
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English," Proceedings of the 
Third International Joint 
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recently striving to contrive what have come to be 
called heterarchical structures). This paradigm for 
artificial intelligence assumes that the world can 
be viewed in well-classified parts, decomposable 
until a manageable chunk is found and solved 
and recomposable toward a "comprehensive 
whole." 

This approach lends itself to tasks like game 
playing, theorem proving, and pattern recognition, 
all of which can be respectively partitioned , for 
example, into opening, middle, and end games; 
axioms, definitions , and subtheorems ; lines, sur
faces, and volumes . The approach is extremely 
appealing in that it can yield rapid returns, and it 
avoids the pitfalls of so-called "evolutionary " 
methods, so often misled by the results of 
parameter "twitching " found in most reinforcement 
or self-organizing systems. As an attitude toward 
artificial intelligence , it also enjoys the facility of 
single-minded problem solving, where the task is 
well defined (in the descriptive system), the tests 
for failure and success are well specified , and the 
"solved problem " has no side effects (Weizen
baum, 1972). The reader should be referred to the 
recent volum inous definitive work of Newell and 
Simon (1972). In the context of architecture , let's 
call this approach puzzle-solving; one should 
refer here to works of Eastman (1972c and d, for 
example) and his colleagues . 

The second approach tackles learning and 
self-reference , recognizing that any conversation 
or interaction between machine and man or 
between machine and environment is altered by 
context, in particular by a domain of "relevant' ' 
previous experiences . In this approach one tends 
to experim ent with dialogue and with the explora
tion of what Gordon Pask has called "sprouts," 

close in both time and space. The emphasis is on 
learning, heavily affected by the nature of the 
"interface ." This does not imply emulating gram
mar-school drill ahd practice . What it does imply 
is a level of machine fumbling, error making, and 
self-observation (and reference). 

This line of experimentation has less credibility 
today since it has produced very few results. A 
major problem of this route is that the world must 
be viewed more directly in its most complex 
whole, rather than severed into "manageable " 
chunks. This is because our response to the 
complex whole bears the context in which learn
ing takes place and because intelligence is 
manifest in that response . Beyond 
stimulus/response psychology and the tyranny of 
immediate sensory control , intelligent behavior is 
exhibited only in cases where that "behavior is 
controlled by assumptions of the state of the 
world .... An example ... is accepting an ice cream 
on the evidence of the retinal image which itself is 
not cold , heavy, sweet. or edible " (A. L Gregory, 
1970). 

The two approaches may lead to the same end, 
but, for the time being, they must be recogn ized in 
terms of their effect upon formulating the ques
tions . Loosely, the first approach can be called 
"problem solving, " the second , "problem worry
ing" (S. Anderson, 1966). From the first. a sample 
question might be: Given the cryptarithmetic 
problem : DONALD + GERALD = ROBERT to 
solve, how can we most expeditiously explore the 
most likely solutions, rather than the entire 
3,628,800 candidate answers? (Simon, 1969; 
Bartlett, 1958). From the second approach : How 
do we recognize a gesture or appreciate a joke in 
the context of a time, a culture, and a history 
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(ranging from previous moments to a lifetime)? 
The first question is answered by building "search 
trees," for example, and employing heuristic 
techniques to avoid examining the prohibitively 
large number of solutions; one can imagine this 
taking place without machine learning but with 
embedded knowledge. The latter question, in 
contrast, cannot be answered with built-in knowl
edge; we must know what that knowledge (contin
ually changing) means to us. 

These two approaches are reflected in architec
tur~I applications, which show similarly divergent 
attitudes toward architecture and architecture aided 
by computer irrespective of a concern for intelli
gence per se. The first approach is epitomized by 
all of Christopher Alexander's work (even the 
recent patterns) (1968, 1969, in press) and more 
dramatically by Van Emden's (1970) view of 
complexity, which deals with subdivisions of tasks 
that lend themselves to "skillful" solution. Each 
goal and subgoal is formalized to the extent that 
one can say in a canonical format: "if Cthen A 
beca~~e P," where Pis a recognized problem in 
cond1t!on C (Alexander calls it context), solvable 
by action A The formalization itself requires that 
the problem_ Pbe small and, hopefully, context
less; othe_rw,se the statement degenerates into: "if 
the meaning I ascribe to C can be maintained (or 
an~er~d) by A because of my recognition of 
P.... 1! rn contrast the problem is treated wholisti
cally, tt ca~ be _made manageable by viewing it in 
low resolution, rn some sense squinting rather 
than by decomposi~g i~ into precise pacts. The 
process of a~strac~1on rn design is often used to 
unc?ver relat1onsh1ps hidden by the details of 
;ahty. ~nfortunately, at this time the process of 

stract1on has examples only in hum 
es Th· · an proc-

ses. is is because it requires making infer-

ences, drawing generalities, and making induc
tions, activities machines conduct badly, activi
ties that may unearth Ps and Cs not discernible by 
examining the parts. 

It is obviously too simplistic for me to propose two 
well-defined compartments and to stuff a project 
or an attitude into one or the other. Nevertheless, 
the two attitudes are conceptually different 
enough to signal polarities. It is much easier to 
work on problem solving, decomposition , and 
if-then-because than to tamper with issues of 
learning and meaning, processes that are intrinsi
cally human and personal. The latter imposes an 
almost nihilistic attitude and philosophical 
despair inasmuch as the problem is so unman
ageable and so evasive: there is just no calculus 
for metaphors . 

The tragic aspect of this bipartition is that some 
communities of researchers have clustered about 
the poles to the extent that unsharable experi
ences have led to unsharable goals . In many 
instances, scientists in quest of understanding 
meaning and context have simply opted out _and 
quit. The dominant work, both in computer-a1~e~ 
architecture and in artificial intelligence, is still in 

the first approach . 

Language and Meaning 

" ... Language is just a set of format conventions" 
(Clowes, 1970). This comment is symptomatic of 
the paradigm that misled many researchers and 
dollars in the quest for automatic language 
translating machines. Now, researchers unani
mously agree that language translation cannot be 
viewed as syntactic untangliRg and restructuring 
of format, that the syntax of a sentence is only a 
part, if not the smallest part, of understanding at 
the very first level. "The second level, semantic 
analysis, is concerned with the relationships of 
signs to the things they denote. A third level, 
pragmatic analysis, deals with the relationships 
between signs and their interpretation in terms of 
actions required " (Bobrow , 1968). 

The two sentences "My mother cleaned the 
house" and "The house was cleaned by my 
mother" are syntactically different statements that 
would carry the same semantic and pragmatic 
interpretation, what Chomsky would refer to as the 
same "deep structure ." Moran (1971) makes the 
observation that Christopher Alexander 's "pat
terns" are similarly "de ep structures" in architec
ture, while signaling the difference between the 
descriptive nature of natural language and the 
normative nature of the so-called " pattern lan
guage ." In this way, we can account for or at least 
speculate on the fact that two buildings of the 
same "ty pe" (a notion to be seriously questioned 
in itself) may look phys ically different but have a 
common "structure." 

This common structure would be convenient, but 
unlikely. I propose that present theories of lan
guage , whether in artificial intelligence or in the 
few instances of computer-aided architecture , 

show no reason to be more productive than the 
automatic translation efforts of the late 1950s and 
early 1960s. I believe that the inadequacies result 
from two failures : (1) our lack of understanding of 
meaning and our insistence on searching for it in 
the language itself; (2) our treatment of language 
from the point of view of an external observer 
overseeing a conversat ion (usually through a 
single channel) . 

Why does a child understand spoken language so 
much sooner than he can speak it? Similarly , why 
is it so much easier to understand a foreign 
language than to speak it? The answer resides 
with where you get your information-from the 
highly self-referent context at hand. My own child 
at the age of one and a half understood perfectly 
well "Do you want to brush your teeth?" at 8:30 
A.M. , when he saw me wrapped in a towel after a 
shower. At 8:30 P.M., on my return from work, if I 
greeted him at the door with the same phrase, he 
would not know what I was talking about. Granted 
it is necessary to know some of the signs and 
symbols , the nouns and verbs, but the context at 
hand as defined by both the situation and his 
previous experiences is the prime conveyer of 
meaning . This is less true in discuss ing an 
algebra problem and more true in recounting a 
funny experience . 

Avery Johnson (1970) provides a very telling 
scale for dialogue . His parameter is simply the 
distance in time and/or space of the "referent." At 
the one extreme is the telegram . At the other end 
is lovemaking , where "the referent is the partic i
pants themselves and their relation to each other." 
Computer scientists tend to stay at the very high 
end, benefiting from the fact that all defin itions 
can be made a priori and symbolically ; this is a 
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A scale of dialo g ue from 
Avery Johnson, "Dialo gue 
and the Exploration of Con
text: Properties of an Ade
quate Interface" (dated 1970, 
unpublished). The scale 
moves from one extreme 
where the referent is common 
to both parties in time and 
space to the other extreme 
where it is remote and must 
be referenced symbo lically. 
Figures drawn by and cour
tesy of Avery Johnson . 

premise of the first approach . As you move down 
the scale, however, def initions become more and 
more vulnerable to situation and happenstance 
and dependent upon you and your experiences . 
Also , as you move down the scale , language is 
forced to become less singular in medium , 
demanding a plurality of gestures , fac ial expres
sions, intonations , groans, and the like. At the very 
bottom, the word becomes almost useless. 

It has been suggested that picture s form a 
two-d imensional language (Narasimhan, 1970) in 
contrast to the one-d imensional aspect of spoken 
language . Can architecture be viewed as a 
three-dimens ional language ? If so, does it not 
follow that it too might be subject to contextual 
variations? Rather than viewing the built envi ron
ment as an efficient corpus of concrete, steel, and 
wood, let us cons ider it to be a language 
somewhere in the midd le of Avery Johnson's 
sca le. This would imply that my behavior within 
the built environmen t and the meaning I attach to 
that environmen t are as important as (I really 
believe more important than) the physical thing 
itself. 
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Models and Modeling 

A road map is a mode l that can be quer ied to aid 
in getting from point A to B (assuming they are on 
the map) . More literally, clay, styrofoam, wood , 
and cardboard are used to build physical models 
of the built env ironment to aid the pre-experience 
of some aspects of that environment. Only recent
ly, with the advent of computers, has it become 
practicable to model human behav ior (as well as 
physical states) in intellectual activ iti es. As such, 
computer modeling has become extremely impor
tant to (1) test hypotheses and (2) simulate events . 
In each case, it is necessary to describe some 
states and some transitions. It is precisely the 
description process that can both legitimize and 
confuse the modeling procedure . It is for this 
reason that I dwe ll upon some aspects of models 
and associated attitudes. 

In computer circles and jargon , modeling suffers 
from being a procedure distorted (semant ically 
and pragmatically) by the individual backgrounds 
of researchers. In some sense, any computer 
program we write or any thought we may have is a 
model. Some contend that procedures , algo
rithms, heuristics, and so on, must be combined 
in strict ways in order to qualify leg1t1mately as a 
model. I contend, however, that more important 
than what modeling is and what it is not are the 
consequences of alternative approaches to mod
eling, be it the modeling of the thinking process or 
the modeling of the growth of cities 

There exist three genera l classes of models; each 
contains very particular biases toward how we 
observe that s lic e of the world and how we 
represent it. To facilitate discuss ion, I am calling 
the three mode ls aggregate , essence and reality. 
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Th~ ag~regate model is the most common. ft is 
ep1tom1zed in the family of Dynamics (Industrial 
Ur~an, and World, Forrester , 1961 a, 1969b, 1972) 
which_ I mention as an example because it has , 
been implemented with great care and expertise . 
However , the aggregate model is also found 
frequently i~ _game pl~ying, in picture processing 
~d ~ecognition, and in most exercises of artificial 
intelligence. The general characteristic of the 
aggregate mod_el is the decomposition of events 
t? be m_odeled into many unambiguous causali
ties,_ using human insights and expertise to 
~chi~ve the ~roper compartmentalization . Proper, 
in this ?ase , is defined as the most amenable 
(sometimes easiest to program) trade-off between 
t~e number of subprocesses and the number of 
lin~ages between them. On the one hand one 
~tnves for an autonomy of parts with mod~st 
i~tercommunication. At the same time one would 
like ~ach submodel, in effect, to be a; small as 
possible to ens~re easy inspection (later) and 
conceptual clarity and precision (now). 

The ben_efits of the aggregate model accrue 
usually in the making of it, rather than in its 
depf~y~ent. This is because it is necessary to 
sc~1nize and to assimilate a procedure (like 
~laying chess ?r planning fiscal policies) to such 

n e~nt that, irrespective of the resulting model 
we en up ~newing something more about the , 
procedure itself. In the case of a well-formed 
aghg_regate model, fascinating results can be 
ac ieved to the extent th t 
event its~lf is altered da our perception of the 
redesi n , an we must return to 
new in~ig~~ 8-f:r~d the model to incorporate the 
Newtoni . I~ is good. In some way it is a 
to compoansevth1ew in that the pieces that go together 

e model can be 1·nd· ·d 1 templated d . 1v1 ua ly con-
• un erstood, and in the dilemma of 

obvious (or not-so-obvious) failures, repaired. FOf 
example, if Forrester finds that the "underem
ployed/job multiplier " is forcing an unreasonable 
composite "attractiveness " in his urban system, 
he can simply twiddle the UJM parameter until the 
results match his views and, at the same time, 
map themselves faithfully into a general consen
sus of history . 

The vulnerability of the aggregate model is 
twofold : (1) because it is at the mercy of the 
expertise of its designers , it can be no better than 
they ; (2) it is prejudiced by what has and has not 
been included, intentionally or unintentional~y. For 
example, Forrester's model for urban dynamics 
includes no suburbs, direct costs for programs . 
have no effect on the tax rate, and the land area 15 

fixed , supporting a constant density of construc
tion. There is always the chance that these 
subprocesses, just as an example , could be 
added and some of Forrester 's subprocesses left 
out, such that contrary results could be "proved." 

1 In other words , while we have learned_a gr~at_d~a 
from making the model , it is true that, In this kin 
of application (simulation), we can arrange mat
ters to yield any result (with the inflated and 

injurious credibility ascribed to computers). 

The essence model , on the other hand, make~i"~ 
attempt to account for the whole through detai · 
is quite specif ic ally an abstraction, one that . 
permits us to exercise more global processes ,n 

f h · alient teaterms of our interpretations o t eir s f 
tures. Models of the design process are often ° 
this kind the caricature being the homely ana
lyze-synthesize-test model . While one can argue 
that they exist as essence models only because . n 
we do not know as much about the de~ig 

I 
believe 

process as we do about urban dynamics , 

much stronger arguments lie in (1) the scope of 
the event , (2) the level of interactions with the 
"real world, " and (3) the resolution or gain of 
observation. In the previously mentioned example 
of simulating urban dynamics , the problem was 
well founded in the sense that the inputs are data 
or measurements supplied or recorded in 
well-defined units . In contrast, models of the 
des ign process , for example , usually contain little 
boxes like tenant needs, political contingencies, 
environmental demands . These are parameters 
that cannot be predicted or measured unequivo
cally. 

At first glance , the essence model appears to be a 
weak aggregate model. On further inspection , the 
appropriate analogue might be the floor plan 
(aggregate) versus the diagram (essence). As 
with the d iagram , the essence model affords the 
opportunity to exam ine particular aspects of the 
whole at a level of abstraction necessary to allow 
general conclusions. As in the case of the second 
approach to art ifici al intelli gence , the essence 
model loses its flamboyance in the problems of 
implementat ion because of the continual doubt 
that such-and-such is indee d a legitimate abstrac
tion that captures the essence. Also, it is unclear 
to me how you build an essence model. Take the 
example of modeling the workings of and makings 
of a car. I can see how to describe it (ie: model it) 
in terms of parts and pieces , like axles and 
wheels, but I cannot see how to embody the 
essence of camess such that the adjacent dia
gram can be recognized as a car. A 
two-and-a-half-year-old child can recognize it! 
What kind of model does he have? 

The last category of mode ls skirts many of these 
issues in that the underlying scheme is: Rather 

than model a chunk of the world , use that chunk of 
the world for a model of itself. In other words, 
instead of modeling a city, use the city as a model 
of itself. The architectural counterpart is, in some 
sense, found in the use of full-sca le models . In the 
following chapter, an experiment in "sketch rec
ognition " will describe one kind of data structure 
that stores a positional representation of what 
lines were applied to paper . Another experiment, 
a "computer eye," looks at the drawing literally 
over the person's shoulder, that is, performs a 
redundant task. In the one case we have to 
construct a scheme for representing that slice of 
the world (piece of paper with lines); in the other 
case we use it directly. 

This kind of model may appear to be simply a 
play on words. However, it acknowledges a 
device that we, as humans, use all the time in our 
daily activ ities and rarely consider viable for 
machines. That is using the world as memory . It 
allows us to attach whatever symbols we wish , 
app ly whatever metaphors we like, and ascribe 
very personal meanings. In modeling and 
describing the world, computer scientists gener
ally discount using parts of the world as memory 
and as models (if we can still call them that) . One 
exception can be found in Feigenbaum (1963): "It 
is easier and cheaper to build a hardware robot to 
extract what information it needs from the real 
world than to organize and store a useful model. 
Crudely put, the SRI (Stanford Research Institute) 
group's argument is that the most economic and 
efficient store of information about the real world is 
the real world itself." 
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1 SEEK, part of the 
SOFTWARE exhibit at the 
Jewish Museum, New York. 
September 16--November 8, 
1970. Its purpose was to 
show how a machine handled 
a mismatch between its 
model of the world and the 
real world-in this case five 
hundred two-inch metal
plated cubes. The mismatch 
was created by a colony of 
gerbils whose activity con
stantly disturbed the strictly 
rectil inear arrangement 
called for by the machine's 
mode l. 

2 Gerbils were selected for 
their curiosity . The plastic 
t:ipx straightened blocks 
corner straightened blocks 
when SEEK discovered them 
to be crooked. A block 
slightly askew would be 
realigned. One substantially 
d islocated would be placed 
(straight, of course) in the 
new position, on the assump
tion that the gerbils wanted it 
there. The outcome was a 
constantly chang ing architec
ture that reflected the way the 
litt le animals used the place. 

3 Steven Gregory and 
Museum Director Carl Katz 
(on the right) with the author 
on opening night 

4 Opening night 



Linkages with the Real World 

Could an educated porpoise understand Gone 
with the Windl 

For a computer to acquire intelligence will it have 
to look like me, be about six feet tall, have two 
arms, two eyes, and an array of humanlike 
apparatus? The question sounds ridiculous. Fur
thermore, answers are impeded by two irrevoca
ble conditions (at this time in history): (1) very few 
people (including you most probab ly) really and 
truly believe that machines someday might exhibit 
an intelligence equal to or greater than ours; (2) 
the question is too easily written off as sloppy 
romanticism and anthropomorphism. 

I believe that the question is not ludicrous; on the 
contrary, it is one of the cruxes of the dilemma in 
which many of us find ourselves. It is clear that 
computers need a wide variety of sensory chan
nels and a host of effectors in order to witness and 
manipulate "aspects" of the wor ld , particularly 
those we use daily in our metaphors. However, to 
date,_ co~~uters are by far the most sensory
deprived intellectual engines." They are 
offer~ the richness and variety of telegraphese , 
w1~ i:nmor exceptions like computer graph ics and 
a limited machine vision. 

It is :° obvi~u~ that o•Jr interfaces, that is, our 
bodies, are mt1mately related to learning and to 
how_ we l~am, that one point of departure in 
artiftci~I intelligence is to concentrate specifically 
on the interfaces. In the late sixties The Architec
~re Machine Group did just that, focusing upon 
linkages with the real world, specifically those 
that gave machines access to the physic a l 
aspects of the world. I cited in "The Semantics of 

Architecture Machines" (1970c) three goals for 
computers: 

"( 1) We want our machine partners to have the 
potential of perceiving those aspects of the_ 
physical environment that would become biased 
or incomplete when transmitted through other 
modes (such as a verbal description). _(2) w_e want 
machines to be able to solicit information directly 
from the real world on the initiative of intern~! 
computations rather than depend upon the inter-

, · · or vention of a human designer and his consci~us 
subconscious interpretations of that information. 
(3) We want computers to be able to witness and 
handle concepts and relationships (and even . 
experiences) that are concerned with those envi
ronmental qualities that human designers under-

1 stand and handle through metaphors and_ symbo s 
(which in turn are established from meanings 
gained through many sensing-effecting chan
nels) ." 

The goals may be noble , and they may help to 
· ntaclarify the nature of the necessary expenme 

tion. However , much in the same way as I ha~e 
suggested that the puzzle-solv ing approach 0 

artificial intelligence does not face squarely th~ 
issues of intelligence, playing wit~ se~sors a:k irt 
effectors sim il arly allows one to b_ide tI~e : to an 
many issues, and possibly to avoid attainm~ d Y 
end . In some sense, we were driven by a bl~ 
faith that somehow these appendages woul 
magically fall into place: "Our exper iments are 
based on the hope that if machines ar~ given the

1 
faculty for soph isticated interactions with the) r~iey 
world (people, places, pictures , an_d so fo~ds 
can learn to develop their own design meth n" 
and methodologies , perhaps better than our ow 
(Negroponte 1970c and d). 

The illustrations on the fol lowing pages depict some 
experimentation that has taken place ove_r the past 
few years; they are limited to those expenm~nts 
not described at greater length in the following 
chapters. In general , you will notice two classes ~f 
experimentation : high-resolution ~nd _low-resolution 
devices . What can you resolve with sixteen photo
cells? What can you recognize with a million 
addressable po ints? 

These questions provide for interestin g develop
ment of and experimentation with handsome . 
gadgets . The initial question, however, remains 
unanswered . Does a machine have to possess a 
body like my own and be able to ~xperience 
personally behaviors like my ow~ in ord~r t? share 
in what we call intelligent behavior? Whi le it may 
seem absurd , I believe the answer is yes. 
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1 ARM, an exercise in trans
forming one coordinate sys
tem into another. The four 
groups of three pneumatic 
muscles allowed for sma ll 
lateral displacements , barely 
enough to draw a capita l A 

2 The belly of a toy tank 
ca lled GROPE. As one of the 
earlier experiments in 
low-resolution machine 
vision , it holds ar. important 
p lace in Arch itecture 
Machine memorabi l ia. 

3 A general-purpose inter
face that allowed 24-dig ital 
input, 16-dig ital output. and 
16 channels of analogue 
input and output. This served 
as the interface between 
FORTRAN programs and 
stude nt-buil t gadge try. 

4 A 1 &-photocell eye with 
100mm lens 



2 Computer Graphics 
Introduction by Steven Coons 

Computer graphics began some time before 1960, but it was Ivan 
Sutherland who first created a computer graphics system, and his system 
did exhibit some rudimentary aspects of intelligence. Unfortunately, 
almost everyone who followed Sutherland (including Sutherland himself, 
according to Negroponte) failed to see the central issue, and even today, 
some twelve years later, most computer graphics systems provide only an 
idiot-slave model of a fast draftsman who doesn't eat. 

Sutherland's SKETCHPAD made modest but seemingly intelligent 
responses to the (graphical) actions of its human companion . It was 
capable of turning a crudely drawn quadrilateral into a perfect rectangle; 
it was capable of fitting together various separate objects into a 
composite pattern, even though the process might involve modif ication of 
the sizes, shapes , and orientations of the separate objects. In such an 
operation it was also capable of adhering to rules (constraints) about 
permissible and forbidden actions. In some of the situations the 
constraints made it impossible to carry out the scheme. In such cases the 
computer would "do its best " to satisfy the constraints while holding their 
violations to a minimum. In other cases the defining constra ints might be 
insufficient to yield a unique result. In most conventional computer 
programming , such an insufficiency (such as lack of data, for instance) 
causes the program to halt without an answer. But in SKETCHPAD the 
computer in a sense supplied its own miss ing information and proceeded 
to give some result. After that, its human companion cou ld accept the 
result or add more constraints to ach ieve a modification. SKETCHPAD 
had other capabilities like these, and this repertoire made it possible for 
the user to carry on a conversation with the machine that was, at least at a 
first level, intelligent. The mach ine didn 't behave like a comp lete idiot ; 
within its powers it took appropriate action. 
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Many, if not most, conventional computer programs seem constructed at 
what might be called the level of specifics . Much of SKETCHPAD was 
constructed at the level of principles (or generalizations). Most computers 
work at the first level; intelligent beings work at the second level. 

Suppose I want an assistant (the intelligent machine) to find the square 
root of a number. It would be nice if I could point out to the machine that 
when the divisor and quotient of a number are equal, the divisor is the 
square root and have the machine take it from there. But perhaps that 's 
asking too much (even for a human intelligence). But I could give one 
more hint: The square root of a number lies somewhere between an 
arbitrary divisor and the quotient. Now it would be nice if the computer 
could use this remark to construct its own algorithm for solution. Of 
course, no existing computer system can exhibit this kind of intelligence, 
which is at the level of principles , for we customarily write a program at_ 
the level of specifics for the idiot-slave that describes in complete detail 
every step to be taken and scrupulously takes into account every possible 
circumstance that could occur that would make the program fail. 
Sometimes in a complicated program it is impossible to predict that 
some combination of circumstances will cause failure, and then the 
machine is of very little help . It is possible that some existing programs 
have "bugs" that have never been detected because the "failure set" of 
simultaneous circumstances has never happened to occur. 

The central issue seems to be how to endow the machine with that 
undef~na~l_e capability called "understanding." The evidence of "under
standmg m humans as well as machines is some intelligent response 
that _is "meaningful" and pertinent, although not necessarily "right." I am 
reminded of a child's explanation of the wind. His theory was that the 

trees waved their leaves and caused the wind . However "wr~ng" this is, it 
would be wonderful to have a machine intelligent enough to invent such 

an essentially logical idea. 
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1 Digitizing a Volkswagen 

2 Displaying the input as a 
connection of data points 

3 Filling in the surfaces 

4 Smoothing the surfaces . 
Illustrations courtesy of Ivan 
Sutherland and the University 
of Utah, Department of 
Computer Science. 

On Seeing and Ma king Pictures 

Steve Coons is the father of computer graphics. 
When I asked him to write the preceding introduc
tion, I hinted that he should include a confession 
with respect to the disparity between his and his 
colleagues' early goals (as written) and experi
ments in their pioneering graphical systems. My 
purpose was to underscore some myths that I 
believe have deterred the progress toward making 
it possible to deal with computers in a congenial 
manner. While computer graphics has captured 
the fancy of brilliant scientists, it has enjoyed little 
application and the picture-making part of com
puter graphics has obscured some deeper issues . 

If we look at the history of computer graphics we 
first find that it began in the early sixties exactly in 
parallel with another very important technological 
jump, time sharing. At M.I.T., time sharing was 
being developed at Project MAC, and computer 
graphics was being developed at Lincoln Labora
tory, twenty miles away . Each effort was being 
conducted in ignorance of the other; both were 
c?ncerned with interaction. Time sharing was 
~•med at producing a ubiquitous modality of 
inter~ction by multiplexing a large number of 
terminals off one big machine in such a way that 
e~ch u~er could interact with his program at his 
leisure in a conversational manner and with the 
illusion of having a powerful and devoted com
p~er at his service. Computer graphics, mean
~hile, was striving to afford a new kind of 
interaction, one with pictures, one which could 
allow the user to discuss matters previously 
unm~ageable by the interface, that is, the 
terminal or console facilities. The consequences 
of these simultaneous but independent efforts 
have been that (1) time sharing has been a poor 

host to graphics and (2) graphics has been 
exercised for the most part in an old-fashioned, 
big-machine paradigm. 

The early papers about man-machine interaction 
(for example, Coons, 1963; T. Johnson, 1963; 
Sutherland, 1963) talked at great length about the 
potentials of graphical notations for providing a 
means for negotiating vague ideas with comput
ers, notations that would not demand 
well-specified, syntactically exact statements . 
They also suggested that as a consequence of 
this looseness, of forming the problem as well as 
the solution in conversation with a computer , 
computers would provide a previously unseen 
partnership. The term "man-machine partnership " 
was proliferated and expounded , but I do not 
believe Coons, Johnson , or Sutherland took the 
term seriously . They were not proposing a partner
ship in those early days . Their paradigm was 
closer to a master-slave relationship , except that 
now the slave could draw . 

This may explain why very little progress has 
been made on interactive graphics since the 
original fanfare and why most developments have 
been in making more realistic pictures and 
efficient data structures to describe them. A 
recent book on interactive graphics (Newman and 
Sproull , 1973) epitomizes my poi~t Very little . 
work has focused upon the graphical abstractions 
and nebulous interactions commonly found in 
human discourse accompanied by graphics . The 
result is that picture making by computer has in 
fact not improved the man-machine partnership to 
any great extent Dynamic graph m~kI~g is 
probably the only widespread application ~f . 
computer graphics that even begins to cap1taltze 
upon simple but powerful aspects of interactive 



1 Nine ways of describing 
the vertex marked with an 
arrow. From Waltz (1972) . 

2 View of San Francisco . 
The drawing was produced 
with great efficiency and at 
low cost, through a system 
marketed by Dynam ic Graph 
ics, Inc. Illustration courtesy 
of Art Paradis , President. 

visual information. In the future we might see 
formidable application in the simulat ion technolo
gies (Bazjanac , 1973). 

The maneuvers necessary to get visual informa
tion into a machine are more difficult than those 
required to get it out. As a result, most graphic 
presentations are the result of internal computa
tions or previously d igitized input, rather than the 
result of a seeing or draw ing device. (Art Paradis, 
President of Dynamic Graphics, Inc., calls this 
"computational graphics ."} Most architectural 
applications are not graphical because it is so 
difficult to describe a building when one is forced 
to wait unti l the des ign is advanced enough to 
amortize the effort. The problem is somewhat 
paradoxical , because the longer one waits , the 
more difficult the "dig itizing" b~comes. It would 
behoove us to have an onlook ing machine follow 
a des ign from the very early stages of conception 
to working drawings , with no explic it demarcation 
of " now we wi ll put it into the machine." It does 
not mean that every des igner must sit in front of 
one of these uncomfortable cathode-ray tubes. 
Why not have a machine look over your shoulder? 

As tar as I am concerned , machine vision and 
computer graph ics are the same subject even 
though they have been so tar relegated to totally 
separate g roups of researchers in computer 
sc ienc e. Machine vision has been the focus of a 
great deal of artifici al intelligence work, but, like 
work in graph ics, it has concentrated on realism 
and data structuring ; the predominant work is in 
the decomposit ion of scenes into categorizable 
lines, planes , and volumes, most recently found in 
Waltz (1972). Very little work has been done on 
the recognition of abstract ions and the considera 
tion of vision as an inference-mak ing behavior 
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rather than simply as a data collection procedure. 
F?r example: How do we infer information about 
prctu~es? When does a circle with two triangles at 
one o clock and eleven o'clock look like the head 
of a cat? !hese questions are in contrast to the 
goals defined by questions like: Can we see a 
French ~oodle on a shaggy rug or recognize a 
screwdriver on the surface of the moon? 

To _a member ~fa catless society without catlike 
ammals , our diagrammatic cat might look like a 
mons!er. To a two-year-old child from Rome it will 
lo_ok like a cat with far less detail , because he has 
wrt~essed and understood "catness" in terms of 
sal_rent and general features that can be charac
terized by abstractions. The child has seen cats 
from many attitudes and has developed what S. A. 
Gregory (1971) calls a "fiction" from which he can 
draw hypotheses (predictions) that it is or it is not 
a_cat Or, m?re appropriately stated in terms of 
p1c_tu_re making and recognition : it is meant to be 
or ,t ts not meant to be a cat 

lntentionalities 

I propose that a common oversight in the 
computer recognition and generation of visual 
material is the disregard for the intentions of the 
image. What I mean to say is more important than 
what I actually say. The intimacy of a dialogue 
can be in some sense measured by the ability of 
each person to recognize the intentions of the 
other. For example, in cases where people are not 
well acquainted and from different cultures, 
speaking to each other can become a profession 
(diplomacy) where it is very necessary to say 
exactly what is meant and to be well trained at 
understanding what is meant. 

With two good friends, codesigners, husband and 
wife, this is not true. A well-developed working 
relationship is in fact characterized by one party's 
leaving a great deal of information tor the other 
party to infer and assuming it will be inferred 
correctly. As Oliver Selfridge puts it. an intimate, 
interactive conversation is, in some sense, the 
lack of it. 

Unfortunately , intentions can only be recognized 
in context, that evasive and omnipresent condi
tion . But, in many cases, even the crudes_t 
definition of context (like "now we are going to 
talk about structures in architecture") can help 
what Kaneff (1970) has titled The _Picture Lan~d 1 
guage Machine. If you are sketching a plan a 
know you are sketching a plan, even thoug~ some 
lines might replicate the schematic_ ca~ I will do 
my best to assign to the lines a proJectrve . d 
geometry or diagrammatic meaning ~ssociate u 
with the built environment. However, 1f I know yo 

. h b oom (at some 
are a lover of cats, there mIg t e r 1 • ht 
point) tor equivocation, to the extent that mig 

have to ask, "Do you mean ... ?" There is nothing 
wrong with asking, but note that the need for 
asking is not necessarily a result of the level of 
detail, abstraction, or diagrammatic scribbling. 
The fact that most realistic rendering demands the 
same inference making and causes the same 
ambiguities is shown by trompe l'oeil painting 
and Ames experiments in the psychology of 
perception. 

To make inferences about a statement requires a 
knowledge of the world. To make an inference 
about the intention of a statement requires some 
knowledge of the person making it. For me to 
~gin to make inferences about your intentionali
tIes, except at the very crudest level (of contradic
tions: slips of the tongue, mispronunciations, etc.), 
requI~es that I know you (even as slightly as 
knowing that you are American ). That is, I need a 
model of you. Following some work with Gordon 
Pask, we proposed in " HUNCH-An Experiment in 
Sketch Recognition " (Negroponte , Gre isser, and 
Taggart, 1972) that man-computer interactions 
should be supported by three levels of model. 
Fro~ the computer's point of view , these include: 
(1) its model of you, (2) its model of your model of 
tt, and (3) its model of your model of its model of 
you. 

The first level is a straightforward model of the 
user, ranging from his habits and mannerisms in 
sket~hing, for example , to his attitudes toward 
architecture. This model is continually exercised 
as a prediction device and supplier of missing 
tnformation. Its validity is easily measured and 
teste~ in terms of the closeness of fit between the 
anticipated and the actual intention as manifest at 
sohome increment of time later (a millisecond an 

ur ' • a year). Notice that in no sense can such a 

model be fail-safe; in fact, the very idea of 
fail-safeness itself is the wrong attitude toward the 
problem . In terms of implementat ion this model 
would be passive (and hence exhibit no inept 
behavior) at the beginning . After some period of 
time (with people this varies from personality to 
personality) , this model is deployed to venture 
guesses and would inevitably make errors. Con
sider the process we go through in getting to 
"kno w" somebody . You will remember stages of 
attempting to make no predictions , times of wrong 
second-guessing, and later periods of "knowing " 
him or her. This is dramatically amplified if the 
other person is from another culture , ill-versed in 
your language. 

The next level of model is the computer 's model of 
your model of it This is critical to inference 
making because one tends to leave 1mplicIt only 
those issues that one assumes the other party will 
understand (implicitly) . This mode l grows out of a 
felicity of matches between the inferred informa
tion and the intended information . If, for examp le, 
the computer correctly assumes that you meant 
"door within the wall ," it can draw the added 
inference that you assumed it would . Note that this 
mode l can only grow out of correct matches. 

The last level of model may appear overly 
circuitous and somewhat fickle ; however, it has 
unexplored (to my knowledge) implications for 
learning . It is the computer 's model of the user's 
model of its model of him. In human relations, 
what I think you think that I think of you is as 
important as (and can be more important than) 
what I really think of you. I suspect that forthco~
ing research will reveal that this model 1s crucia l 
to learning about people on a person-to-person 
level This is because a deep acquaintance can 
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1 Exampl 1 
mad 

es o drawings 
eon the A h' Mach· re itecture 
me as part of the 

so-called Cava 
ment, designedn:u~h ex~r i-
personalized o. eterm1ne 
Each figure i/rawing habits. 
display of ev a computer 
recorded b ery tenth point 

y the data tablet. 

2 The Sylvania data tablet 

~ described as a state 
this third level of model ~~~onve~gence between 
model of my model of the first When your 
a replica of your moder~r model of me is almost 
know me; in terms of a h~ me, we c.an say that you 
we have reached a I man r~lat1onship, that 

evel of confidence and trust 



Sketch Recogn ition 

In a shocking and almost silly interview with Max 
Jacobson, Christonhpr Alexander (197Ia, 197Ib) 
recounted the following story: 

"There was a conference which I was invited to a 
few months ago where computer graphics were 
be ing discussed as one item and I was arguing 
very strongly against computer graphics simply 
because of the frame of mind that you need to be 
in_ to create a good bu ilding . Are you at peace 
with yourself? Are you th inking about smell and 
touch , and what happens when people are 
walking about in a place? But part icularly , are you 
a~ peace with yourself? All of that is completely 
disturbed by the pretentiousness, insistence and 
comp li catedness of computer graphics and all the 
a lli ed techniques . So my final objection to that 
and to other types of methodology is that they 
actually prevent you from being in the right state 
of mind to do the design , quite apart from the 
question of whether they help in a sort of technical 
sense , which , as I said , I don 't th ink they do ." 

Wh ile I find not ions of a "frame of mind ... to create 
a good building " extremely distasteful (and pater
na listic), I wholeheartedly adm it that computer 
graphics is gu ilty of great complicat ion and noise. 
In general , computer grap hics research has been 
totally self-serving , aptly fitting Weizenbaum 's 
(1972 ) ana logy : " It is rather like an island 
economy in which the natives make a livin g by 
taking in each other's laundry ." 

The following section describes a specific experi
ment in computer graphics , one with which 
Alexander might someday be at ease : sketch 
recognition . The effort is particularly exciting (to 

me) because it allows for a wide variety of 
approaches (some contradictory), modestly exe
cutable , with the acknowledgment that the limrting 
case-a computer that can recognize any 
hand-drawn sketch with the same reliability as an 
onlooking human-will require a machine inteI ·. 
gence . The following pages report upon the 
salient characteristics of an actual computer 
program , but most of the major issues are far 
broader than the experience can admit. The 
reader should seriously wonder (as we continua ly 
do) If draw ing is a two-dimensional language. 

' . ? I 
does sketching have a syntax and semantics. s 
any of HUNCH more than the syntactical process· 
ing of a hand draw ing? 

The founding work in computer graphics was 
called SKETCHPAD (Sutherland, 1~)- Whi~: 
was an effective name, in some way 11 pollut d 

1 
notion of "sk etching " in any sense of !he wor ~ 
contrast to SKETCHPAD "We view the problem 

' lution of the sketching as the step-by-step reso h 
mismatch between the user's intenti?ns (of~:~ 
he himself may not be aware) and his graph 

. 1 xt, the converg· 
articulations . In a design con e . and the 
ence to a match between the mearnn~ 11_ 
graphical statement of that !11e~ning !s ncso;ft 
cated by continu ally changing intentio phical 

r' • ·ng his own gra 
result from the use s vrewi . d Taggart 
statements " (Negroponte , Gro!sser d~th as a 
1972) Sketching can be considere . pee· 
form ~f communicating with on_ese_lf (in~: omers 
tion) and as a form of communicating wh11·ne is 

f. t case the mac (presentation) . In the irs · 9 so to 
holding the same pencil, eavesdroph:i~g 8 piece 
speak . In the second c~se yo~:~ of you are 
of paper with the machine, an ch with your own 
draw ing on the same sheet. ea . the draw1nQ 
stylus. In both instances memory is 

medium and the vehicle for looping into the 
physical world . 

I am not suggesting that the heart magically tells 
the wrist something that embell ishes a concept 
passing from mind to medium . I am proposing 
that a nebulous idea is characterized by not 
knowing when you begin a sentence exactly what 
you are going to say at the end . Furthermore, the 
final "phrases" are in fact flavored (for better or for 
worse) by my initial tack and my, your, or the 
computer's reaction to it. Consequently, in an act 
like sketching, the graph ical nature of the drawing 
(that Is, the wobbliness of lines, the collections of 
overtracings, and the darkness of inscri ptions) 
have important meanings, meanings that must not 
be , but are, for the most part , overlooked in 
computer graphics . "A straight line 'sketch' on a 
cathode-ray tube could trigger an aura of com
pleteness injurious to the des igner as well as 
antagonistic to the des ign " (Negroponte , 1970a). 

In contrast to most graph ical systems, we have 
built a sketch recognition system called HUNCH 
that faithfully records wobbly lines and crooked 
comers m anticipation of drawing high-level 
inferences about .. ! The goa l of HUNCH is to allow 
a user to be as graph ically freewheeling, equivo
cal, and inaccur ate as he would be with a human 
Pcil1ner; thus the system is compatible with any 
d~ree of formalization of the user's own thoughts . 
Unh e the SKETCHPAD parad igm, which Is a 
~bber-band pointing-and-tracking vernacular, 

U CH takes m every nick and bump storing a ~, . . . 
umIn_ous history of your tracings on both 

mag_netic tape and storage tube. HUNCH is not 
looking at the sketch as much as it is lookin g at 
~ sketching; it is dealing with the verb rather 

the noun It behaves like a person watching 

you sketch, seeing lines grow, and saying nothing 
until asked or triggered by a conflict recognized 
at a higher level of appltcallon . 

Unlike a completed sketch, that is, a 
two-dimensional representation, what I have just 
described is so far one dimensional. In our 
specific experiments, the information is recorded 
serially at the rate of 200 X, Y. and limited Z 
coordinates per second. This coordinate informa
tion is augmented by measurements of pressure 
upon the stylus, from zero to fifty ounces. In 
add ition to position and pressure the method of 
reporting X, Y, Z (that is, a continuous updating 
200 times per second) Is in fact a built-in form of 
clock. which provides the added and crucial 
features of speed and acceleratron. At this writing, 
position and pressure (and derived speeds and 
accelerations) are the only recorded data; one 
can imagine measuring how hard the sketcher is 
squeezing the pen or taking his galvanic skm 
resistance. 

Either on-line or upon command, HUNCH per
forms certain transformations on the stream of 
data and then examines it for the purpose of 
recognizing your intentions at three levels: (1) 
what you meant graphically , in two dimensions. 
(2) what you meant physically in three d imen
sions ; and (3) what you meant architecturally. 
Each category Is progressively more d1ff1cult. 
They range from recognizing a squa~e. to recog
nizing a cube, to being a new brutahst 
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1 A square drawn from 
upper right 

2 A representation of the 
points sampled at a constant 
rate. Note the bunching at 
comers and the relatively 
regular spacing in the 
rounded-off comer. 

3 A scribble showing the 
measure of pressure in terms 
of line thickness. The display 
of line width is achieved by 
varying the focus control of a 
storage tube as a function of 
pressure (between O and 50 
ounces) sensed by a t iny 
load cell in the stylus. 

Graphical Intent ions 
This section describes the most primitive level of 
recognition, that which involves graphical inten
tions at the level of finding lines, corners , and 
two-dimensional geometric properties . For 
humans to "i nfer" these intentions is so easy and 
apparently uncontrived that it is difficult to convey 
the enormity of the computing task without 
embarking on a technical treatise of programming 
techniques. One major difference between the 
?o~puter's problem and ours is that the computer 
1s given the graphical information as a stream of 
points (indeed closely spaced but discrete) and 
does not "see" them as lines without some initial 
assumption making . Furthermore, it is forced to 
deal with the image sequentially . A revealing 
game is to take any line drawing and ask 
s?m~body to recognize what is depicted by 
viewing the drawing only through a small hole in 
an overlayed sheet that can be freely moved 
about (thus always hiding the whole picture 
except for what is seen through the hole) . This is 
how a computer treats the image . 

In · ·1 a s1m1 ar manner, HUNCH proceeds to con-
struct two representations of the sketch while the 
user is drawing it, a one-dimensional data struc
rre ~d a two-dimensional data structure. The 
irSt •s a faithful record of how the drawing was 
creat d · e in terms of speeds, accelerations , pres-
sures u~n the pen (see ad jacent illust ration). The 
~cond 1s a two-dimensional bit map that is, in 
~ ect, a surrogate piece of paper . The two struc
~~s represent (r~dundantly) the original sketch , 
stru they are kept intact at all times . All subsequent 
ta· ctures, either sequential or pos ition al, are main
ti med above and beyond these orig inal descrip
u:\ They may be moved, manipu lated , destroyed, 

a ed , or reproduced forever. In contrast, the 

original sketch, as represented sequentially and 
positionally , is maintained as a faithfu l icon acting 
like the "real world" to which we can always return 
for another look. The bit map may be replaced by a 
vision system that looks at the sheet of paper, 
avoid ing the need for surrogate paper. Another 
alternative under study is a raster scan display with 
a bit-per-point semiconductor memory, where the 
picture memory and d isplay medium are one and 

the same. 

The process of recognizing graphical intentions 
shifts between drawing evidence from one struc
ture or the other. At present, it includes seven 
kinds of operations , each of which relies to 
different degrees on the two structures. The 
following paragraphs describe spec ific transfor
mations in their most usual, but not necessary, 
order. Even though they are described as specific 
transformations with known inputs, it is usually the 
case that several guesses must be made and that 
several candidate resolutions must be carried 
through , building up evidence for and against. All 
the transformations are ridden with contingencies 
that cannot be handled in a rote fashion that puts 
all of one 's faith in one guess. 
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1 Cube with squiggles 
found on the fly, noted by the 
Ss 

2 A seven-point representa
tion of the machine 's guess at 
what the user meant This 
drawing has 150,000 bits of 
raw data 

Diagrams 
When one sketches, it is natural to intermingle 
elements that have a projective geometry interpre
tation (the intersection of planes, limiting con
tours, demarcations of patterns , etc.) with those 
that have a diagrammatic intent (symbols, arrows, 
letters of the alphabet, figures, etc .). Consequent
ly, one of the initial passes at recognition is to 
separate the diagrammatic elements from the 
projective elements. There is no foolproof way of 
distinguishing, for example, arrowheads from 
rooftops. In some cases it is necessary to leave 
the ambiguity for a future operation to stumble 
upon and untangle with "higher-order" evidence. 

Diagrams fall into two classes : those recognizable 
by shape and those distinguishable by gesture . 
An arrow, for example, has a distinctive topology 
and can be defined in the jargon of line types and 
joints . A squiggle , on the other hand, is a hand 
movement, meaning , for example , either shading 
or "to be erased." The recognition of the arrow is 
achieved primarily with positiona l data , whereas 
the squiggle is more easily found in the sequen
tial stream, in terms of jerking hand motions . The 
adjacent illustrations depict the sort of weeding 
out that takes place at this stage . Note that the 
"positional symbols " are viewed at different 
~rains (a form of zooming), and the squiggles are 
interpreted as "S's"- shading-or "rub out" 
commands (see adjacent figures). 

Data Compress ion 
Consider that at 200 coordinates per second a 
ten-minute sketch of a dog results in 3,600,000 
bits of sequential data. A major role for any 
sketch-recognizing system is to compress this 
data for the purpose of transmitting it to other 
procedures or other machines . An ultimate case of 
data compression would be to take the 3,600,000 
bits and transform them into: "short-haired poodle 
that looks like Spiro." A more modest transforma
tion , in the context of architectural drawing, is to 
reduce the projective geometry elements to a list 
of nodes and linkages of straight lines and curves. 

HUNCH performs this operation with uncanny 
success , guessing at the intended straight lines, 
curves , and corners . It achieves this transforma
tion with two simple but powerful parameters of 
intentionality: speed and pressure. The adjacent 
figure illustrates the measures of intention in that 
the first square was drawn rapidly (and sloppily) 
and interpreted as a square, whereas the second 
was drawn slowly , hence with apparent caution 
and intent, and interpreted as an irregular figure 
with rounded corners. The correlat ion of speed 
and pressure to simple intentions yields a power
ful measure of graphical " purpose." Nonetheless, 
it should be noted that these parameters are very 
sensitive to the hand of the individual des igner 
and thus must be delicate ly tuned and tailored. 
This is achieved at first encounter by a simple 
exercise of: "draw me a this ... orthat..faster ... 
slower " and later is revised on-line, ultimately 
(wishfully) in context. 
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1 A sample test case for 
character and symbol finding 

2 After filtering out all lines 
below 40. Note that some of 
the characters are lost, like 
the Fin "fire place " and the T 
in ''this ." 

3 After filtering out all lines 
below 96. This finds all char
acters and symbols in this 
particu lar example. 

4 A histogram of line lengths 
expressed in terms of the 
tablet's coordinates , 0 to 
4096 

5 A histogram of Oto 240. 
This is used to cluster line 
lengths in an attempt to find 
characters . 

6 A pass at line finding . 
which makes very little sense 
without the characters that 
have been removed . Notice 
that dotted lines are drawn 
when curves (or anomalies ) 
are encountered . 

7 Here the problem of char
acter finding is treated as an 
adjacency prob lem, viewing 
the data on the gr id , rather 
than in sequence . The picture 
is gathered in "windows " of a 
certain size (measured in the 
coordinates of the original 
data) and then subjected to a 
density (or population) test 
This figure uses windows 20 
bits by 20 bits and tags those 

J with a density higher than 50. 
'II Observe that all characters 

and symbols are nit However , 
some protrude from their 
"boxes 
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8 Window is larger, 32 by 
32, density is the same, 50. 

9 Window is much smaller, 
10, and density is 30, so high 
that only a few elements are 
found, for example, the drain 
in the bathtub . 

10 Window is yet smaller , 4. 
Dens ity is 8, and again, many 
characters are lost. 

11 Window equals 4, density 
6, and all characters are 
found, but also some of the 
nooks in the line qua lity. 

12 Density and window size 
are the same , by definition 
encompassing the complete 
picture . 

13 A graph of speed , change 
in arc/tangent. and pressure 
in 5 second intervals . Fourier 
transforms are necessary to 
begin to make sense of such 
localized data 



1 A rapidly drawn square 
and its interpretation by 
HUNCH 

2 A slowly drawn square . 
Dotted lines mean that a 
purposeful curve was found. 

3 A hand-drawn curve with 
pressure data before splining 

. -~- ;;. 

Curve Recognition 
A myth of computer-aided design has been that 
computer graphics can liberate architects from 
the parallel rule and hence afford the opportunity 
to design and live in globular, glandular, freeform 
habitats. I do not subscribe to this attitude. I 
believe that orthogonal and planar prevalencies 
result from much deeper physiological, psychol
ogical, and cultural determinants than the 
T-square. Partly as a consequence of this posture, 
The Architecture Machine Group initially and 
purposely ignored curves, feeling that straight 
lines and planar geometries could account for 
most graphical intentions . However, it is the case 
that in demonstrating HUNCH, the sketcher invari
ably incorporates curves in his second sketch, if 
for no other reason than to see what the machine 
will do. 

Recently we have incorporated curve recognition 
as a subset of data compressing. The problem is 
twofold : to recognize and to fit The recognition is 
~ matter of distinguishing a hastily drawn straight 
line from a purposeful curve. As with the previous 
examples , speed and pressure provide the most 
telling evidence and form the basis for most 
heuristics . However, unlike finding comers and 
straight lines, recognizing curves requires a 
greater interplay between the two data structures, 
~ause taking derivatives of irregularly spaced 
points (without interpolation) can be very mislead
ing. 

Two approaches have been employed for curve 
~ecognition. The first (shown on the following page) 
ts t? ~ arbitrarily to straighten all lines with minor 
v~nat1ons in parameter weighting. This causes 
minor ~ariations in the straight line interpretations 
and wide variations in the curves because of the 

programming technique. The second approach is 
to concentrate on the derivatives (second and 
third) in the assumption that curves are less 
speed dependent and, by their nature, require 
more cautious application. 

Curves are cumbersome graphical elements in 
the sense that neat ways for fitting and describing 
them in a simple "compressed" manner do not 
exist Presently we represent them with a 8-spline 
technique, a method that allows for a high level of 
curvature continuity and for a compressed repre
sentation that employs points that conveniently 
are few in number and do not lie on the curve. 
Illustrations on the next page show the effects of 
varying the order of the spline . For a more comp lete 
account of this technique the reader should refer 
to the thorough and definitive work of Richard 
Reisenfeld (1973). 
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1 Three straight-line inter
pretations of a curve. Each 
results from a small variation 
of the "stra ight-line-finding " 
parameters. 

2 The top curve is the 
graphical input entered from 
the tab let The two lower 
graphs depict the first and 
second derivatives (taken 
from irregularly spaced data). 

3 The "nodes" of a B-spline . 
These 17 points of data 
descr ibe the following 
curves . 

4 A fourth-Orcler spline (note 
the cusp) 

5 A th ird-order spline (where 
cusp begins to open) 

6 A brand of Aunt Rffy 's 
house 

7 Overenthus iastic latching 
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1 A house plan sketched on 
the tablet. The resolution of 
the dots is about four 
hundred points per inch . 

2 The plan displayed in a 
coarse grain , a grid of 32 by 
32 

3 Each illustration shows 
the area defined by the pre
ceding square at twice the 
resolution . 

Latching 
It is necessary to perform the task of latching, the 
process of guessing when a line is meant to be 
connected to a point , with as high a level of 
reliability as possible, because a single 
unlatched line can make the simplest figure 
topologically impossible (or implausible) in a 
planar or volumetric representation. In the early 
HUNCH days, we assumed that latching could 
give relatively consistent success when treated in 
a manner similar to finding corners; that is, we 
relied on speed and pre~sure to vary the range in 
which one would venture a latch. In fact, it worked 
quite well until a user drew small pictures or 
incorporated detail, like a window in a wall . In 
these cases the latching routines would be 
overenthusiastic and latch lines to all the nearby 
end points, making mullions look like starfish . 
This was because latching was intially achieved 
in a very narrow context . More recently (1973) 
latching procedures have been redesigned to 
look for patterns in the positional data. Heuristics 
employ features like repetition, closures , homo
geneity, and density to provide evidence that a 
certain endpoint probably is meant to be attached 
to a certain other endpoint or line . 

~tching is a very good example of a seemingly 
simple task that requires the full spectrum of 
human understanding in order to be achieved in a 
~eneral manner. It is also a good example of the 
interplay between making a decision in order to 
know something and knowing something in order 
to make a decision. In connecting the vertices of 
~n arrow it helps to know that it is an arrow in the 
first place. At the same time, arrowness is derived 
most easily from the connected figure. In short. 
latching epitomizes the problem which is a riddle 
with paradoxes and which is the cause of a 

despairing search for a handle on problems of 
recognition . 
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I 
4 

1 Characteristic T joints 

2 Original sketch 

3 Unconstrained interpreta
tion 

4 lmplicity constrained 
interpretation 

Intersections 
When a line is drawn that crosses or abuts 
another, the initial procedures do not locate the 
point of intersection. There is no reason to assume 
that any of the intersection points are actual data 
points in the init ia l stream. Finding intersections is 
a straightforward operation that has both signifi
cant and misleading results. It is often necessary 
!o carry multiple representations, guessing when 
intersections are or are not important. For exam
ple, in the case of a five-pointed star, fifteen line 
segments and ten endpoints are returned. This 
~istorts the concept of "starness." intrinsically a 
five-sided design. 

Nonetheless, in most instances intersections are 
invaluable for the recognition of higher-order 
features. One case is an intersection that contains 
one line that does not "pass through ," for 
~xample, a T joint (see illustrations). This form of 
~ntersection will often be unlatched at a later time 
inasmuch as T's provide very strong evidence that 
one plane or body lies behind another . 

~nterse~tio~s have an interesting technical aspect 
in that fmdmg them in a sequential representation 
(or nodes and links) is an exhaustive procedure 
~at increases by the square of the number of 
Imes. In a positional representation, on the other 
hand, that matter is settled in a trivial way as a 
result of being able to test for whether a bit is 
~lr:ady turned on, while filling the bit map. What 
~•mportant in this part icul ar detail is the moving 

tween one re~resentation and another for the 
purpose of gaining simple access to information. 

Implicit Constraints 
Early SKETCHPAD experiments included con
straint appl ication and resolution such that you 
could draw two skew lines and app ly the con
straints of parallelism and similarity in length and 
observe the lines meander to equilibrium. Similar
ly, HUNCH stJpplies constraints; the only differ
ence is they are initiated implicitly. At this writing 
they include horizontal/vertical , parallel/perpen
dicular, continuous, and over-traced. They are 
relatively straightforward computations (described 
in the adjacent figures); some involve local con
sideration , and some require a search of the entire 
image. One can imagine many more implicit con
straints, and one can also imagine an evolving set 
of constraints resulting from a particular user's 
idiosyncracies and habits. These. too, would be a 
function of speed and pressure. 

Overtracing, however, warrants special attention 
because it is a fascinating drawing behavior that 
can imply two very contradictory intentions: rein
forcement or correction. In "yellow tracing paper 
operations," so familiar to students and practition
ers of architecture, one tends to consider and 
execute contradictory but exploratory lines, with 
the result that the representation, if viewed in its 
entirety, would be a "nonsense artifact " It is also 
usually the case that prior to overlaying more 
yellow paper, the most salient and ambiguous 
features are overtraced so that the translucency 
will cover the "noise ." On opaque paper, the 
sketch often starts as light scribbles and construc
tion lines and evolves into a black hodgepodge of 
many light lines with studied, purposeful dark 
lines. 
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Stages of recognition and 
transformation of a cross . 
When does "crossness " 
arise? 

A simple way to handle overtracing is to consider 
it as a form of implicit erasure of the lines beneath 
(Ellis, Haefner, and Sibley, 1969). Or, equally 
simplistically, one could read the magnetic tape 
(that is, the sequential data) backwards, automati
cally giving higher credence to the most recently 
sketched features. Both methods work with sur
prising success (especially when reinforced by 
factors of speed and pressure). However, they 
overlook some of the important implications of 
overtracing. For example, highly reworked lines 
"~ay represent important (perhaps semantic) 
dispositions toward a design such as bein~ 
'concerned about,' 'sure of,' 'puzzled by,' and so 
on" (Negroponte, 1970c and d). This is important 
to save. To this end we store overtracings as a 
"feature" of the line even though the reworkings 
are removed in the resolved image. 

Shape Recogn ition 
At this point the reader should be discouraged by 
the disparity between seeking an artificial intelli
gence and enumerating simple geometric trans
formations . Nowhere has learning been involved . 
All previous operations are as syntactical as 
parsing a sentence or separating words in a 
speech. Shape recognition begins to raise more 
challenging questions- for examp le, At what 
point is a shape recognized? 

An adjacent example depicts the transformations 
of a crosslike figure achieved in the order in 
which I have described them. Note that the last 
representation remains irregular (let's assume I 
meant a regular cross) in that the four wings are of 
different proportions . A first thought might be to 
append the additiona l implicit constraint of repeti
tion of line length. This in turn could be mapped 
into the concluding transformation : CROSS (as 
defined rigorous ly by a figure with four 
equal. .. etc.). However, is it not more rewarding to 
look for "crossness" much sooner? "The very 
concept of 'cross' furnishes many of the graph ica l 
inferences that until now have been handled in 
some sense brutally" (Negroponte, Greisser, and 
Taggart , 1972). 

The process of shape recognit ion is extremely 
circular in that the line f ind ing is assisted by 
knowing the figure is a cross and, at the s~me 
time, shape recogn ition is assisted by having 
found the lines. We are many years away from 
being able to have a machine dist inguish Aunt 
Fifty's house from a north arrow. 
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Inferring a Third Dimension 
How many people are aware that the general 
attitude of a cube is such that its silhouette forms 
a hexagon? Do we use such information to 
understand or to recognize the three-dimensional 
aspects of cubeness? 

The retinal image is a two-dimensional represen
tation that we constantly map into three dimen
sions with no overt intellectual effort. The psychol
ogy of perception is a voluminous field (with 
classic works like those of Gibson , 1951, 1966 
and S. A. Gregory, 1973) that has provided some 
clues as to how we see. However, the traditional 
views of psychologists have been of very little 
help in making machines that can see or that can 
infer a third dimension . The reader interested in 
machine vision per se should refer to the founding 
works by Oliver Selfridge {1963) and his col
leagues, the works of Minsky and Papert (1968), 
Guzman {1969), and a great body of papers 
emanating from the three centers of robotics : MIT, 
Stanford, and Edinburgh . 

My own interest in machine vision has oscillated 
between low resolution and high resolution , 
between geometr ies and behaviors . One specific 
experiment Is reported in Mach ine Vision of 
Models of the Physical Environment ( 1969). More 
recently my interest in vision has settled specifi
cally on the inference making necessary to 
achieve three-dimensional information from a 
two-dimensional representation, such as a draw
ing. Notice that in the case of sketching, making 
inferences about the third d imension is somewhat 
easier than looking after the fact at a scene of, 
let's say, a pile of blocks . This is because one has 
the additional information of "c onstruction 
sequence, " which can be employed in heuristics 

that make speculations like: this is connected to 
that, this is behind that, and so on. For example, 
on the next page of ill ustrations is a case where the 
hor izon line "o bv iously" goes behind the block 
and , in reality, is continuous, though obstructed 
from this particular po int of view. Guzman-like 
programs (after tediously piecing together the line 
segments without sequent ial data) develop evi
dence that the horizontals are connected by using 
heurist ics that match T's , project lines, and 
observe the nature of interim regions . HUNCH, 
meanwhile, has the added invaluable information 
about the sequence in which lines were drawn . 
The likelihood is that the sketcher in fact drew the 
horizontal lines from left to right (if he is 
right-handed) , stopping at the right edge of the 
block, lifti ng up his pencil (probabl y not very 
much ), moving to the other limiting edge , and 
continuing to the right with the stylus touching. 

The first task of inferrin g the third dimension in a . 
drawing is to recognize the kind of projection. Is it 
a plan or a section? Is it a perspective or an 
axonometric? The two alternatives are distinctly 
different because the one group supports the 
illusion of three dimensions , whereas the other . 
requires conventions , consistencies , and a c~mbi
nation of views or the additiona l cues of shading. 

Let's consider axonometrics and perspectives 
first. They have fascinated researchers in com
puter graph ics, in particular with respect to the 
removal of all lines and line segments that would 
be invisible from a given vantage point. The 
so-called hidden lin e prob lem has been exhaus
tively studied by L. G. Roberts (1965); Kubert, 
Szabo , and Giulieri (1968); Galimberti and Mon
tanari (1969); Loutrel (1970); A. Ricc i (1970); and' 
in a survey that proposed a new solution, 

Encarnacao (1970) . But it is not an interesting 
problem , because it is deterministic and blatantly 
solvable though complicated . It is much more 
interesting to consider the opposite problem: 
given a perspective , fill in the hidden lines. I say it 
is more interesting because (1) it is riddled with 
ambiguities; (2) there exists no algorithm that will 
work for all cases; and (3) it can be handled only 
with a knowledge about the physical world . 

Figures on the next page show the ope rat ions of a 
program that takes HUNCH input, constructs an 
axonometric, and maps it into three dimensions 
~ith modest accuracy , using lim iting assump
tions. The primary operations include: (1) estimate 
th~ families of parallel lines; (2) find redundant 
points , stray lines, that is, HUNCH oversights in 
w_o~king in a two-d imensional frame ; (3) axonome
~rt?1ze the figure , if necessary ; (4) break a// T 
Join_ts; (5) project T's until they intersect a plane as 
defin~d by any two parallel lines that each belong 
to a_ different family but neither to the family of the 
ProJected T; (6) look for parallelograms ; (7) furnish 
guesses at a third coordinate as a function of 
length_and angle away from verticality; (8) project 
all horizontal planes to intersect any element that 
protrudes above . 

Not!ce that the eight steps and functions are quite 
arbi!rary ; they represent an interpretation of 
desired results, not an interpretation of how we 
s_ee. Each operation assumes a model of the world 
(tt ~an be as simple as orthogonal) that imparts 
arb1tra 1 • · . ry egItImacy to the computer program in 
that tt behaves with a nice precision . However , no 
matter how hard we try, we embed simplifying 
assumptions, and we can never be assured that 
~~:dlin_g the ~bstra?ted set of arbitrary 

e-d,mens,onal figures will lead to handling the 

entire set. For example , we can limit the class of 
sketch to the extent of making this mapp ing just 
about deterministic (for example: contiguous ly 
arranged cubes on a flat surface). Similarly , we 
can broaden it to handle any collection of 
irregular polyhedra. In the latter case we find that 
we make implicit assumptions (as opposed to 
built-in limitations). 

In contrast to axonometr ics and perspective , 
plans and sections afford more unambiguous 
descript ions through conventions. They require, 
however , the add itional task of piec ing together 
sections and match ing d ifferent views. Further
more, an add it ional step of recognit ion is neces
sary: Is the slice horizontal (a plan) or vertical (a 
section)? Once aga in this is usually so obvious to 
the onlooking human that it behooves us to 
understand the essence of plan and section . I do 
not agree , for example, with the often-stated 
position that a p lan and a section should be 
indistinguishable. Our phys iology is such that we 
tend to witness the world in section but, interest
ingly enough, to remember it predom inantly in 
p lan. In addition, our sense of balance plays a 
major , unexplored role in the primarily orthogona l 
structure of human concepts about the physica l 
world, as descr ibed by terms ltke above , in front, 
right, left, etc. 

Unlike mapp ing perspectives into three dimen
sions, most energies in the recognition of plans 
and sections are devoted to the basic determina
tion of which is a plan and which a section. A 
computer program must draw upon clues like 
steps , trees, and slopi ng roofs, and take advan
tage of such facts as: floors are usually horizontal. 
There will be cases where it will be unclear to 
even the most experienced architect whether the 
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1 Drawing of a pile of blocks 

2 SEEK builds an approxi
mation (upon its return from 
New York) 

3 Found lines 

4 Lines pushed into pre
dominant families 

5 Hidden lines added with 
"shortest path" fit 

6 Plans taken at ground and 
two upper levels 

7 Horizon line 

drawing is a plan or section . It would be wrong to 
expect a machine to do much better, but it would 
be right to expect it to ask. 

The reader familiar with projective geometry 
techniques will understand that formats l ike those 
employed in mechanical engineering are quite a 
bit easier to correlate than the typical architectural 
set of drawings . Unlike mechanical engineers , 
architects do not share a general consensus of 
conventions for dotted lines, aux iliary views, and 
the like. 
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1 House plan drawn by 
novice designer 

2 House plan drawn by 
"p rofessional " 

3 Gridded house plan 

4 Planar graph of gridded 
house plan 

Architectural Inferences 
An architectural inference can range from recog
nizing the propensity to use cheap materials to 
assuming a life-style. "When we recall that the 
process wil l generally be concerned with finding 
a satisfactory design, rather than an optimum 
design, we see that the sequence and division of 
labor between generators and tests can affect not 
only the efficiency with which resources for 
designing are used but also the nature of the final 
design as well. What we ord inarily call 'style' may 
stem just as much from these dec isions about the 
des ign process as from alternate emphas is on the 
goals to be realized through the final des ign" 
(Simon, 1969). And again , " If we see a bui lding 
with a symmetric facade , we can be reasonably 
sure that that facade was generated at an early 
point in the design . If, on the other hand, we see 
one with many asymmetries , we will conjecture 
with some confidence that these asymmetries are 
the external expression of decisions about how to 
meet internal requirements " (Simon, 1970). 

These two quotes may offend the profess ional 
architect ; the notion of "style" belongs only to 
history and to a posteriori observat ion. However, if 
we rep lace the word style with intent and suggest 
that intentions are both impllcitly and explic itly 
manifest in the method of work of the designer , the 
idea of looking for architectura l inferences is more 
palatable ; the problem 1s to infer what was meant 
versus what was done. By recogn izing architec
tural implications , one can begm to say some
thing about the past experience of the designer . 
This is because a large number of decisions are 
made through prejudice and preconcept ion. 
Appendix 2 discusses at greater length the role of 
prejudice as a viable heuristic. 
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An example of the ANAL-
OGY problem taken from 
Evans (1963, 1968) 

One example of drawing inferences as a function 
of method of work can be found in an experiment 
associated with "plan recognition" (described in 
the next chapter). The "user" is asked to draw a 
plan of his house. We find two general methods of 
drawing such a plan. The first entails describing 
the external envelope and then subdividing it into 
rooms. The second involves "walking a line 
around," space to space, tracing out interior 
compartments as cells that interconnect. With 
some confidence we can make a rather wild 
guess that the first method indicates living in a 
detached house, for example, where one has the 
opportunity to witness the "whole " as set upon a 
plot of land . The second method is symptomatic 
of living in an apartment building, where one does 
not have the occasion to inspect the external 
envelope of one's own living space . 

More formal examples of looking for architectural 
intentions can be found in hunting for tendencies 
to repeat elements, in recognizing a propens ity to 
align boundaries , or in search ing for playfu l and 
whimsical uses of angles and penetrations . These 
tend to be symptomatic of superficia l constructs, 
especially when viewed as ends unto themse lves. 
A deeper level of intentionality can be achieved in 
what Gordon Pask ca l ls the "cybernet ic design 
parad igm" by looking for unstated goals : " It 
should be emphasized that the goal may be and 
nearly always will be underspecified, i.e.: the 
architect will no more know the purpose of the 
system than he really knows the purpose of a 
conventional house. His aim is to provide a set of 
constraints that allow for certain , presumably 
desirable, modes of evolution " (Pask, 1969). 

A principal means of recognizing architectural 
intentions will be to look for architectural attri-

butes, rather than architectural properties, the 
physically measurable properties (Hershberger, 
1972). Architectural attributes are measured in 
terms of our own experiences and are recognized 
in discourse by knowing something about the 
person with whom you are talking. To be sure, 
they are described by metaphors and analogies ; 
they do not surface in the geometries of a sketch . 
To emphasize this point, I refer to Thomas Evans's 
early work (1963 and 1968) on the program 
ANALOGY as an example of one kind of differ
ence. 

The ANALOGY program tack les the so-called 
"geometry analogy " intelligence test: Figure A is 
to figure Bas figure C is to wh ich of the fol lowing? 
The adjacent illustrations describe a typica l 
problem. The Evans program goes through four 
major steps : ( 1) the figures are decomposed into 
subf igures ; (2) properties are ascr ibed , such as 
inside of, to the r ight of, above , etc.; (3) "similar i
ty" ca lculations are determined to successfully 
map A into B; (4) the appropriate similarity is used 
to map C into whichever . The procedures are 
extremely complex ; the program represents a 
histor ical landmark in the deve lopment of art1f1cial 
intell igence . However , cons ider minor changes In 
some of the elements , as shown on the following 
page . They should alert us to a major d ifference 
between the geometric analogy and the "mean
ing" analogy between properties and attributes . It 
behooves us to ignore sometimes the formal 
counterparts and to recognize the simp lest archi
tectural intention , even a tiny step beyond geome
try. But we really do not know how to do it in baby 
steps. It is indicative of the desperate problem of 
arriving at simple front iers in artific ial intelligence 
that appear to be extendable only in their most 
consummate form . 
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1 Illustrations from Richard 
Scarry , Best Word Book Ever 
(New York: Golden Press , 
1970) 

2 A target for sketch recog
nition 

Why Bother? 

In contrast to the unenlightening, recurs ive argu
ment of "so what," "why bother" can be a 
particularly instruct ive question in the context of 
computers and, in particular , in the light of their 
continuously dropping costs . Historically , a 
well-supervised parsimony with computing power 
has forced us to bend our manner of conversation 
and warp it into a man-machine communication 
character ized by trumped-up , unnecessary levels 
of consistency , comp leteness , and prec ision . One 
is expected to be explicit and unequivocal w ith a 
computer ; "it's like talking to a machine !" 

Consider the previous example of recognizing 
whether a sketch is a plan or a sect ion. The 
amount of code necessary to perform that task 
and the amount of ensuing computation are 
enormous. It might make a good programmer 's 
doctoral thesis and require five to ten seconds of 
fast comput ing (in today 's techno logy ) to arrive at 
a reasonable conclusion . Would it not be easier to 
insist that the sketcher be required to exert the 
trivia l add itiona l effort of typing an Sor P after 
completing his draw ing? The answer is surely, 
Yes, it would be easier. The issue, however, is 
where to draw the l ine, even in the most timid, 
master-slave app licat ions. 

One extreme pos ition is to adopt the SKETCHPAD 
explic itness: this is a line, this is its end , these 
two are parallel, this is an arc , and so forth. The 
other extreme is to consider all levels of communi
cation as potentially as smooth , congenial , and 
free of explication as a conversat ion with a very 
intelligent, very good friend. I opt for the latter in 
toto on the following counts : (1) it is crippl ing to 
force an explicitness in contexts where the 

---
participant's equivocations are part of the function 
of design ; (2) the ted ium of overt, categor ical 
exchange is counterproductive, unfulfilling for the 
speaker, and boring ; (3) construct ive and exciting 
responses are often generated by twists in 
meaning that result from the personal interpreta
tion of intentions and implications ; (4) finally , I 
view computer time as a free commodity to be 
allocated in the abundance necessary to make a 
rich dialogue , perhaps richer than we have ever 
had with another human. 
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3 Computer-Aided 
Participatory Design 
Introduction by Yona Friedman 

It is evident that the term machine has a general meaning and that it can 
stand for practically anything related to some temporal process . I mean 

1 

by this statement that I can consider anything as a machine prov ided that 
this "anythin g" can have subsequent states (even if these states are al l 
identical). A conclusion of this statement could be that a "machine" does 
not become a "machine" except because of me, who am observing it; I 
am submitted necessarily to a temporal process : life . 

Obv iously enough, these initial statements sound very abstract and very 
subjective (as do philosophical statements in general ), and I don 't intend 
to discuss them here. What I consider more important is to introduce this 
part of a book I like and to stay consistent in this introduction with my 
personal views and my own research; and for this purpose I had to 
underline the fact that no "machine " could be imagined that did not 

. "contain" an intelligent observer. Thus I don't consider the "hardware " 
machine (or even the "hardware + software " machine) as the machine . I 
consider as " machine " only and exclusively a system conta ining " the 
machine and me." 

The theme "co mputer-aided participatory design " is clearly contained 
within this definition, to wh ich some restrict ions can be added . First 

, specif ication: In "co mputer-aided participatory design " there are two 
"partners " participating, namely , the "object to be designed " and me. 
Second condition: It is I who am the important partner. Third cond it ion: 
The expression "me" (I) can stand for any human being, and any such 
particular human being cannot be substituted for any other one. 

Thus we arrive at a quite simple statement about our topic : it signif ies a 
, "mach ine" composed of two "subm ach ines." The first is "the real world 
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and the computer," and the second , "me and the computer. " Otherwise 
expressed, the computer enters into the original machine as "translator ." 

Following this defin ition , computer-aided participatory design could be 
represented as a machine that would look like the adjacent diagram. 

In this graph the computer functions as trans lator, as the prov isory 
interface between the future user and the object to be des igned (which 
will be a part of the real world) and between th is object and another part 
of the real world that comprises the "other" human be ings who might 
have some relations w ith the designed object. The relat ion wherein the 
computer does not come in as translator , that is, the relation between the 
future user and the "others ," is not drawn in the graph . 

Now, the interesting thing in this scheme is that it contains an add itional 
loop, which is not observable by a person not belong ing to the mach ine 
itself . I mean here the loop visualizing the process go ing on within the 
head of any particu lar future user. Al I values , preferences , and 
assoc iations in this loop of the machine are arbitrary ones, which depend 
only on the persona lity of any part icular future user. 

r Once we grant the existence of this part of the machine, we can 
consider the problem in one of the two ways I will sketch here. 

The first one (which is the one designers today general ly use) would be 
the one I label the " paternalist. " In the paterna list organ ization , it is the 
translator (designer , expert , or computer) who establ ishes his own 
preferences and jud gments , in the interest of a particu lar future user, after 
a learning period during which the translator learns the pecul iar 
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particularities of this future user. Thus the translator (in our specific case, 
the computer) would make some decisions for the future user, "with 
paternal benevolence," leaving the entire risk of potential errors for this 
future user to cope with himself. 

The second way I call "non paternalist. " In this case the translator makes 
no judgments or decisions and thus needs no learning period. It functions 
only as a sort of "speedwriter" denoting the tentative decisions of the 
future user and emitting a "warning " about expectable reactions of the 
real world upon each decision . In this case the learning period exists as 
well, but the learning is done by the future user , and it concerns the 
structural characteristics of the real world alone . 

Simply stated, in the paternalist scheme the computer is associated with 
the future user, whereas in the nonpaternalist one it is a part of the real 
world . 

I am opposed to the paternalist scheme, not only because of my 
pers~nal moral attitude but principally because of the fact that the 
learning about the personality of the future user is less implementable 
than the learning about structural characterist ics of the real world (not 
be~a~~e the latter is less complex than the former, but because it is-bY 
definition-more "structurable "). 

To conclud~ , I ?elieve that the most interest ing research theme open to 
our gener~t1on in the field of participatory design (computer-aided or 
not)-de~ign m~aning here constructive imag inat ion of physical or 
nonp~ysica~ obJects (for example, behavioral ones, like politics)-woul~ 
be to invest1gate the possibility of a paternalist-nonpaternalist scheme, in 

other words, whether or not a machine (in the abstract sense used at the 
beginning of this introduction) could be conce ived wherein both the 
intelligent observer (the future user) and the real world (the object of the 
design) would mutually learn about each other. I think that nearly all 
research people today are on this track , consciously or not. 

There is no doubt that this research is going on. What its results may be, 
one cannot yet predict , and nobody knows whether or not a sort of 
symbiosis of machine intellect and human intellect is possible . If it is 
possible , we might find a new organ to interact with (much in the same 
way as we live in symbiosis with our own sensory organs) , and we might 
become a different species. Today no one knows how such a thing would 
happen (or, indeed, if it can happen). I believe that no amount of research 
work is too much to explore such a possib ili ty. 
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The illustrations are taken from 
aap noot mies huis by N. J . 
Habraken Amsterdam : 
Scheltema & Holkema, 1970. 
The captions are translated 
from Dutch and abbreviated 
from their appearance in The 
Responsive House, edited by 
Edward Allen (Cambridge : 
MIT Press, 1974). 

Nowadays man lives in an 
unnatural relationship with his 
domicile . This artificiality be
comes apparent when we 
know which types of natural 
relationships exist There are 
six natural types of relat ion
ships . The seventh form of 
relationsh ip brings into 
being non-homes. " 

1 The first ... is the simplest ; 
the occupant builds his own 
house with his own hands ." 

2 The second type of individ
ual relationship is that in which 
the craftsman ... offers his 
services . This relationship 
was very often responsible for 
housing in western history . 

3 "The third type of individual 
relationship is that in which 
the architect acts as interme
diary between occupant and 
craftsman ... There are very 
few who can afford this type 
of relationship .... " 

4 The first collective type of 
relationship is that in which 
the community builds collec
tively the houses it needs, and 
does this without de legating 
the labor to craftsmen." 

5 The second collective type 
differs only by the delegation 
of some or all tasks to crafts
men. 

6 "The third collective relation
ship is that in which the 
community and craftsmen do 
the actual building . The archi· 
tect acts as the specia lized 
intermediary." 

7 "The seventh relationship is 
a nonrelationship. None of the 
previous types of relationship 
are found in mass production 
build ing. This seventh type is 
characterized by the fact that 
the occupants really take no 
part in it. They are unkno~ 
during the process of dec1· 
sion which leads to the pro
duction of dwellings ." 

" It is for this reason that in the 
last diagram nothing reaches 
the architect from the group of 
the 'anonymous multitude' of 
people . The architect is c~ 
missioned by another special· 
ist who is no more the 
occupant than he is." 

User Participation in Design 

The idea of and need for user participation in 
design have surfaced in the past five years as a 
major (and fashionab le) element in both design 
education and professional practice . A recent 
synopsis can be found in Nigel Cross 's (1972) 
Design Participation . This interest in participation 
follows from a general feeling that architecture , 
particularly housing , has been inadequate and 
unresponsive to the needs and desires of its 
users. One cause for this seems to be that the 
design of housing is in the wrong hands, that is, in 
the hands of an outside "professiona l," rather than 
of the resident. The question is: Can the resident 
participate in or control the design of his own 
house? 

The concept of user partic ipation can be traced 
back centuries in indigenous architecture . In 
contemporary architecture and planning it is 
generally credited tq Paul Davidoff 's "Advocacy 
and Pluralism in Planning " (1965). Some archi-
1ects view participation as aform of giv ing up, 
capitulating to the individual who knows less than 
the expert but is willing to live in his own mess. 
Others see it as the most promising and sensible , 
if not the only , approach to ensur ing respons ive 
physical environments. The subject is, to say the 
least, controversial. Ironica lly it is generally stud
ied and pursued by designers who view 
computer-aided design as an antipodal effort , as 
a tool for the military-industr ial complex only. 

The underlying assumption of user participation is 
that individuals and small groups (a family , a 
neighborhood) know what they want or, at least, 
can learn what they want. The concept further 
assumes that they can apply this understanding in 

concert with a "c ompetence " to realize designs 
for the built environment. The results are an 
apparent (though not necessarily real) democracy 
in decis ion making, the consequence of which is 
ideally a responsiveness in architecture. This 
approach shortcircuits many of the traditional 
roles of the professional planner and arch itect 
regardless of whether he views himself as what 
Horst Rittel (1972) calls the doctor planner, the 
egalitarian planner, the needs planner , or the 
deci sions planner. 

Consider two other examples of what can be 
viewed as the design of shelter : the design of 
automobiles and the design of clothes . In the case 
of the automobile most of us will agree that we 
personally do not know enough about combustion 
and mechanics to design our own cars. While 
exceptions I ike the Sunday mechanic and ama
teur car racer exist, most of us are satisfied with 
the ex isting selection of foreign and domestic 
cars, whether we view the automobile as a means 
to get us from here to there, as a status symbol , or 
as an extravagance . Therefore our participat ion in 
design is limited to supporting political lobbies to 
force Detroit to make cars safer. 

Clothes in some respect are at the other end of the 
spectrum inasmuch as I am confident that you and 
I can design and make our own clothes if we have 
to or want to. But clothes, unlike cars, require 
simple tools and involve materials that are 
general ly easy to manipulate . At the same time, 
the low capital investment in materials and the 
high volume of the market allow for so many 
different kinds of clothing that anyone can find 
articles both that he likes and that are relatively 
unique within his circle of acquaintances . Note 
that our concept of "fit" is not demanding (most 
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women's dresses come in only sixteen basic 
sizes). When we are fussy we can employ a tailor 
to make our clothes fit better though not necessar
ily to be better designed. 

Houses are somewhere between clothes and cars. 
They are not as expendable as shirts but are more 
manipulable than cars. There is a greater variety 
of kinds of houses than of cars, but any city offers 
less variety than the most meager haberdasher. 

The questions of this chapter focus on housing 
(which represents 85 percent of the built environ
ment). The general thesis is that each individual 
can be his own architect. The participation is 
achieved in association with a very personal 
computing machine. Somewhat in contrast to 
Y~na Friedman, I believe that a "learning period" 
wit~ such a machine would be necessary, during 
which the machine would not make judgments 
and decisions but would ask telling and revealing 
questions and attempt to understand what you 
mean. 

Three Attitudes toward Part icipat ion 

There exist three quite different perceptions of 
what user participation really means in architec
ture or to architects. I will list the views in an order 
that moves progressively further away from the 
notion of a trained architect as "expert." 

The first attitude is epitomized by the often heard 
comment: "We need more information." This is 
usually characterized by a program to solicit more 
complete information about what future users will 
need and want and what they have as present 
attitudes toward their residential environment 
(Sanoff and Sawhney, 1972). The attainment of 
such information is usually followed by "scientif
ic" methodologies for manipulating and oversee
ing the new wealth of information in a manner that 
most effectively reveals kernels of truth, generali
zations, and invariants. Conclusions are evaluated 
in terms of the probability of success and are 
exercised with, for example, computer simu lations 
and "enhanced decision making" techniques. The 
architect, by reason of his training , is still the final 
judge of design alternatives. "There are better and 
worse ways to pursue design objectives. As 
professionals we are supposed to be experts in 
design. Otherwise we are nothing " (Rubinger , 
1971 ). Or: "I would suggest that the most 
important area is that of social design; i.e.: the 
design of institutions and the deliberate control of 
life style, which so far seems to have been 
inherited ... " (Jones, 1971 ). 

A second attitude toward participation, almost 
equally protective of professionalism , is focused 
upon fiscal and political mobility; it is often called 
"advocacy planning." My interpretation of advo
cacy planning includes generating enough lever-

age for the neighborhood group, for example , to 
be heard and seriously considered by planners 
and architects in order that their needs will be 
reflected in plans for renewal and development. 
This is usually implemented in the form of a 
professional person or persons urging a body of 
"decision makers" on the behalf of a certain larger 
group ; it is rarely the case that the individual 
citizen gets more than the most indirect poke at a 
plan. He is usually appeased with minor forms of 
self-government: operating the local welfare 
establishment or attend ing a PTA meeting . Or, in 
the context of bu ilding, he and his kids might 
have the opportunity to partic ipate in the building 
of a playground . 

The third approach , the Yona Friedman parad igm, 
is to go all the way, removing the architect as trans
lator and giv ing the inhabitant what Welles ley
Miller (1972a) rightly cal ls control. In short, 
each person becomes his own architect. He is 
forced to become intimate ly involved with viewing 
the consequence of one alternative versus 
another. The analogy put forth by Yona Friedman 
(1972b) is illu minating : Cons ider an illit erate 
society that had only a few pub lic writers who, 
perforce, would be requ ired to emp loy printed 
standards when writ ing personal letters for all the 
individua l c lients. In contrast , the publ ic wr iter 
could be eliminated by pub lic educat ion. 

I propose to set aside the first two approaches; I 
do not consider them serious forms of partici pa
tion. They are tim id endeavors of deprofess ion
alization , and they have in common the retention 
of a new kind (perhaps) of expert or, to use 
Goodman's (1972) term, a "soft cop ." The third 
approach , on the other hand, is a do- it-yourselfism 
that completely removes the architect and his 

previous experience as intermediaries between 
my needs (pragmatic, emotional , whimsical, etc.) 
and my house. 

It should be noted that this third approach cannot 
be easily examined in the context of today's urban 
landscape . We have very little precedent , for 
example , of physica l shifts taking place continual
ly, on a day-to-day or week-to-week basis, in the 
way this approach might afford. At the same time, 
it raises some very serious issues like: Would 
people really want to des ign their own homes? 
What are the advantages of designing versus 
choosing? Are we losing positive inputs by 
removing the personal previous experiences of 
the human architect? How do such experiences 
differ from conceivable machine experiences? Is 
this really an architecture without architects, or 
are we really implying a new breed of surrogate 
arch itects? 
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Paternalism, Middlemen , and Risklessness 

When I graduated from architecture school I 
sincerely thought that I knew better how others 
ought to live; I knew this as a result of my five 
years of training . After all, in school we studied 
methods for supporting "life styles, " articulating 
"patterns of living ," and educating the unaware 
citizen. It did not occur to me that upon entering 
practice and in the guise of peddling an exper
tise, I would in fact be foisting my values upon 
others. It would not be a case of reckless 
autocracy; rather, it would be a pervasive and 
evasive set of restrictions that would result from 
the good intentions of being comprehensive, 
orderly , and empirically correct. 

I remember one professor telling me that architec
ture is a form of social statement, that any 
building I ever designed ought to be the manifes
tation of profound symbolic comment. Isn't that 
both presumptuous and irresponsible, and , to say 
the leas~. pater_nalistic? While such attitude s may 
be applrcable ma special context of build ;;,], I 
propose that they are general ly inappropriate and 
a frequent cause of unresponsive architecture . 
The problem can be phrased in a simple ques
tion: Can an expert have expertise in goals and 
values, or is expert ise per se limited to means? 

Fath~r knows b_est for a long time. However, after 
a whil~ he b:gms to lose credibility rapidly . 
lncon~•~ten~1es_ and unexplainable "musts" make 
the orrgrnal institution of paternalism more and 
more suspect to a child; the doubt probably starts 
as early as age one or two. Nonetheless for a 
!ong time the issue of Father's rightness .is less 
important than the comfort of knowing he is 
around. In this sense, it is interesting to question 

the role of the architect in terms of comfort and 
confidence; can it be embraced in a machine and 
thus avoid the potential orphanage of participa
tion? 

Another question: If the architect as middleman is 
translating your needs in a built environment via 
transformation procedures seasoned by wisdom 
and his ability to "pre-experience," what side 
effects and distortions take place in the process of 
this interpretation? How much of the deformity is 
positive in, for example, generating goals that you 
would never have thought of yourself? What do we 
lose when he goes away? Can a computer 
provide it? 

As a last question , consider the issue of risk. Can 
you seriously trust that someone who has no 
ultimate personal stake in the bui lt artifact will do 
his utmost to achieve your personal and complex 
goals? An impelling motivation in most labors is 
in the consequence of doing a bad job. In 
contrast , the architect is released from all risk 
after his particular chunk of the built environment 
is built. The hazard to his reputation is slight , for 
he will be judged by colleagues and observers 
who do not have to live in what he has built and 
who will use extraneous criteria as the basis for 
criticism . In other words, the architect gets off 
scot-free, as innocent as the author of a bad 
novel. 

Indigenous Architecture as a Model 

Positano, Mykonos , Gasin , and Mojacar are typi
cal sites of an indigenous architecture that has 
fascinated and held the admiration of architects. 
Audofsky (1964) provides a w ide-ranging set of 
illustrations that dramatically display an "excit
ing " architecture, which is specifically the result 
of citizens designing and building their own 
homes. This has been achieved without the help 
of arch itects , explicit master plans , or exp licit 
zoning (or computers). How did it happen? 

At first glance , most ind igenous arch itecture 
appears to be the result of purely " loca l" activi
ties : a house added here, a path extended there, 
and so on. However , upon examination one finds 
"global " forces, wh ich act in a very real sense as 
elements of town p lanning and which ensure an 
overall unity . Typ ically these are found in the 
availability of building materials ; for example, a 
locality that lacks timber achieves spanning by 
means of masonry domes , or one that lacks stone 
limits its structures to one or two stories. In other 
instances, these forces are found in climatic 
conditions, manifest most obviously in the white
ness of houses to reflect the heat, less obviously 
in the purposeful crookedness of streets to break 
the wind . In still other cases , the unifying forces 
are compelling traditions , wh ich often support 
building conventions that had prev ious (but now 
defunct) environmental causes. 

Forces such as these are the bas is of a "vernacu
lar." They provide a unify ing pallet of mater ials 
and design conventions, what Friedman calls the 
"alphabet" of the "l anguage." They act much in 
the same way as the proposed information 
process of Friedman (1971 ): 

"With the eliminat ion of the designer (the profes
sional one) from the design process-by vulgariz
ing the 'objective' elements in the process , and 
by introducing a simply understood feedback 
concerning potent ial consequences of ind ividua l 
decisions on the whole-the paternal istic charac
ter of the tradit ional des ign process will d isap
pear . The enormous variety of emotiona l (intuitiv e) 
solut ions which can be invented by a large 
number of future users might g ive an incredib le 
richness to this new 'redesigned' des ign process." 

How can we simulate (if we want to) these 
conditions in an industrialized society? Strict 
zoning, more severe bui lding codes, one build ing 
system (imposed by law), or a regulation that you 
must use brick are certainly not the appropriate 
measures; they lack the subtlety of natural forces 
w ithin which a richness is conceivab le. The 
answer must lie in the so-called "infrastructure," a 
mixture of conceptual and physical structures for 
which we all have a different definition or 
interpretat ion. I refer the reader to Yona Fried
man's two most recent books: Realizable Utopias 
(1973) and Society=Environment (1972). And 
while I am continually alert to the need for such 
subtle but preponderant forces , for my purposes 
here I would like to assume an infrastructure 
composed of a resilient build ing and information 
technology and ask what role there might be for a 
machine intelligence acting as a persona l inter
face (not translator ) between this infrastructure 
and my ever changing needs . I recognize it is a 
big assumpt ion. 

Before venturing a mach ine intelli gence pos1t1on, I 
would like to examine the indigenous arch itect as 
an archetype and to scrutinize hrs behavior 
beyond commending his picturesque results. He 
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1 Realtor in Boston's South 
End 

2 Positano, Italy. Photograph 
courtesy of Gabinetto Foto
grafico Nazionale, Rome, 
Italy. 

did not need an architecture machine; his environ
ment was simple and comprehensible, punc
tuated with limited choices and decisions. He no 
more needed a professional architect than he 
needed a psychologist or legal counselor. To 
understand him, let us consider three representa
tive (but not categ9rical) features of indigenous 
architecture. 

The first is the naming of spaces . In this sort of 
architecture, the rooms tend to be about the same 
size, often as large as the technology or timbers 
will permit, and they rarely have names. A place 
to eat is often somebody's place to sleep, and 
cooking is frequently done in more than one room. 
This implies that a multiplicity of activities can be 
conveniently housed in simi lar spaces , and there 
is very little gener ic meaning to "bedroom" or 
"livi ng room." The generics seem to reside in 
"sl eeping " and "eating " and "cooking ," and we 
can extrapolate (tenuously perhaps) that they 
have a large common intersection, larger than we 
tend to bel ieve. 

A second feature that deserves comment is the 
apparent ad hoc growth of the dwell ing unit. 
Usually a dwelling unit is limi ted to a small 
number of rooms and might be added to in the 
event of offspring. In Greek island societies the 
dwelling is passed down as dowry; a larger house 
is often divided in two and the boundary allowed 
to oscillate between the shrinking of one genera
tion and the growing of another. Rooms are 
frequently passed to a contiguous house, 
entrances sealed and opened as required. These 
local expans ions and contractions result from a 
permanency of home with which most Americans 
are unfamili ar. In an industrialized society, the 
pattern is to sell your house and buy a bigger one, 
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1 The story of Mr. Smith : 
I had an idea about my 
house . 
I translated my idea into 
bricks. 
This is my house, the result of 
my "translation." 
I made a mistake in translat
ing, which I did not discover 
until I used my house. 

2 The story of Mr. Wright: 
I had an idea about my 
house, and I explained it to 
the builder. 
The builder misunderstood 
me. The result is that my 
house has no door to the 
garden. 
Every time I want to use the 
garden . I have to get there 
through the window . 
My mistake was m not 
explaining more explic1tlyto 
the builder what I wanted him 
to build for me. 

3 The story of a neighbor
hood : 
Each of us had an idea about 
his house . 
We tried to explain our ideas 
to an architect. but there were 
so many of us that there was 
not enough time to explain 
our ideas sufficiently 
The architect translated our 
ideas into an idea of his own. 
He l iked his idea but we did 
not like it. 
And 11 Is we who have to use 
these houses , not the archi
tect! 

4 The story of another neigh
borhood · 
Each of us had his own idea 
about how to live . 
Our architect did not listen to 
us: he knew everything about 
the "average man ." 
The apartments he built were 
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d_esigned for the "average 
man." 
But we are real people, not 
average at all. We are not 
comfortable living the way 
our architect likes to live . 

5 A different kind of story : 
Each of us has his own idea 
about his house. 
Fortunately , there is a reper
toire of all possible houses . 
Fortunately also, there are 
instructions about what to 
expect from each kind of 
house. 
Each of us can make his own 
choice , using the repertoire 
and the instructions 

6 Each of us can thus p lan the 
home of his choice, based on 
his own idea. 
In order to build our homes , 
we each need a lot, an 
access road , a water main, a 
power line , and so on. This ,s 
the infrastructure that sup
ports each house 
John wanted to bui ld on lot 1. 
The others agreed 
... After making sure that 
John 's choice of location did 
not hold disadvantages for 
them. 
Here the stone s end 



then later, a smaller one. I can remember (but not 
reference) the statistic that the average American 
family moves every three years. 

The third observation, perhaps the most important, 
comes from my personal experiences of living on 
an Aegean island. It appears to be true that the 
local residents of an ind igenous environment are 
unanimously dissatisfied with the ir architecture. 
Glass slabs are their metaphoric goals as much 
as, if not more than, the little white stucco house is 
mine. My electric typewriter has as much meaning 
as a Byzantine icon. Perhaps this can be 
explained in terms of communication technolo
gies, by arguing that the local resident would be 
content, at a level to which we aspire, if he had 
not witnessed the electric toys of our times 
!~rough ~agazines, television, and the passing 
rich tourist. However, a more deep-seated issue is 
the breadth of experience shared among these 
people. It is the case that they have in fact had 
very similar experiences among themselves and 
consequently carry nearly similar metaphors and 
~ha_r~ personal contexts. I am not saying that 
tnd1v1duality has been squelched; I propose that 
the spectrum ?f experiences is small and may be 
accountable, in part, for this dramatic level of 
participation, so far not achieved in industrialized 
societies. It is quite clear that in faster-moving 
soc1et1es our personal experiences are phenome
nally vaned. This is why we have a harder (if not 
1mpo_ss1ble) problem. This is why we need to 
consider a special type of architecture machine 
one I will call a design amplifier. ' 

Design Amplifiers 

Before I begin I feel obliged to tell you that The 
Architecture Machine Group has worked very 
sporadically and without much success on this 
problem. The notion of a "design amplifier" is new 
and might provide an interim step between the 
present and the wizard machine, the surrogate 
human. I use the term "amplifier" advisedly; my 
purpose is not to replicate the human architect, as 
it may have been five years ago, but to make a 
surrogate you that can elaborate upon and 
contribute technical expertise to your design 
intentions. This allows us to consider and possibly 
see in the near future an option for computer
aided design that presumes " informed " 
machines , though not necessar i ly a machine 
in tel I igence. 

There is an inherent paradox here. A design 
amplifier will have no stake in the outcomes of 
joint ventures; hence it must act truly as an 
extension of the 'future user.' Does this in turn 
mean that the machine intelligence necessary to 
support richness of dialogue will in fact be 
counterproductive to the participation because 
this same intelligence , like that of the human. 
architect, would fall prey to the ills of translation, 
ascribing meanings of its own? In other w~rds, 
does the intelligence required to communi~ate 
contradict the notion of informed amplification? 1 

would draw your attention to the analogy of~ 
good teacher who fosters an intellectual _ environ
ment in which you discover for yourself in 

comparison to the one who drills facts and_ 
proclaims principles. As such, let us consider 
aspects of a design amplifier in terms of a 
somewhat dual existence: the benevolent educa
tor and the thirsting student, all in one. 

.J 

There are two categories to consider: (1) What 
does the machine know? (2) How does the user 
deal with what it knows? These questions are 
particularly interesting because the most obvious 
paradigm is in fact the least rewarding. The most 
obvious method would be to construct a machine 
with a vast knowledge of architecture and to view 
the user as an explorer of this knowledge through 
a window of his needs and the medium of some 
sophisticated man-machine interface. An example 
of this is found in most computer-aided instruction 
systems where, for example, the machine knows 
arithmetic and the child manipulates the machine 
in a more or less prearranged exploration , wit
nessing yeses, nos, dos, and don 'ts. 

A more exciting approach applicable to a design 
amplifier can be found in the recent work of 
Seymour Papert (1971a, b, c) and his colleagues. 
In brief, their theory is that computer-aided 
instruction should be treated as the amplification 
and enlightening of the processes of learning and 
~hinking themselves, rather than merely present
ing and drilling specific subject matter . To 
achieve this, the computer is treated , in some 
sense, as an automatic student by the child (see 
a!so Ackoff , 1972). In the Papert experiments , the 
s~x-or seven-year-old youngster has the opportu
n!ty to give a " behavior " to the computer via a 
simple but powerful programming language 
called LOGO. Whether the behavior is to be 
manifest in reversing a string of characters or 
having a turtle draw a polygon, its misbehavior 
reveals "bugs" and, most importantly, contains 
cues for ameliorating the system. The child 
~b~erves the pro~es~ by which he learns, and the 
otion of debugging 1s suddenly put in contrast 

; 1th th_e P_enalties of error making. Furthermore , 
e child 1s learning by doing (by playing) . "You 

"' - . .,,.-

can take a child to Euclid but you can't make him 
think" (Papert, 1972). 

If you are an architect, how many times have you 
heard, "Oh I wanted to be an architect but was no 
good at drawing" ,or "I wanted to be an architect 
but was terrible at mathematics"? If you are not an 
architect, have you ever said something like that? 
In the same way that your saying " I am no good at 
languages" is contradicted by your living in 
France and learning French (or in the case of 
math, having Papert's mathland) , one can con
sider a designland where one learns about design 
by playing with it. The underlying assumption is 
that , while you may not be able to design an 
efficient hospital or workable airport, you can 
design your own home, better than any other 
person. 

You already choose furniture, paint walls, and 
select decors for your house. If the bui lding 
technologies supported the notion, what knowl
edge would you lack in order to move up a scale 
to allocate space and decide boundaries between 
indoors and outdoors? Or, to pose almost the 
same question another way, What does an 
arch itect know that a contractor doesn't? The 
answer may be found by briefly partitioning the 
design process, separating what you might call 
talent from competence (an apprehensive but 
telling disjunct ion). The ensuing argument is_ 
based upon the assumpt ion that the symb1os1s 
between future user and machine is so strong that 
" talent " is in the eyes of the resident and 
competence in the hands of the design amplifier. 
This is in dramatic contract to previously stated 
(by me) positions! 

Note that comfort and confidence (and credibility) 
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IMliw<..,< ........... 

An overview of ARCHI
TRAINER, a computer tutorial 
developed by Chris Abel at 
M.l.T., which presents the user 
withthirty-sixhousestochoose 
from. The purpose of the 
computer program is to allow 
a user to become acquainted 
with the "constructs " of 
another person (embodied, in 
this case, in a machine) . 

embrace a recognizable competence. Aside from 
a profound knowing of the user, there are certain 
operational "expertises" that can oversee interre
lationships measured in such terms as British 
Thermal Units, kips, or feet per second. In a very 
real sense, these are simple computing tasks and, 
beyond correctness (which is simple), the check
ing must reflect only timeliness (which is not so 
simple). The closest I can come to a design 
amplifier is URBANS, which did have "compet
ences " and did try to effect a timeliness in the 
surfacing of what we called conflicts and incom
patibilities (Negroponte and Groisser, 1967a and 
b; 1970). However, it should be recognized that 
URBANS was the ultimate paternal ist; it suffered 
from (among other things) being directed to 
serving the architect , not the resident. 



-
Architecture Machine 

Cartoon from the Miami 
Herald, Home and Design 
section, Sunday, December 
30, 1973. The cartoon accom
panied an article by Diane K. 
Shah from The Nationa l 
ObseNer. 

Two Loops 

Following Friedman's simple model of two loops, 
one with me and one with my neighborhood, let's 
examine some aspects of each in terms of 
automation . The reader should refer to the exten
sive works of Friedman, found in the bibliography, 
but should be cautioned about the particularly 
French notion of a " banque de donnees" or what 
he calls "a repertoire ." It is somewhat misleading 
taken at face value because it assumes a 
menu-picking activity rather than a design activ
ity. The offerings of a menu of solut ions obviously 
cannot exceed the comb inatorial product of the 
parts (which may be enormous). Friedman, unlike 
many researchers in France, escapes this particu
lar constraint by making his repertoire (banque de 
donnees) contain topo logies that do not have a 
metric . It is the user's adding of this metric that 
affords the limitless variety. 

The first loop is private . It must be self-sustaining 
in its powers to maintain the user's attention, ask 
intelligent quest ions, and provide broad commen
tary. It must tread the thin line of dist inction 
between making suggestions and being a bully, 
between criticizing and insulting, between navi
gat ing a search and direct ing it. Friedman (in 
personal conversation) makes a distinction by 
calling the computing organism a "consult ant," 
implying a "knower" at your beck and call, paid to 
help even if he may not agree with your personal 
prem ise. The connotations of consult are illumi
nating in the sense that the under lying skill is 
uncluttered by metaphor ical distinctions , but it is 
also disturbing inasmuch as one must seriously 
question whether prof iciency can be shared 
without dialogue requiring metaphor. 
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1 Advertisement which 
appeared in a Hamburg news
paper . Headline reads: 'We 
want to live like this ." Some 
of the text reads: "Furniture 
that should help you with your 
design ." "Architects and 
architectural students are not 
allowed to participate ." "Five 
tips from architects .... " Unfor
tunately , the bulk of the text is 
devoted to prizes and jury. 

2 A build ing scheme that 
allows for partic ipatory 
arrangement and rearrange
ment as famili es grow and 
shrink. Il lustrations courtesy 
of Professor Jes Weber , 
Hamburg , Germany. 
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The closest example of the first loop implemented 
in a computer program is ARCH IT (Rorick, 1971 ). 
The following is an excerpt from one conversation. 
Computer: 
Shall we discuss the dining areas? 
User: 
Yes. 
Computer: 
Who does most of the cooking in your family? 
User: 
Carol. 
Computer: 
I would suggest that the dining area for your 
everyday meals be in the same room as the 
cooking area so that everyone can socialize while 
meals are being prepared and Carol won't be 
isolated in the kitchen . Don't you agree? 
User: 
Yes. 
Computer: 
How often do you want these occasions to be 
formal (that is, other than casually joining you for 
dinner) in times per year? 
User: 
12. 
Computer: 
Keeping these answers in mind, do you feel that 
you nend a separate dining area for more formal 
occasions? 
User· 
No 
Computer : 
How many people do you want the everyday 
dining area to accommodate including company? 
User: 
8. 

At this point the reader should be appalled. The 
computer program has browbeaten ttie user into 

not wanting a dining room and short-circuited the 
deeper patterns of living that may keep Carol in 
the kitchen quite happily away from everybody. 
The program has exhibited an illusion of intelli
gence and "knowingness" and, in this example, 
done all the talking! Unfortunately, I do not have a 
more positive example to offer (but am working on 
it). A blatant flaw in ARCH IT-like programs is the 
desire to rapidly pinpoint an "architectural pro
gram" via direct yes/no, one/two questions. Infer
ence making and indirect procedures should be 
used, not for the purpose of making life difficult 
(for the computer) , but for the purpose of soliciting 
more complex and revealing patterns of living . We 
must avoid initiating dialogue by asking questions 
because the questions perforce flavor the answe~. 
The next section describes a simple experiment 1n 
inference making, one that avoids asking ques
tions . 

In contrast to the "inner" loop, the "outer" loop is a 
great deal easier to conceive . Its purpose is to 
flag local perturbations when a desire of mine 
conflicts with an amenity of yours or of the group 
at large. A simple example would be a construc
tion of mine blocking light or view from a portion 
of your house. Such functions assume that the 
machine is all-knowing about geometry, particular 
desires, and complicated rules (which is relatively 
easy). It also assumes, like any law-arbitrating 
system, the ability to exercise rules in context 
(which is not so easy). In managing urban spaces 
we already have the example of zoning ordi
nances and the vicissitudes of seeking variances 

The general scheme would be a network of many 
(one per person) design amplifiers working in 
concert with a variety of larger "host" machines, 
machines that could direct questions to other 

amplifiers or could answer those related to more 
global matters. An advantage of this layout is the 
opportunity, hitherto impossible, for personal 
negotiations within a regulatory framework that 
could capitalize upon the special-case amenities 
that are important to me and are available for 
negotiation . For example , my roof surface could 
serve as your terrace without inconvenience to me 
because it happens to be above services and 
functions that would be disturbed by noise. Or, I 
might not mind your cantilevering over my 
entrance, as the reduction in light would be more 
than compensated by the additional shelter I 
happened to want. While these are simpleminded 
examples, they reflect a kind of exchange (even 
bargaining) that is not possible in present con
texts. They assume two parties, but this could be 
extended to complex and circuitous tradeoffs : if 
A-B , B- C, C-0 , ... , -n , n-A. We beg in to see 
the opportunity for applying three-dimensional 
zoning standards and performance standards in 
context, a feat that I propose is manageable only 
with a large population of design amplifiers that 
could talk to each other and to host machines . 

Plan Recogn ition 

A typical exercise in computer-aided design is 
the generation of two- and three-dimensional 
" layouts" from a set of well-specified constraints 
and criteria. The classical and most recent 
experiments can be found in Bernholtz (1969), 
Eastman (1972a), T. Johnson et al. (1970), Liggett 
(1972), Mitchell (1972b), Mohr (1972b), Quintrand 
(1971), Steadman (1971), Teague (1970), Weinzap
fel (1973), and Yessios (1972b) . The underlying 
and common thread of all these works is the 
framework : input of "problem specification" and 
output of physical description . This section con
siders an exper iment that seeks to do the reverse: 
input of a physical description (through recogni
tion rather than specification) and output of 
problem specification. The goal is to recognize a 
structure of relationships and attributes in contrast 
to asking for a description . 

In the context of part1c1pation, the purpose of this 
experiment is to initiate a dia logue by raising 
issues (not necessarily quest ions) drawn from 
inferences deri ved from a plan of the "user's" 
present house. Preced ing sections and previous 
chapters suggest a profound man-mach1n~ 
acquaintance , one that would take a long time to 
achieve , perhaps years, and one that would have 
certainly a much wider appl ication than ass1st1ng 
you to be your own architect. In the same way as 
the machine intelligence paradigm is self-defeat
ing , the acquaintanceship approach to d1~logue 
also could stymie progress and impede 1ni~1at1ve 
in that it is difficult , if not impossible , to seriously 
consider a modest experiment without ending up 
with goals to match human dialogue and friend
ship. The following experiment 1s a sample point 
of departure and, as such, it should be viewed only 
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1 House p lan sketched by 
novice 

2 Mapp ing of preceding 
house plan into planar graph 

3 A hexagona l resolution of 
the graph 

4 House plan generated from 3 

5 Another alternate graph 

6 House plan generated from 5 

as a mechanism that will lead to conversation, 
not as a means of generating house plans . The 
prime feature of this approach is that it can re
main silent and attentive at first (without "tell me 
this," "answer that," "say this," etc.), can timid ly 
venture comment, and then can vigorously interact 
(if all goes well). This is in contrast to the otherwise 
necessary tedium of quest ions and answers that 
must be employed to immerse the user and to 
introduce the machine . 

In this experiment the user is simply invited to 
draw a plan of his house. He does this with 
ballpoint pen and regu lar paper without the 
burdensome parapherna lia of most computer 
graphics (the hardware is described at somewhat 
greater length in Append ix 1 ). It can be arranged 
that the user be completely unaware of the 
attention or observation of the machine . Remem
ber that the user is not an architect and probably 
draws very badly; he may very well have never 
drawn a plan of his house before. It is interesting 
to note, however, that the most inexper ienced 
sketcher suffers from the lack of two skills, neither 
of which really matters (at first) : (1) He is bad at 
maintaining constant proportion and scale , as 
exhibited by his inevitably running off the side of 
the paper . (2) He is not sure-handed enough to 
draw straight and forcefu l lines. However, he is, 
curious ly enough , extremely adept at describing 
physical relations and juxtapositions, from which 
we can extract adjacencies and linkages and can 
construct , for example, graph representat ions like 
the planner graph grammar used by Grason 
(1971 ). 

The initiation of the dialogue is achieved by 
mapping the physical plan into a relational 
structure (like the adjacent graph in figure 2) 
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that does not have a metric (hence the initial 
unimportance of scale). The structure then is used 
to generate other solutions, assuming that the 
structure is underconstrained as a result of 
recognizing only a subset of the relations. It is 
much like only half-listening to a story, extracting 
an incomplete theme, and developing a new 
narrative (with similar structure) . The other plans 
(that is, the machine's story) reveal physical 
arrangements that have enough commonality for 
the user to make interested comments and for the 
machine to pose interesting questions . Interesting 
is defined here as leading to an increase in the 
user's realizi ng and understanding architectura l 
implications and an increase in the machine's 
apprehension of the particular needs and patterns 
as manifest by what the user has now. 

The plan recognition program , SQUINT, employs 
the services of HUNCH . In particular , it exercises 
the feature of zooming in and out of the positional 
data, traveling within the spectrum of very low and 
very high resolut ions. The preced ing chapter illus
trates the sort of range; the grain varies from 1,024 
rasters per grain to a one-to-one correspondence. 
And , at any gra in except the finest, the percen
tage of "hits" can be viewed as a gray tone. 

As happens with HUNCH , the noble intent ions of 
SQUINT become reduced to very straightforward 
operations. Simple propert ies are recognized from 
the _limiting boundaries of spaces and the pene
trations of the boundaries. The first step i& to look 
for the total number of bodies in the sketch . While 
there is usually one, this initial observation is 
necessary, if for nothing else than to save memory 
by compressing the positional data to exclude the 
"white of paper' that lies outside the sketched 
plan The recognition of discrete bodies is 

achieved by a "flooding" process that creeps in 
from the sides of the paper , flowing around 
obstructing I ines at a grain appropriate to ensure 
that it does not seep through doors and windows. 
Subsequent to flagging all flooded bits, the 
remainder are accounted for in a similar flooding 
techn ique, starting at any po int. If all points are 
not accounted for by the first two floods , then 
there must be more than one body, and the 
procedure needs to be repeated until all points 
are tagged. It is the responsibi lity of later routines 
to decide whether the multiple elements in fact 
represent two autonomous disconnected sections 
of a house , for example , or whether in reality the 
additional figures are diagrammatic elements : 
north arrows , lettering, doodles , or coffee stains. 

Following the location of the silhouette(s) of 
the plan , rather similar procedures wander 
through internal subdivisions from one space to 
another , at one grain or another , a little bit like an 
expandable/shrinkable "mouse" meandering 
through a maze. Most sketching techn iques will 
allow for internal spaces to be attained at the 
finest resolution . However , some sketching tech
niques include the demarcat ion of door radii and 
steps, which would impede passage of our 
"mo use" if the lines were considered boundaries 
(which they are not) . These are the interesting 
cases; one must look for cues and develop 
evidence that , for example, such-and-such is 
probably a tread and not a chimney flue or this is 
probably a jamb and not a sill. Some of these 
situations are particularly difficult to deal w ith, 
where, for example, in one case the misinterpre
tation of a one-step level change resulted in guess
ing that the entire circulation of the house passed 
through the guest closet. This extreme example 
may appear to be a violent programming oversight. 

I must repeat , however, that there wi 11 always be 
conditions of such ambiquity that will requ ire even 
the onlook ing human to ask. I further insist there 
is nothing wrong with asking! 

Irrespective of whether the user has ascribed 
names to spaces, the program will give its own 
names in order to have an internal nomenclature 
of nodes and links. The labels can apply to 
tradit ional names (if you insist) like "bathroom" 
and "bedroom "; to or ientations like north, wind
ward, or view-oriented; or consist of schematic 
titles like space A, 82, or 732. The labeled nodes 
of the structure are linked with either categorical 
yes/nos or graded values of an attribute like 
access /ci rcu latory , visual, acoustical. 

The subsequent mapping into an alternate floor 
plan has been done by Steve Handel and Huck 
Rorick (illustrated in Appendix 2). Rorick's 
experiment appends the somewhat extraneous but 
interestin g feature of adding heuristics that repre
sent his view of what another architect might have 
done. In the specific case illustrated he has 
developed heuristics for overlaying a third dimen
sion upon the plan following the vernacular of 
Frank Lloyd Wright, gene rating a variety of 
Wrightian roof forms. Though this is contradictory 
to the full level of participation suggested by 
Friedman, it is fun to speculate that a representa
tion of a deepe r structure of my needs could be 
manipulated and displayed in the formal jargons 
o! various famous arch itects , perhaps even Vitru
v1us or Viollet-le-Duc. 

w_e should not forget that the user of "com puter
aided part ici patory ... " is not an architect. " Plan 
recognition" might imply to some a more formal 
approach than is intended. The reader should be 

referred , if he is interested in the morphologies of 
floor plans , to the origina l works of Levin (1964), 
Whitehead and Eldars (1964), Casalaina and 
Rittel (1967), and the most recent work of 
Weinzapfel (1973). However , remember that these 
systems assume the driver to be an architect. 
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.. 

Intel I igent 
Environments 
Introduction by Sean Wellesley-Miller 

,. 

Idle speculation on intelligent environments is usually of the "what if" 
sort that quickly enters the realms of science fiction . Need, economics, 
and even theoretical, let alone technical, feasibility are banished to the 
real world where they, together with architecture, presumably belong. The 
result is some amusing speculation seemingly guaranteed to be 
unrelated to any major issue of the day and designed to upset all but the 
most iconoclastic of wet dream architects by its frivolity. We are about to 
enter a parallel universe that happens to be your home. The very idea 
seems time bound; it belongs to the psychede lic sixties in a way that 
brings to mind a futurist of the fifties forecasting a helicopter in every 
backyard by 1975. The energy crisis, environmental pollution, pol itical 
bugging, and all the other sad facts of the sober seventies are set aside. 
Viewed in these terms the investment of " intelligence " in the man-made 
environment seems a surrealistic dream of doubtful desirabil ity, unlike ly 
to be realized. 

Yet is it? "What if" despite her banishment , necessity herself, that 
well-known mother of invention , is pushing us in that very d irection? It is 
certainly not too difficult to build a case along these lines. Imagine-it 
has been done-an on-line traffic monitoring system that informed you at 
each traffic intersection of the relative traffic densities along each branch. 
Such a system could save motorists considerab le amounts of gasoline 
while wasting very litt le energy to operate . We would also have a 
real-time transport map of the c ity which , corre lated with energy 
densities , land uses, and so on, wou ld probably tell us more about urban 
dynamics in six months than we have learned in years. 

It has been calculated that if MIT installed a minicomputer (we plan to 
do it) to watch the campus load profi le and regulate all lights , fans, 
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radiators, and thermostat set points on MIT's antiquated and sprawling 
campus, it would pay for itself in energy and labor saved within days. 

Both of these examples are progeny more of the base and unassuming 
thermostat married to the common counter and so blessed with memory 
than of a "machine intelligence." Yet they are happening for sound 
economic resons. It would seem that after a century's preoccupation with 
the physiology of buildings we are beginning to become involved with 
their metabolism and are even starting to develop rudimentary nervous 
systems for them complete with sensors and actuators. The ganglia will 
thicken. 

Some motels no longer heat up all their rooms in one go. Rather, guest 
rooms are heated up to match anticipated (binomial) guest arrivals 
according to a variable sequence that also considers external weather 
conditions and room groupings. A minicomputer is used to predict 
arrivals and determine room heating sequence to minimize overall energy 
requirements . The same system also handles registrations, personal 
services , accounting, and room security , including keeping tabs on the 
color T.V. sets. 

A major lumber company is constructing an experimental greenhouse 
that will be directly responsive to the tree seedlings it contains. 
Thermocycles, photoperiod and intensity , ventilation and nutrition rates, 
and so on, are all determined by the plants themselves in a 
growth-monitoring/equipment-activat ing adaptive logic system. The nurs
ery "learns" about its proteges, mothering them to maturity. Maybe the 
plants will be so much happier that they will grow in one year by an 
amount that used to take two. 

All this may still smack of the thermostat but the response parall~ls that 
of an elevator. The reason is that the system in the last example 1s 
exploring a possibility-space according to a hill-climbing routine rather 
than giving a predetermined response to a predicted situation. Its 
response is nontrivial in that some "l earning" is involved and !he form of 
the response is not predetermined. Its behavior is purposeful if not 
intelligent. 

However if in addition to sensors and actuators our environment had a 
function~! i~age of itself upon which it was able to map actu~I occupant 
activity , it would not only be able to monitor and regulate environment~! 
conditions but also to mediate the activity patterns through the allocation 
of functional spaces. In short, it would know what was going on inside 
itself and could manage things so as to, say, maxin:,ize_ personal contacts, 
minimize long distances, conserve space , handle lighting or w_h~t have 
you on a day-to-day or hour-to-hour basis to provide a more efficient ~nd 
gracious environment. It would also be able to observe the results of its 
interventions. Now, for "a functional image of itself" substitute "my _model 
of me"; !or "activity patterns " substitute "my model of you"; then, gi~~n 
that we have two adaptive systems interacting with each other, can my 
model of your model of me" be so very far behind? 

So far all these examples deal with the behavior of statistica l group~ i_n 
relation to physical conditions. Cybernetic cities, helpful hotelS, solicit ous 
greenhouses, and parsimonious campuses are still a long way from the 
living room. 

Because of solid waste disposal problems, water shortageS, overl_o~ded 
utility nets, and the energy crisis, a number of essentially self-sufficient 
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houses are on the drawing boards . They are heated and cooled by solar 
radiation, can share their heat, are powered by wind turbines , photo-
voltaic cells, and methane generators and may provide 70 percent of their 1 

occupants' food supply through integral greenhouses and aquaculture 
systems. The umbilical cord with the control utility nets has been cut. All 
the external control practices now have to be internalized . At the level of 
energy flows and mass transport they are completely responsive 
closed-loop systems tied into the same natural processes that drive the 
rest of the biosphere . The control system will have to decide on the best 
way to use available resources to meet the occupants ' requ irements. The 
house becomes essentially an environmental regulating device med iating 
between its inhabitant and the external environment. As the functions 
handled autonomously increase in complexity and interconnectedness so 
the resp.o~se will become more persona l. One can imagine integrated 
s~lf-suff1c1ent homes providing horticultural management, dietary plan-
nm~, and waste recycling (including uranalysis checks?) ; energy control, 
en~1ronmental comfort, and medical care ; water recycl ing , hygiene , and 
m~mtenance and valet services; personal security , acoust ic and visual 
pnv~cy , and space planning advice ; information processing faci lities tied 
in with communications , and so on. Developments in building materia ls 
at the .thermophysical and mechanical levels wi ll provide multistate 
matenals .capa?le o~ qu_ite radica l transformations . The superimpos ition of 
end fun?t1ons (1lluminat10.n, silencing, warming , cool ing , soften ing , 
suppo!1mg, acco.mmodating , and so on) and process contro l (sens ing, 
sampling , ~ctuatmg , controlling) tend to emphas ize mater ial responses. 
'('Je a~e ta lking more of artificial domestic ecosystems capable of 
mt~ll i.gent responses than of computer-controlled conventional homes. 
Bui ldings that can grow and upgrade themse lves, that open up like 

flowers in fine weather and clamp down before the storm, that seek to 
delight as well as serve you. 

How far this wil l or can go is open to argument but the fact remains that 
the concept of a physically respons ive environment is being turned from 
dream to real ity by the force , appropriately enough, of environmental 
circumstances themselves. We are making bui ld ings more context 
responsive, and in doing so we should not forget that a build ing's fina l 
context of response is the needs and senses of its inhabitants. 

" Intelligent " environments , responsive to you and me and the outside 
world , may well happen . Respons ive environments at a gross functional 
level already exist. 



_... .... 

1 ":5<>unding Mirror" (1970), 
a light-sound transducer 
invented by Juan Navarro
Baldeweg that creates a 
sounding environment (musi
cal notes or oscillations of 
varying frequencies) respon
~tve to people 's spatial con
figurations. It can be attached 
to the body and has three 
photocells oriented right, left, 
and front. Participants carry 
small flashlights wh ich they 
direct at others to create a 
sonic representation of 
movement and personal inter
action. 

2 One application of the 
Baldeweg device 

3 A pneumatic structure 
built for recreational pur
poses 

Responsive Architecture 

As a profession undergoes philosophical, theoret
ical, or technical transition , words in the vocabu
lary of the particular movement take on very 
special and sometimes distorted meanings. In 
some instances a word will slip into technical 
jargon with so many obi ique and personal conno
tations that it can be effectively used in conversa
tion only with those "out" ; in "i n-jargon" it is too 
misleading . For example , when I was in school in 
the early sixties , the term a building was anath
ema. To design "a building " implied everything 
from fascism to romanticism , from making profits 
to foisting whims . Similarly , in the late sixties, the 
adjectives flexible, manipulative , and responsive 
have received a wide variety of conflicting 
definitions and interpretations with examples of 
flexibility ranging from the cafetorium to the 

teepee. 

While it is too easy and not productive to make 
one's own definitions and then to dec lare who has 
and who has not adhered to them, it is revealing 
to distinguish genera l thrusts associated with 
each attitude, irrespective of the adjective you 
may use. For example, the term flexible has 
genera lly followed the spirit of Mies van der 
Ache 's "less is more" in the sense that, when two 
activit ies have a large intersection (in set, mathe
matical, theoretical terms), we design for the few 
"ands ." The "exclusive ors" are compromised, if 
not ignored , for the purpose of cohabitation of the 
two activ iti es. Just as with any conduct, one 
maintains flexibility by making as few commit-

ments as possib le. 

The term manipulative , on the other hand, implies 
effort committed to making a close fit for each 
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activity by providing for change and alteration that 
can range from closing a curtain to moving walls. 
Each state of a manipulative environment is in a 
very real sense nonflexible. To achieve a multi
plicity of uses, the environment must undergo a 
physical transformation, large or small, at the 
behest of the users. What is important to my 
following arguments is that this change, that is, 

· manipulation, is an overt action directed by the 
user(s). The manipulative environment is a pas-
sive one, one that is moved as opposed to one 
that moves. 

In contrast, responsive, sometimes called adapta
ble, or reactive, means the environment is taking 
an active role, initiating to a greater or lesser 
degree changes as a result and function of 
complex or simple computations . There are very 
few examples of this kind of architecture. This 
chapter considers extreme examples of respon
siveness, in particular those behaviors that could 
become manifest in homes of the future and be 
viewed as intelligent behavior. While the following 
sections speculate about the pros and cons of an 
intellig~nt environment in terms of specific experi
mentation, you should attend to your own notions 
of what it might be like to " live in an architecture 
machine" because , unlike the following discus
sion, your ideas will not be flavored by technical 
cans, coulds , and mights. Furthermore, there is 
some very serious question as to whether we 
really would want our environments, particularly 
our houses, to be responsive . While the case for 
responsive traffic systems or responsive health 
delivery systems can be made easily (hence not 
~o~ered in this chapter}, the case for a responsive 
hvrng room only can be made after satisfying very 
personal questions of life style. 

The typical introduction to responsive architecture 
is made with the thermostat. Eastman's (1971) 
"Adaptive Conditional Architecture" carries the 
analogy to great length. I believe that it is the 
wrong analogue. In Eastman's essay it leads to 
the objectionable process-control model for archi
tecture , a decode-interpret-translate decision 
structure with old-fashioned feedback loops evi
denced in the most common oil burner. In 
contrast, let us start with another analogue, 
perhaps the only other: elevators . 

As in designing a heating system and equally 
unwisely , it would be possible to build a predis
posed system. By this I mean a system that has a 
pre-established model of the world and operates 
without taking further samples . In such a case, it 
would be necessary to study the vertica l circula
tion patterns of an existing building with careful 
enough measuring and monitoring to build a 
deterministic or stochastic model of vertical 
movement. With such information it would be 
feasible to construct an elevator system that had 
no buttons but would stop frequently enough at 
the right places and go frequently enough to the 
right places so that everybody would be serviced 
at some level of satisfaction . This, of course , is 
how a public transportation system works and, as 
is the case with public transportation , there exists 
a synergistic bending of one's own timetable to 
meet the bus or subway schedule, and , perhaps, 
a means of altering (by an authority) the routing 
and frequencies to meet calendar needs. 

While such a system might work satisfactorily for 
an elevator or heating system (especially if the 
inhabitants did not know better), it is vulnerable to 
inefficiencies because it cannot satisfy the imme
diate demands of the users or respond to sudden ( 

changes that invalidate the model. Note that the 
addition of buttons to cal l for service allows for the 
complete removal of a model , that is, a schedule . 
The elevator system must be designed to meet 
limiting, worst cases as measured, for example , 
by tolerable wait limits (usually 20 to 30 seconds) 
at peak times (morning arrivals , in the case of 
office buildings). Once the elevator is installed, if 
use changes (a restaurant added on the top floor , 
for example), the tolerable limit may rise or fall for 
particular stations on the vertical chain. However, 
the response to my call will always be the direct 
result of the machine's sensory inputs . 

What happens in the case when I ring for the 
elevator to go down and it arrives full? I must wait 
and ring again . More sophisticated elevators , 
however, take the previous modelless scheme 
and add, once again , a mode l. But this time it is 
not a schedule but a model of appropriate 
behavior . 

In the simplest case, a load ce ll is imbedded in 
the floor of the vehicle to sense the total weight of 
the passengers (a safer measure of elevator 
population than whether yet another passenger 
can fit on). This information is incorporated in the 
simple algorithm : if weight exceeds some maxi
mum, ignore all further calls until some passen
gers disembark . It should be noted that such 
elevators do exist and , to my knowledge, this is 
one of the few examples of trivial-but-serious 
computing in everyday physica l env ironments. 

But now .what happens in the following case? A 
full elevator is traveling down and one passenger 
is not going to the bottom , but to the fifth floor , 
let's say. At the same time, on the fifth floor there 
are two passengers who have rung to go down . In 

this situation, a very sophisticated mechanism is 
necessary if we wish the elevator to be able to 
notice the problem and to request that the two 
decide who the single newcomer should be or 
that both wait for another cab . 

From this point it is possib le to extrapolate and to 
fantasize to the extremes of a courteous elevator, 
a suggestive elevator, a humorous elevator. In the 
same breath, we can wonder about the eventuality 
of its being grumpy , poking fun, or trying to 
befriend influential passengers by giv ing them 
more personal and efficient service. These are not 
preposterous possibi lities; perhaps they lose their 
validity in the nature of the particu lar examp le. I 
propose to exercise such notions of respons ive
ness in the context of a house. Maybe a house is a 
home only once it can appreciate your jokes. 
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Menage a Trois 

The founding notions for an intelligent environ
ment are in Brodey's (1967) "Soft Architecture: 
The Design of Intelligent Environments." More 
recent reflections can be found in Avery Johnson 's 
(1971) "Three Little Pigs Revisited." Neither 
paper, however, presents convincing examples or 
~ives the slightest inkling of a picture or descrip
tion of how such a system might work. This is 
because there are no examples, there are no 
pictures, in short, there are no historical prece
dents ?f intelligent environments. Space capsules, 
cockpits, and any environment that consists solely 
of complex instrumentation are not the correct 
metaphors. 

The proper metaphor is the family with a new 
member in_ it-the house. Absurd , repugnant, 
perhaps wicked , but the idea deserves serious 
scrutiny not only because there are important 
issues like privacy at stake but also because it 
may be the most rewarding, exciting, and amena
ble of all conceivable forms of living. What does 
~ohnson (1971) mean and what are the implica
tions of his position : "We must build environments 
that invite their playful part icipation so that their 
self-referent knowledge of their community will 
grow ... "? 

Big Brother is not_ only watching, he is measuring 
your pulse, metering your galvanic skin resis
tance, s~lling your breath. No. Those belong to 
the ~arad1gm: "An adaptive process for architec
ture 1s made up of: A sensing device, a control 
alg~n~m . a change mechanism, and a control 
~ettmg (Eastman, 1971). This attitude is typified 
m the so~a -~at alters itself to "fit'' the body aloft 
and that mItIates soporific music and smells at 

10:30 P.M. This view is wrong because it is 
ignorant of context , because it is generative of a 
complacency hitherto unseen, and because it 
does not account for what Gordon Pask has titled 
the you-sensor. 

When I return at night and ask my wife to put the 
whatchamacallit youknowwhere , she most surely 
knows exactly what I mean and where I mean. She 
knows because she knows me in terms of all the 
models and models of models previously dis
cussed and because she can use this information 
in the context of my facial expressions, the 
weather outside , and whether we are going out to 
dinner that night. At the same time . her response 
is in the context of her own intentions, and her 
level of commitment to one behavior versus 
another is achieved by our participating in the 
same events with the same objects . 

Transposing a similar responsiveness to the 
physical environment suggests that it, too, must 
have purpose and intentions , and it must have all 
the paraphernalia required to build the necessary 
models of me and to use them in context. In brief, 
it is not a regulatory control system , it is an 
intelligent system. 

Recognit ion 

The simple sensing-effecting model of computa
tion that views a processor receiving signals from 
its sensors and emitting responses with its 
actuators is not appropriate to making respons ive 
architecture ; it is the downfall of the thermostat 
analogy . The problem with this model , as illus
trated in the adjacent figure (taken from Eastman, 
1971 b ), is that the consequences of inputs are 
determ ined strictly by a feedback loop , no more 
responsive than (and equally as regulatory as) the 
governor of a steam engine . The mode l is 
inappropriate for two reasons : (1) the "control 
algorithm" in the feedback loop can issue effector 
changes as a result of what has been sensed , but 
it cannot initiate changes in its own cr iter ia ; (2) 
the behavior of the system resides at the interface ; 
not self-referent , it is oblivious to the important 
inputs of observing its own responses . This 
second reason is stated more elegantl y by Avery 
Johnson (1972) : " In order to elicit meaning [my 
italics] from any data enter ing our sensor ium, it 
either must have arisen as the consequence of our 
effector (outgoing, active ) interaction with the 
course of the information , or at least imp ly an 
interaction [ ital ics in original] in which we might 
engage with some other ." 

In the feedback model a "policy" is necessary for 
the contro l algorithm and the contro l sett ing. For 
example, a simple pol icy might be: 72 degrees 
Fahrenheit and 50 percent humidity . The setting 
states the policy , and the algorithm maintains it. If, 
however, we should find a better pol icy or need 
spec ial revisions (because someone is ill or in a 
draft) , we must change the contro l setting, thus 
revising lhe parameters of the controlling algo
rithm. Can this be done implicitly? 

If we move one step back and revise the goal 
structure and replace the policy of 72 degrees 
and 50 percent humidity with a new policy , 
"maintain a comfortable temperature and humidi
ty," we not only have to consider varying parame
ters; implicitly or explicitly we must also consider 
which parameters to include at which times . In 
some situations a much cooler temperature might 
be appropriate , and in other instances the toler
ance of "fit" of temperature is so large that it 
becomes unimportant. Can a machine handle 
this? 

A final step back might be to view the goal of 
responsive architecture to be the support of the 
"good life " as defined by our indiv idua l tastes for 
a mixture of action modes : sleeps , eats, drinks , 
voids , sexes , works , rests, talks , attends, motor 
practices , angers , escapes , anxiouses, euphorics , 
laughs , aggresses , fears , relates , envies , and 
greeds . The table on the following page is from 
lberall and McCulloch 's (1969) "The Organizing 
Principles of Complex Living Systems." In this last 
case , the responsive system must know me. To 
this point it might have been possible to tune a 
pass ive dev ice , singu larly concerned with the 
manipu lation of a handful of cr iteria within comp li 
cated but well-stated contingencies : if this and if 
that or that , then this and th is. In this last case 
(and , I bel ieve, in the one before) we defin ite ly 
need the you-sensor . 

The mechanism necessary to recognize enough 
features to d istinguish you from me is formidable . 
As a particular example , I am drawing upon the 
master's thesis of Mark Lavin (1973) on GREET, a 
doorway that recognizes who is pass ing through 
it. The experiment has many imp licat ions that 
exceed the scope of the example ; however , in 
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1 From Eastman (1972) 

2 Table from lberall and 
McCulloch (1969) 

~- --- ~ ~-- . - ... 

today 's techno logy , it is the ep itome of the 
you-sensor. At the onset of the experiment we 
must deny the recognition mechanism of inputs 
from any overt action required on the behalf of the 
person passing through the door. As soon as we 
ask him to speak (to get a voice print) or to touch 
a door knob (to measure galvanic skin resis
tance) , we might as well give him a key with the 
thirty-two (four bytes!) notches necessary to d istin
guish any person within the entire popu lation of 
the world. The recognition should take place 
without counting on any single or small set of 
"faithfu l inputs ." 

There have been several experiments in people 
recognition , especially face recognition (Kelley, 
1970; Bledsoe, 1966'-with the sordid application 
of sorting mug shots). What they have in common 
is the requirement of strict protocols for "being 
seen" and, more importantly , the examination of 
high-resolution information . Unique (to my knowl
edge) in Lavin's thesis is its use of low-resolution 
information. He observes only a few crude but 
telling features: height , weight , stride , foot size, 
and profile . 

These features can be recorded all at once to 
produce a point in n-space (where n is between 
five and seven, in this example). A statistical 
pattern recognition approach would be to look for 
the intersection of an n-dimensional blob to see if 
it is you or me or either of us. In the latter case of 
finding two blobs , the machine has to guess or to 
measure accurate ly (if it is worth it) a closeness to 
the "center of blob " as defined , perhaps , by a 
history of successful distinctions of you from me. 

A more promising approach would be to treat the 
problem much more heuristically (a method and 

attitude discussed in greater deta il in Appendix 
2). This approach does not require looking at 
every feature at once. It examines a small number 
of "tell ing" ones that provide clues and strategies 
for examining or not examining others. For 
example, the adjacent figure shows a profile 
reported by GREET to the Architecture Machine . It 
obviously indicates that the parameter of weight 
ought to be considered marg inally, but not 
ignored (because there is a whole class of people 
whom it could not be, probably , because their 
own weight is higher than that of the person 
carrying whatever). 

We can add to the procedure a descr iption of the 
room to which GREET is the door and knowledge 
of environmenta l conditions outside. If it is the 
only entrance and if I have passed in one 
direction, it is unlikely that I am passing from the 
same direction . Or, if it is snowing outside , the 
likelihood of heavy shoes must be considered. 
Similarly, knowing my habits and idiosyncrasies 
can be incorporated into a powerful recognition 
system with low-resolution inputs. 

It should be realized that there is a major 
difference between d istinguishing a small number 
of people (let's say five or ten) from all other 
people in the world and recognizing one out of a 
known population of a hundred or two hundred. 
The latter is easier and is what the Lavin 
experiment is testing. It should be understood that 
this is only one form of you-sensing, not necessar
ily the most effic ient or, for that matter, the most 
ethical. There are some serious issues of 
door-tapping and jamb-snooping that can raise 
havoc with our privacies . 
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1 Faces and machine 
"contours" taken from Kelly 
(1970) 

2 GREET. It used 280 
photocells for prof ile detec
tion . This illustration does not 
show the platform used for 
sens ing weight , str ide, and 
foot size . The project was 
curtai led prematurely . 

3 Man with a two-by-ten 

4 Profi le of Andrew Lip p-
man 
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The adjacent figures illustrate 
an integrated environmental 
control system for the Osaka 
Kokusai Building, completed 
in February 1973. The archi
tects and contractors were of 
Takenaka Komuten Co. ltd., 
Osaka, Japan. Illustrations 
are courtesy of Takenaka 
Komuten and Mr. Makio 
Otsuju, who showed me the 
systems and helped me 
assemble the figures. 

The hardware is composed of 
an SK minicomputer , 131 K 
magnetic drum, and a variety 
of typewriter and video d is
plays. Note that the actual 
graphic d isplays are in co lor, 
regrettably not reproduced on 
these pages . 

1 A flow chart of the system 's 
operation . The translation con
centrates on sensors and 
effectors : A, platinum resis
tance ; B, temperature sensing 
in rooms , ducts , cei l ings , and 
concrete ; C, water tempera
ture ; D, solar radiation; E, 
water flow; F, wind velocity , 
direction , and atmospheric 
pressure ; G, voltage ; H, 
current ; I, transformer; J and K, 
controllers; L. pumps; M, fans ; 
N, subs idiary heat ; 0 , com
pressor ; P, main heat; a, 
automatic adjustment dev ices ; 
A, fan coils ; S, hot water 
supply ; T, electric supp ly; U, 
gas supply ; V, fire alarm; W, 
fire and earthquake sensors ; 
X, analogue inputs ; Y, digital 
outputs; Z, digital inputs . 

2 Block diagram of system 

3 Control room with minicom
puter in background 
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4 Closeup with projection dis
play on 

5 Display of water cooling and 
warming capacities, including 
performance coefficient 
(4.2) , condensation tempera
ture (36.4"C) and evaporat ion 
temperature (6°C). 

6 Cool and warm water tem
peratures on their way in and 
out Cool water lines are dis
played in blue , warm in pink 

7 Cool and warm water con
ditions in the middle stories 

& Indication of running con
ditions on the east side , 
including average room tem
perature (23.0°C), room 
temperature at the moment 
(22.9°C) , return air tempera
ture (23.2°C) , outdoor temper
lure (18.8°C) , cool water 
tempe rature in (8.2"C); coo l 
water temperature out 
(14.1° C); and supplied air 
temperature (15°C) 

9 Sect ion of the building 

10 Ground floor plan 

Captions assemb led from 
mater ial trans lated from 
Japanese , courtesy of Mr. 
Masanori Nagashima . 
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1 Inflatable for walking on 
water. Photograph courtesy of 
Sean Wellesley-Miller. 

2 Inf latable for children's 
play. Photograph courtesy of 
Sean Wellesley -Miller. 

3 Inflatable that responds 
to sunlight, ambient tempera
ture, and body movements. 
Photograph courtesy of Timo
thy Johnson and his students. 

Responses 

Speculation on or enumeration of exemplary 
responses by an intelligent environment is where 
this notion becomes rather suspect and the goals 
become flimsy. We can easily dream up opera
tional and informational responses that could be 
handled by a good computer terminal or loyal 
household robot, but they would not meet the 
definition of what we are calling responsive 
architecture. When we look at responses that have 
been suggested (in the literature) for architectural 
behavior , we find the most banal illustrations , 
reminiscent of second-rate light shows. Even 
Brodey (1967) offered hackneyed images : "If the 
heartbeat acce lerates, the room becomes redder 
(for examp le); if his breathing deepens , the room 
takes on a richer hue. As the hue intensifies his 
heart may beat faster in response to the stimulus 
(the strength of the color which changes with his 
feelings) . This personalized total environment will 
be capable of producing a profound experience 
without brain damage ." I only hope so. 

What sort of behavior can the physical environ
ment exhibit? I propose two classes of behavior: 
reflexive and simulated . The first is a motor, 
visua l, olfactory , or auditory response that takes 
place as a part of space, reflecting a purpose . We 
have very few examples of even the simplest sort. 
Electric doors, rotat ing stages , and motorized 
partitions are not good examp les because they 
are activated by yes-no, overt commands ; thus 
they are no more interactive than the turning on of 
a vacuum cleaner . We find more valid (but still not 
too illuminating) examples in the Rolls-Royce 
engine whose grill is composed of louvers that 
automatically open and close as a function of the 
heat of the engine and the ambient temperature or 
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the greenhouse that opens and closes a g lass roof 
for the comfort (as determined by us) of the 
flowers. But these are process-control, decode
interpret-encode procedures of the thermostat 
variety. Do we have any better examples? 
"Self-organizing controllers can maintain (for 
example) average light levels or favorable bright
ness differences in the context of the weather 
time of day, and the difference between your' 
mood and that mood which was anticipated. The 
ra_diation or absorption of heat in direct exchange 
with the surroundings can be made relevant to 
your activities and to the thermodynamic cond i
!ions available . The acoustic properties of the 
inner spaces can be caused to enhance the 
privacy of a tete-a-tete or the mutual involvement 
of a larger gathering . Walls that move to the 
touc~-relevant to the function of support or 
moving back in retreat-that change color and 
for~ : ~treamlining themselves to the wind or 
s~n~kmg down when unoccupied, are all possible 
within the state-of-the-art technology" (A J h 
1971). . o nson, 

Johnson's _vi_sion is vulnerable in detail. What is a 
self-organ,_zmg controller in this context? How do 
we recognize mood? What encompasses the 
enhan~e~ent of mutual involvement? But the 
the~e - is I~structive in its description of a 
part1c1~atmg, courteous (as he calls it) environ
ment with_ goals of a higher order than 72 degrees 
Fahrenheit and 50 percent humidity. Nevertheless 
ar~ not most of the responses going to come from ' 
voice outp~t? The gesturing nature of reflexive 
r~sponses is still difficult to imag ine (and even 
find relevant). 

~-e s~cond .. ~ind of_ response, what I have called 
s1mu ated, is easier to envisage . One can 

imagine a living room that can simulate beaches 
and mountains. One can fantasize experiencing 
the chills of Mt. Everest and the heat of the Congo 
within a simulatorium or within extrapolations of 
Sutherland 's (1968) helmet that include sound, 
smell, and touch . One of the reasons that 
simulated responses may appear easier, more 
wholesome , and less troublesome than reflexive 
ones is that they are naturally relegated to play 
and entertainment and most probab ly will not 
intrude into the pragmatic, serious activities that 
are the cornerstones of our daily lives and the 
Protestant ethic. 

At this point , two other forms of response warrant 
elaboration : operational and informational. They 
are not exhibited through architectural gestures 
and transformations. However , at present they 
afford the most convincing examples of comput
ers at home . For example , operationally, we can 
imagine the home of the future having surrogate 
butlers and maids embedded in all walls and 
floors or clunking about in bodies of plastic or 
steel. They would make beds (when it was 
recognized that you were not returning to b_ed), 
prepare the food (stepping aside on occasions 
when you enjoy cooking), and clean the house 
(distinguishing between throwing away broken 
glass and discarding a diamond) ._Such a rob?~ 
would be a wonderful device , the JOY of Amenc 
housewives , and for reasons of safety (as sug
gested by Edward Fredkin in personal conversa-

tion) it ought to bark. 

Informationally , the notion of responsiveness 
becomes even clearer . Unlike the household 
robot, my machine would know me on a more 
abstract and individual level. As an exampleld 
consider a suggestive television set that cou 

recommend interesting viewings in knowledge of 
my tastes, my present mood , and previous 
engagements for the evening (which might lead to 
the television 's taking it upon itself to record the 
program for me to view later). In the same spirit, 
we can speculate about synopsizing radio-news 
machines that could command a mixture of 
graphics , text , and voice output to present the 
news either on request or in terms of my interests. 
Or, finally, consider any information termina l or 
wall surface to which I can verbally pose ques
tions on subjects ranging from the weather , to the 
stock market, to the like lihood of a particular 
pol itical turn of events. 

Putting all of these responses together begins to 
reveal a picture, however unc lear it may be. We 
can start to imagine a dramatically different 
relationship between ourselves and our houses , 
one characterized by intimate interaction . Fancifu l 
wondering can lead u& to rooms that giggle , doors 
that fib , or windows that fidget. Or maybe 
concepts like " room ," "door," and "window " are 
anachronisms . Just as the previous chapter 
removed the architect-middleman , maybe the 
notion of intelligent environment removes the 
contractor-middleman, and the design process 
and building process become one and the same, 
continu ally in operation . Out of what will a 
self-reproducing autogenic environment be 
made? 

On Materials and Memory 

Sant'Elia's 1913 p lans for Milano 2000 were a 
direct extrapolation from the industrial revolution, 
from a glass to a concrete Crystal Palace . In some 
sense, today's research and development in the 
field of "building techno logy " is still no more than 
a similar , direct outgrowth of the ways of the 
industrial revolution , a way of thinking that has 
long been superseded in most other disciplines 
by a cybernetic, informational, computational , or 
whatever you want to call it, revolution . The 
industrial revolution brought sameness through 
repetition , amortization through dupl ication. In 
contrast, information technologies-soft 
machines-afford the opportunity for cust
om-made, personalized artifacts . This opportunity , 
however , has been ignored for the most part by 
industrialized building systems (for which Dietz 
and Cutler, 1971, provide a comprehensive over
view). 

Nevertheless , there are some researchers (for 
example : Allen, 197 4; Schnarsky , 1971; 
Welles ley-Mi ller, 1972) who see the chance for 
custom-made environments more reflective of 
persona l needs , implemented with techniques of 
industrialization , augmented by computing sys
tems. In studying intelligent environments one 
must look at these p ioneering efforts because , 
aside from the ethica l va lidity of intelli gent 
environments , there are serious questions about 
the materials of which all this shall be made. 
There seem to be two types of construction in the 
infancy of invention that lend themselves to 
physical responsiveness . I w ill refer to them as the 
"softs" and the "cyclics." 

Brodey 's original 1967 article was subtitled "Soft 
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• 1 When the photocells are 
tripped in order A-8 air is 
pumped from the cushions to 
the interior . When they are 
tripped in reverse order B--A 
air is pumped from the inte
rior to the cushions and the 
play space contracts within 
three minutes . Designed in 
1968 by ERG. Amsterdam. 
Diagram reconstructed by 
Sean Wellesley-Miller. 

2 A structure in the process 
of unfolding itself. Photo
graphs courtesy of Sean 
Wellesley-Miller and his 
students at MIT. 

Architecture ." I believe that some researchers 
have pursued studies that have suffered in their 
very conception of taking the term "soft" too 
literally , bruta lly transposing it from a computa
tional paradigm to a bui ldi ng technology . Brodey 
himse lf takes the term too literally. He lived in a 
foam house, and his ex-partner , Johnson , plays 
with plastics , orso he states (1971): "To date a 
few of us have been working and play ing with 
p lastic films and foams, and with compressed air 
and other expendab les." I believe that the "softs" 
are an important vehicle to respons iveness, but 
they must be studied with great caution. In the 
same way that I refute computer graph ics ' prolifer
ating Gaudiesque architecture, I worry about the 
obvious materials of "responsive arch itecture " 
foisting a soft-Soleri, or g lobular, mushy architec
ture. Not everybody wants to live in a balloon . 

Soft materials, like inflatable plastics , are pres
ently the most natural material for responsive 
architecture, because they exhibit motor reflexes 
through simple controls. Sean Wellesley-Miller at 
the forefront of this technology once built a child's 
creche whose entrance contained the photocells 
necessary to count the kids entering and exiting . 
With the total population of children always known, 
he wired his compressor to inflate and deflate the 
structure in proportion to the population : the more 
children went in, the bigger it became ; as they left 
it would shrink until finally collapsing for the night 

The computations necessary to control the size of 
the creche are hardly symptomatic of intelligent 
behavior, but the response is architectural, and 
the material has indeed not afforded the opportu
nity for dramatic change. However, I do not agree 
that: "The construction of this kind of sophisti
cated pneumatics takes us into the realm of living 
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1 The free mold concept 
The mold supports and pro
pels itself upon the wall, 
controlled by microwave and 
laser beams. The directional 
switch senses the movements 
of the mold and causes the 
hose-hand ler to follow above 
,t An accelerator is metered 
into the m,x by means of a 
static mixer. Illustration by 
and courtesy of Edward 
All en. 

2 A flow chart of Edward 
Allen ·s continuous construc
tion process 

3 A cellular structure 

4 A web/plenum structure 

things and ecology" (Hamilton , 1972). I do agree 
with Rusch (1972): "Such 'soft architecture ' is only 
one alternative . 'Hard architecture' can be respon
sive as well. ... However, 'hard architecture ' is 
almost by definition harder to make responsive , so 
it is no mystery why soft materials , air, light, and 
sound have formed Brodey 's pallet. The unfortu
nate result is that we do not tend to see his work 
as particularly relevant to 'arch itecture .'" 

There is a particular aspect of pneumatics that (to 
my knowledge) has not been explored, that is so 
far untapped , and that is an innate property of the 
large class of inflatable structures: cellular struc
tures. This property is memory. Some of the ad
jacent illustrations (taken mostly from Wellesley
Mille r) show physical structures that can move 
and even walk about as a result of carefully 
scheduled sequences of local rnflations and 
deflat ions. In a limiting case (depicted on the 
preceding page as well) the fabric could be a flat 
sheet with an upper and lower row of cells and a 
weblike plenum . By appropriately inflatrng and 
deflating selected lower and upper cells, the mat 
can be made to assume any freeform shape or 
actually move across the ground However, what 
is more important than this malleability and 
mobility is that the pressure states of the cells are 
its memory. One can sample the cells and know 
the shape. In other words, form 1s memory Of 
course it would be equally possible to have an 
electronic computing mechanism "remember" 
which cells were rnflated when and to what 
degree (and to query the computer) . But 11 1s more 
suitable to have pressure-sensrng dev ices in each 
pneumatic cell , letting them be memory, because 
this makes it possible to have the structure 
respond locally to body movements and interac
tions In this manner we could direct ly push and 
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pull upon memory. This can be extrapolated to 
exercises of cellular automata, in three dimen
sions, having the structure dance about. 

The notion of memory is not limited to inflatables· 
it can be extended to "hard" architecture. A ' 
pot~ntio~eter in every door hinge or a sliding 
resistor m every window can also be viewed 
(mildly) as devices for giving the environment 
memory. If planes could disappear, move aside, 
or expand themselves, such a memory would be 
more revealing. However , it is much harder to 
make stone, bric~, _and stud walls move or change 
themselves than It Is to control inflatable struc
tures. Not only is it difficult to conceive of the 
motor re_flexes themselves, but the impediments of 
mech~ni~al systems tend to make the most simple 
dwell_mg into a monolithic, immutable unit. It is no 
surprise that we have no historical precedents. 

The other approach to responsive materials what 
1 
ha~~ called the _"cyclics," considers "architec

!Liral responses m a coarser time grain , relegat
~ng the r:1oment-to-moment responsivene:~ to 
m!ormat1onal and operational features. The under
ly,n~ assumption is that we can develop a 
continuous construction and destruction process 
I am not ~eferring to "Kleenex architecture " that . 
can b_e disposed of and readily repl~ced. I am 
refernng to an ever-continuing bu· Id · 1 mg process 
as_suggested by Allen (1970; 1974). He is 
trying t~ create Safdie 's fantasy: "Ultimately I 
would !1ke to design a magic housing machine 
Conce1~e of a h~ge pipe behind which is a .... 
reservoir of magic plastic . A range of air-pressure 
:~ (e~ around the opening controls this material 

I _ is creed through the edges of the pipe By 
vary,n~ the pressure at each nozzle one co~ld 
theoretically extrude any conceivable shape , 

complex free forms , mathematically non-defined 
forms. People could go and push the button to 
design their own dwelling" (Safdie, 1970). 

Edward Allen is working on just that and more. 
The "more" is the important feature because it is 
the necessary dissembling process (not men
tioned by Safdie) that makes this notion viable for 
the premises of responsiveness . The magica l 
material needs the supplementary feature of being 
reversible or, at least, digestible by a 
house-building bug. In the event that a "bu g" 
could crawl about extruding and eating up chunks 
of my house, much like spinning a web, I can 
envision architectural transformations taking 
place on an hour-to-hour or day-to-day basis 
(versus month-to-month, as Allen views it, or 
year-to-year, as Safdie implies). This would be a 
viable route to physical responsiveness , reminis
cent of royal traditions of building pavilions and 
structures for a gala event, vulgarized to building 
a jalousie porch to peruse Reader 's Digest . 

Addendum 

I have avoided discussing aspects of machine 
learning in this context , where the machine is the 
house. Previous chapters have included some 
comments about machine learning, particularly in 
the sense of modeling a participant (and his 
models). Similar models are necessary for a 
viable responsiveness. My house needs a model 
of me, a model of my model of it, and a model of 
my model of its model of me. We know less about 
how to do this for a house than for a 
sketch-recognizing machine . 

We must experiment with more caution in respon
sive architecture than is necessary with mechani
cal partners that have relatively singular pur
poses . The nonintelligent , stubborn computer that 
mailed twenty thousand copies of Time magazine 
to the same person is obviously not desirable . 
Similarly, we do not want the ultrasonic dish
washer to emit a freak frequency that turns on the 
television whose luminance will cause windows to 
open and shades to close . At the other extreme , 
we do not want a genius-house that invades our 
privacy , bullies us about, nags , belittles , and is 
grumpy or rude. 

Unfortunately the two extremes do not lie on a 
smooth continuum to which we can point and say 
that it is here we should place our targets . Instead 
it is a complicated set of nonlinear trade-offs that 
will vary from person to person , from family to 
family , resting, for the most part , on the feasibility 
and advisabi lity of a machine intelligence . The 
quest ion will ar ise: Can a machine learn without a 
body? A house has a body of its own ; will I be 
able to laugh at its jokes? As R. L Gregory points 
out in his "Socia l Implications of Intelligent 

Machines " (1970): "What happens when the 
internal fiction of a machine is very different from 
the human brain-fiction? ... One can imagine a 
class of machines which work quite mysteriously , 
with non-human fictions, to give us answers 
without justifications we can understand . Some 
people might trust such mach ines, much as they 
trust cars though they have no idea how the 
steering whee l is connected to the front wheels . 
But would it be possib le to phrase questions 
appropriately to such machines?" 
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Epilogue An Allegory 

-------------- ------

I have heard versions of the following story on 
several occasions, and I have told varying 
versions on many occasions . For these reasons I 
am no longer sure where I first heard it or of its 
original form or from whom (though I tend to think 
it was Seymour Papert). The story, nonetheless , 
has close analogies in the historical development 
of architecture as assisted by computers. The 
story is about a machine. It is called the 
string-and -ring machine. 

There exists a classic combinatorial problem in 
mathematics called the traveling salesman prob
lem. It considers N geographically distributed 
locations interconnected by "roads ." The problem 
is to find the shortest route that will take a 
salesman to every city with the shortest possib le 
mileage without going through any city twice. 
Note that the problem has important pract ical 
applicatons in the routing of pipes , wires , and 
communications networks. Consequently it has 
been studied at great length (Bellmore and 
Nemhauser, 1968; Arnott and Sengupta , 1961; 
Karg and Thompson , 1964; Dantzig, Fulkerson , 
and Johnson , 1959; Croes , 1958; Gomory, 1966; 
Flood , 1956; Heller, 1955; Little, Murty, Sweeney, 
and Karel, 1963; Lambert , 1960; Morton and Land, 
1955; Roberts and Flores, 1966; Raymond, 1969; 
Wootton, 1969; Srinastava et al., 1969; Rothkopf, 
1966). "Although some ways have been found for 
~utting down the length of the search , no algo
rithm has been discovered sufficient ly powerful to 
solve the traveling salesman problem with a 
tolerable amount of computing for a set of, say, 
fifty cities" (Simon, 1970). Consider that the 
number of alternative routes is N-1 factorial 
(which for fifty cities is greater than 3x 1064 ) . 

Another version of the prob lem, equally well 
studied (Beardwood, Halton, and Hammersky, 
1959; Dantzig , 1960; Butas, 1968; Dreyfus, 1969; 
Hu, 1968; Hoffman and Markowitz, 1963; Hu and 
Torres, 1969; Nicho lson, 1966; Mills , 1968 and 
1966; Pollack and Wiebenson, 1960; Peart, Ran
dolph , and Bartlett, 1960; Verblunsky, 1951), is to 
find the shortest path from one given point on the 
network to another given point. It is the history of 
this particular version of the traveling salesman 
problem (usually referred to as the shortest path 
problem) that I wish to break into "generations." 

The first era is the obvious app lication of a 
machine to a task unmanageable by a human and 
is character ized by an exhaustive search for all 
possib le solutions. Note that this method does 
yield the optimum solution, because all alterna
tives are searched (and there happens to be only 
one goal , shortness of path). This was the era of 
exhaustive searching . 

The second era of approach to the prob lem is 
characterized by the following attitude : Let the 
machine do what it is good at doing , let the man 
do what he is good at doing, and provide the two 
with a smooth interface such that they can work 
effectively. Hence, a typica l solution wou ld be to 
disp lay on a cathode-ray tube the map of N cities 
and have the human operator of the console point 
at a "reasonable" set of nodes that lie between A 
and B. The machine 's task is simply to sum up the 
mileages and disp lay the total. Continuing, we 
allow the user to alter his routing interactively so 
that as he moves the line of travel he receives a 
constant updating of the new mileage . In this 
manner he can "massage" the route and within a 
short period of time come up w ith a "very good" 
route (conce ivably the optimum). 
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A typical critical ~ath me~ 
used in construction practice. 
The particular example is ~f 
the construction of a rock fill 
dam taken from Critical Path 
Methods in Construction 
Practice, Antill and Wood
head New York: Wiley & Sons, 
1965'. Note that, to the chagrin 
of CPM enthusiasts the string 
and ring machine cannot be 
run backward . That is, it 
cannot compute the longest 
trip distance . 

r-~ .,, - '" . -· . . - . . .. - .. -. . ------- --
The third era of the problem is characterized by 
wondering just what the human was bringing to 
the problem that the machine could not possess 
itself: what pattern-recognition abilities and, par
ticularly, what heuristics? Hence , the approach of 
the third era was to develop heuristics that could 
limit the search , reducing the alternatives to a few 
thousand or even a few hundred reasonable ones. 
We can imagine such rules of thumb as: It is 
probably not worth backtracking for more than a 
certain percentage of the total distance ; the route 
probably lies within a certain subset of the map, 
as described by an upper left and lower right, for 
example ; look for roads that tend to be straight; 
and so on. 

The fourth era is that of a special-purpose 
machine . It is composed of N labeled shower 
curtain rings interconnected to each other with 
kite string of a length proportional to the actual 
road distance between the cities. Once construct
ed, this computing mechanism can be employed 
by simply picking up the two rings that represent 
the two cities in question , by pull ing, and by 
observing which strings become taut first. We 
have the optimum route generated by a machine 
We call it the string-and-ring mach ine. 

I tell this long story, not because I believe 
necessarily that there is a string-and-ring machine 
for architecture , but because I see a similar 
historical deve lopment. The first applicat ions of 
computers to architecture were quite simi larly 
characterized, as in era one, by exhaustive 
searching . The approach and attitude were to 
make the problem simple enough to examine all 
solutions in order to post the best This approach 
has proved quite useless in all cases except the 

most belittling exercise and hence receives little 
further study . 

The second era of computer-aided architecture 
has been the "partition paradigm ": let the 
designer do what he is good at and let the 
machine do what it is good at, and so forth. Of 
course, computer graphics bolstered this 
approach and assisted in affording the requisite 
smooth interface. My own earlier work on URBANS 
can be considered exemplary of this approach , 
and it did not work. It did not work because no 
matter how many trinkets and how much para
phernalia the interface had, the machine still 
could not contribute to finding answers (and 
find ing questions) because it did not understand! 
It could not handle missing information, context , 
and so on; and it was always at the mercy of the 
validity of its inputs (and me). 

The third era is maybe where we are now. We are 
trying to understand just what the human does 
bring to the des ign process and, at the same time, 
who that human should be. What heuristics do we 
use, and how do we use them? Are some people 
innately better designer s than others? If so, why? 
Q.Jestions like these characterize our present 
efforts. I believe that I can use "our" much more 
broad ly than the polemics of this volume may 
suggest. 

And maybe there 1s a string-and-ring machine for 
architecture 
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Appendix 1 The 
Arch itecture 
Machine 

As a Piece of Hardware 

The follow ing pages illustrate the growth of the 
Archit ecture Machine from 1968 through 1974. My 
purpose in recounting the story of its development 
so far is to clarify some myths and to reveal 
(through example) some startling details about 
computer hardware as it is today and might be 
tomorrow. 

An Architecture Machine , as outlined in 1968 in 
the book, The Architecture Machine , is to be an 
inexpensive, dedicated computing system that 
wi ll devote itself to the service of an individual 
designer and that will have access to "parent 
machines ." The machine is to have formidable 
computing power, performing the bulk of the 
computing tasks locally. Arguments for such local 
computing power, in lieu of time-sharing, were 
based upon: (1) the need for high bandwidth 
interfaces; (2) the dependence upon "real time" 
(unsliced) to the microsecond , let's say; and 
(3) the emphas is on mutual interruptibility. Yet 
another reason, not enumerated in the book, is 
that minicomputers have become highly cost 
effective, and time-sharing is prohibitive for many 
applications. 

The first implementation of this satelli te computer 
called the Architecture Mach ine was realized in 
1968 with an Interdata Model 3 computer with 8K 
b~es of core, a teletype, three storage tube 
disp lays, and a communication line with an IBM 
360/67. The Interdata was selected to be the 
nucleus of our system because it was the only 
~ach ine at the time to which it was easy to 
interface peripheral dev ices, which would be 
necessary to deal with the hardware aspects of 
experimentation in the domain of sensors and 

effectors . It also had the convenience of an 
IBM-like machine language , in which M.I.T. stu
dents tend to be well versed. And, it had a 
microprogramming fac ili ty that could lend itself to 
making specia l-purpose instructions for graph ics, 
for example. 

Anybody who has worked with a time-sharing 
system knows how the interactiveness and the 
immediacy of response stimulate involvement. In 
a similar but more exaggerated way, hands-on 
access to a minicomputer breeds deep involve
ment, which in turn expands visible output. This 
advantage, combine d with the credibility of hav
ing such a device in the first place , led to a rapid 
growth of hardware through a multitude of small 
grants and donations, augmented by some mili
tary surplus equipment. 

At first this growth was straightforward: additions 
to memory, faster input and output, and more 
peripheral gadgetry . By 1970 the system was a 
bigger and faster version of the init ial configura
tion, with no major revisions of strategy for growth 
and the allocation of computing . As a rule of 
thumb, the local processor would tend to the 
periphera ls (servicing interrupts and sampling 
data at fast rates, for example) , perform small 
computing tasks, and communicate with the 
larger time-sharing system. In turn, it would be the 
large machine , in our case an IBM 360 model 67, 
that would : (1) store vast amounts of information, 
(2) act as a switch ing network for communicat ing 
with other human users or minicomputers , and (3) 
tackle the major computing tasks (it wi ll be 
important to note that this third role for the remote 
machine usually disappears in our revised strate
gies for the allocation of computin g). 
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1 June 1969. An 8K Inter
data Model 3 with three stor
age tube displays. 

2 September 1969. More 
memory, sound output. high 
speed paper tape reader . 

3 November 1969. GROPE 
is added and SEEK is started . 

4 January 1970. The Syl
vania data tablet is added; 
general purpose interface is 
built 

5 March 1970. Second 
processor arrives with d isk, 
card reader, and high-speed 
punch . 

6 January 1971. Some 
neatening, a magnetic tape 
drive , more memory. 

7 January 1972. Third 
processor. 
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September 197 4. At this 
writing the system is being 
redesigned from scratch and 
will be rebuilt over the next 
years. While the ad hoc ex
pansion shown in the preced
ing illustrations has afforded 
excellent, cost-effective com
puting, moving from a small 
remote display facility to a 
large multiprocessor comput
ing service has caused serious 
growing pains. 

About the beginning of the academic year 
1970-1971, a major change took place that 
caused serious revision of our original notions 
about hardware. The change was stimulated by 
our reaching a critical size as the result of two 
additions: a disk drive and a high-speed printer. 
On the surface, it would appear (as it did to us) 
that these peripherals would simply add more 
memory and faster output in the same spirit as 
previous additions. However, upon reflection , we 
realized that these two particular peripherals 
created a serious imbalance of usage and 
amortization in that the printer and the disk , for 
example, are each more expensive than the 
central processor. The first question is obvious: 
Can these new devices gain more usage by being 
shared among several processors? The next 
question to be answered is: Can all peripherals 
be shared among a family of processors? 

The answer is surely yes. It was at this point that 
we developed the scheme of sharing the "bus" 
upon which all peripherals must hang. Notice that 
contrary to the typical time-sharing or 
batch-processing system where one large central 
processor shares several printers , disks, etc ., our 
scheme is to share printer , disk , et al. among 
several processors. The strategy is extended to: 
scopes , modems, readers, punches , tape drives , 
vision apparatus , and general-purpose 
input/output media (see illustrat ion). As a method 
of growth, once set up, this strategy allows for 
rapid expansions with minor additions . For exam
ple , following the printer and the disk, the addition 
of a single 16K processor ($6,500) doub led our 
throughput inasmuch as two people could partake 
in computing alongside a handsome set of 
peripherals, grabbing and releasing periphera ls 
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1 The Sylvania tablet used 
horizontally. 

2 The Sylvania tablet used 
vertically, aligned with the 
display. This position has the 
disadvantage of creating a 
double line when the two 
images do not register 
because of the viewer 's angle 
of vision. 

~ .,,,, ... _,,._. ...,. __ . ___ _ 
as they were needed and waiting or spooling if 
necessary. 

Today, at this writing, there are eight processors. 
With the addition of special-purpose display 
processors, for color as well as dynamic graphics, 
the boundary between processor/memory and 
bank of peripherals becomes less categorical; 
communication is achieved quite often through ad 
hoc procedures. Nevertheless, it remains a 
community of hardware that has a very important 
feature: it is not hierarchical, that is, it does not 
~ave a central or i/o processor through which all 
information must pass. If a peripheral is critical to 
all operations, we make sure that we have at least 
two. In this manner, any part of the hardware can 
go down and the rest carries on. 

Our _experiences with the development of this 
particular configuration result in the following 
prediction: the future of general-purpose comput
i~g does not lie in time-sharing; the costs are 
simply too high and the limitations too restricting. 
Instead, I believe that the emergence of a very 
large population of small , fast, inexpensive 
computers will serve most of the community of 
computing needs . Time-sharing will be used only 
as~ network switching device for intercommuni
cation among minis or as a receptacle for large 
common data banks , accessed and updated from 
a va~iety of geographically separated points . Note 
th~t tn both cases , the time-sharing system is 
being_ used, not by humans , but by other 
~achmes (which should cause a revision in 
time-sharing strategies). 

About Its Graphics 

Developments in "computer graphics," since its 
inception in the early sixties, can be character
ized by a phenomenal growth in hardware and an 
amazingly small set of achievements in software. 
Offhand, one can attribute this to an inherent 
impracticality or to overblown promises. However, 
if we turn our attention to historical developments, 
we find concurrences and diversions that account 
for misplaced emphasis and for gratuitous pro
gramming. Remember the parallel but unrelated 
development of computer graphics and 
time-sharing. 

Early graphics systems were of the refresh type (I 
am discounting plotters) that demanded an asso
ciated memory to store the instructions that 
controlled the electron beam's path of movement 
and intensity (often just on/off). It was the need for 
this memory (then expensive) and constant 
refreshing that made graphics unamenable to 
time-sharing. However, it was the same memory 
requirement that made the so-called "light pen" 
easy to implement (a simple photocell could tell 
the display process to stop as soon as it saw the 
electron beam pass, and a program could query 
the memory to report which line was 1n the 
process of being drawn at the instant). Unfortu
nately it was called " pen"; the French almost 
made the proper decision in calling it 
doigt-finger-but alas, it was called a plume 
/umineuse. Its generally fat, clumsy nature, along 
with the necessary gymnastics for tracking , 
diverted a great deal of effort into handling the 
light pen (for example, zooming to °'.eet the 
coarseness of the light pen). Also, with memo~ so 
precious , pictures were kept simple , and drawing 
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1 Vectors displayed on an 
experimental Xerox system. 
Note the "jaggies," espe
cially pronounced as the 
lines approach 0, 90, 180, 
and 270 degrees . Photograph 
courtesy of Richard Shoup 
and Xerox Corporation . 

2 Jaggies removed with 
the addition of graytone infor
mation . Photograph courtesy 
of Richard Shoup and Xerox 
Corporation. 

3 A bit map of the letter A 
superimposed upon its vidi
con image 

4 One character set 

5 Another character set 
These characters are con
verted on the fly . The resolu
tion of the television is high 
enough to remove the "pres
ence" of horizontal lines. The 
text is as close to type quality 
as we have ever seen from 
on-line displays. Photograph s 
courtesy of Alan Kay and 
Xerox Corporation. 

was for the most part achieved with the insidious 
rubber-band line. 

In the middle sixties , with time-sharing in mind, 
the storage tube was developed . Its outstanding 
property is that the image does not have to be 
refreshed; this means that it is able to support 
infinitely complex drawings. While the storage 
tube was being developed , minicomputers were 
surfacing as a major, inexpensive source of 
computing power, which, as you can imagine, 
was overlooked in the first storage tube display 
stations (as evidenced in their slow drawing rates 
and stepping functions , sensible only in the 
context of time-sharing) . 

At the same time , tablets were gaining accept
ance, making an excellent tracking medium and a 
poor " finger ." Once again , a tablet is unwelcome 
in the time-sharing environment (unless used as a 
point-by-point digitizer) because the stream of 
input demands too large a bandwidth and contin
uous servicing . However, if you take these three 
items-a tablet , a storage tube , and a minicompu
ter-you have an excellent and inexpensive 
graphics station , appropriate for a wide variety of 
applications . In particular, it is pertinent to 
sketching . Until quite recently , this has been the 
only graphics available on the Architecture 
Machine . It is the basis of HUNCH. 

The particu lar tablet we employ has special 
features that make sketching suitably smooth. 
First, it is transparent , which allows it to be 
employed as a work surface upon which you rest 
sheets of paper or as a window set in front of the 
cathode-ray tube, registered with the disp layed 
image. Second , it is an electromagnetic device 

whose stylus is an antenna, which affords the 
opportunity of collecting limited three-dimensional 
information (four levels of Z adjustable with a 
screwdriver) and the additional opportunity 
of drawing witlJ your finger (if you ground yourself 
suitably). Third , it has a homemade, miniature 
load cell to register pressure. Fourth, it reports a 
constant two hundred points per second, which 
automatically bears information about speed and 
accelerations . 

The storage tube has only two interesting features, 
beyond the opportunity not to refresh: (1) you can 
vary the focus by commands from the computer , 
which lends a control on the width of lines
variable, for example , as a function of pressure 
upon the pen; and (2) it offers the opportunity to 
refresh in the so-called write-thru mode, which 
allows the mixing of dynamic (and dim) images 
within a plethora of lines and po ints, for example , 
diagrammatic demarcat ions on a complex base 
map. 

Until recently , the Architecture Machine was 
composed of three sketching stations of this sort. 
At present there are four additional displays of the 
refresh variety , one in co lor. They are used in 
conjunction with simple images or post-HUNCH 
data that require dynamic transformations. 
Because these sketching stations have to deal 
with dynamic images, one must struggle with the 
additional display processor, which worries about 
updating and maintaining the image thirty times 
per second (or thereabouts ). Only lately have 
such displays become economically viable in that 
the cost of memories and processors has been 
dropping dramatica lly. At the same time, display 
technologies have been developing high-
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1 Two figures , one with and 
one without jaggies . They are 
disp layed with sp lines similar 
to those descr ibed in Chapter 
2. The illustrations were orig 
inally in color, as are the ac
tual displays . The grid on the 
upper left-hand comer is a 
co lor "pallet " for inking a 
simulated brush to paint or 
fill areas. Photographs cour
tesy of Bob Flegal and Xerox 
Corporation . 

2 Off-line raster scan ; origi 
nals also in colo r. The shad
ing technique is attr ibut ed to 
J. E. Warnock. 

3 Warnock shad ing with 
highlights 

4 Gouraud shading 

5 Phong improved shad-
ing. These four photogra phs 
are the result of student and 
staff work at the University of 
Utah's Department of Com
puter Science . Courtesy of 
Ivan Sutherland and the 
University of Utah. 

6 The Architecture 
Machine 's raster scan dis
play, driven by 272K bytes of 
350 nanosecond MOS mem
ory shared by the display 
processor (built by Jeffrey 
Entwisle) and an Interdata 
Model 85 with contro l store 
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A sample paintin g . Raster 
scan with computer gra phics , 
on-line. The original figure 
was in color. Courtesy of 
Xerox Corporation . 

resolution, fast-drawing capabilities to the point 
that the general consensus in the computer 
graphics community is that the life of storage 
tubes will be short. 

The disappearance of the storage tube will take 
longer in applications , like sketching, that 
demand hundreds of vectors than in those uses 
that employ the storage tube merely as an 
inexpensive display medium for a modest number 
of lines and characters . In contexts like sketching 
we must anticipate other technologies, like 
plasma display or crystal-grown light -emitting 
diodes . One more immediate alternative is the 
raster scan display , which is generally considered 
to hold the future of computer graphics . 

This alternative is presently under study by the 
Architecture Mach ine Group . It most close ly 
approximates a system presently operational at 
the Xerox Research Center in Palo Alto , California . 
Briefly , the display is a thousand-l ine television 
(over double the resolution of your home set) with 
one mil l ion bits of semiconductor memory avai la
ble to store the state of each raster. I mention this 
method of disp lay (an extravagance in memory 
today but not tomorrow) because it has one 
important feature: this picture is memory. In 
previous experiments we have had to maintain a 
surrogate sheet of paper as a list map or disk or 
we had to attach a vision apparatus to look at the 
drawing . This techno logy holds an important 
future because such devices are not necessary ; 
the program can query the disp lay. Similarly, a 
combination "tablet- l ight pen" can draw directly 
into memory and serve the dual purpose of 
pointing and tracking . And fina lly, it will afford the 
hitherto unavailable mixing of computer graphics 
techniques with picture processing inasmuch as 

the drawing surface need no longer be a black or 
white "paper ," but may be a photograph (for 
example) that has meaning to the user and some 
meaning to the machine. Some of this work is illu
strated on the preceding pages. 
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As an Assemblage of Software 

If one looks at the man-hours of computer 
programming spent at any of the centers for 
artificial intelligence (Stanford, MIT, or Edin
burgh), one finds that most of the time has been 
allocated to the development of time-sharing 
systems, editors, compilers, and general software 
packages for usage by applications, that is, 
subsequent users. The applications are usually 
dwarfed by the systems programming . In exactly 
the same way, the Architecture Machine Group 
has been guilty of allocating similarly dispropor
tionate amounts of time to making things tick for 
the use of others (in our case, mostly students in 
course work) . It is always the case that one is not 
satisfied with one's original specifications once 
they are achieved and that we accordingly devote 
more and more time to refining, tuning, and 
redesign ing the system's programs . It's a problem 
that never goes away. 

Development of software on the Architecture 
Machine has fallen into two categories: specific 
experimentation and a general operating system. 
Note that the implementation of languages has not 
been undertaken, with the minor exception of S. K. 
~egory (1972) and presently ongoing implementa
tion of Pl/1 . Most deve lopment under research 
gr~nt or contract has been implemented in ma
chine language, and most student projects have 
been conducted in FORTRAN IV. 

Previ~us chapters have described some specific 
exper~mentation like HUNCH and SQUINT. Other 
~xpen_mentation has been undertaken in conjunc
tion with thesis work (Flanders, 1971 ; Lippman, 
1971; Shaw, 1972; Entwisle, 1973; Lavin , 1973 ; 

Taggart , 1973) or with term projects concerned 
with matters outside the scope of this volume. 

The operating system, on the other hand , merits 
some mention because it is responsible for 
driving the shared bus, for file sharing , and for 
making the "s pace-sharing" (versus time-sharing) 
as transparent as possible to the user. While 
minicomputers are very cheap, they are character
istically inappropriate for most general scientific 
computing demands because of the (present) lack 
of software , in particular, the lack of handsome 

operating systems. 

The particular pa ckage developed for the Archi
tecture Machine is called MAGIC . Its prime 
purpose is to manipulate and share files (that 
reside on disk or on tape) among many proc~s
sors. Other purposes include controlling peripher
als , managing storage, and calling forth the 
services of editors , compilers , assemblers, and so 
forth. It is a command language that has been 
fashioned (superficially) at the command level, 
after MIT's t ime-sharing system, MULTICS 

(Organick, 1972) . 

Each user can create an unlimited (except by ~e 
size of the storage medium) number of directories, 
all of which can contain files : source prograrnsf, . tyo 
object code load modu les, data , or a vane 
special-purpose "ty pes " (like help , exec, or sy~~ 
onym files). Directories are appended to a ::al 
"active chain of directories " by a comman to 
specifies access (to allow or not allow 0!hersfor 
employ the same directory at the ~an:,e tim;, t 
example) and position on the chain (impo an) In 

f t p to bottom · 
because they are searched rom O RTRAN 
the following example, the command FO 

HARRY causes the system to do four things : 
(1) search the chain of d irectories for the first 
occurrence of a program called FORTRAN. 
LOADMOD (which happens to be the compi-
ler) ; (2) (as a resu lt of the particu lar .LOADMOD) 
search the chain again, this time for a program 
called HARRY.FORTRAN; (3) execute the pro
gram , that is, compile HARRY; (4) create a new 
file or replace the old one called HARRY.TEXT. 

The user can make his own programs behave in a 
manner similar to FORTRAN.LOADMOD . He can 
even make his own FORTRAN and override the 
system's by placing his directory above the 
system directory (on his cha in). This feature is 
particularly im portant for building simple com
mand-oriented systems or initiatin g a series of 
demonstrations . 

MAGIC 's other role is to assist in the management 
of core. Unlike larger machines, most minicompu
ters are machines with word lengths of 16 or 18 
bits with subsequently small address spaces. As 
a consequence, virtual memory systems are not 
attractive methods for executing large programs , 
because you are limited by the largest "direct" 
address . Overlaying programs is more viable . For 
this reason the user must reckon with being 
so~e~hat explicit about where his programs are 
to sit in core (at this time , more expl ici t than we 
would li ke). The standard Arch itecture Machine 
processor is a 64K byte machine; the operating 
system takes about 1 OK including 2K for transient 
commands , drivers , and utilities . The rema inder of 
core is ava ilable for the user to allocate to his 
programs or to the system (allowin g it to be more 
core resid ent and hence run faster) . Since the 
program usually exceeds the remaining 22K , the 

-~-

user has to take care in linking programs and 
access ing large arrays and tree structures that 
reside on disk . 

The specifics of MAGIC are less important than 
the general spirit of making a small machine 
behave more and more like the operating systems 
to which we are accustomed on large machines . 
The experiences with MAGIC so far suggest that 
minicomputers are practicab le general-purpose 
dev ices, more powerful and flexible than initially 
imagined . This further implies that some of the 
notions of one-man-one-machine suggested in 
The Archite cture Machine are not so fanciful. 
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Appendix 2 Some 
Programming 
Techniques 
and Attitudes 

Constraints and Criteria 

The noun "criterion" does not have a verb. 
Regrettably, we refer to criteria as "constraining" 
this or that, using the verb derived from "con
straint." While this may appear to be a picayune 
observation, I believe that it can account for some 
oversights (perhaps only semantic, but probably 
not) in distinguishing criteria from constraints. The 
diffe rence is particularly important in techniques 
for generating design alternatives. It also implies 
an attitude toward problem specification inas
much as just about any requirement can be 
phrased as either a constraint or a criterion . The 
choice has subtle but serious implications that go 
beyond the programming conveniences of choos
ing one format over another. 

In brief , a criterion is a target and a constraint is a 
limit. In the comment "I wish to build the least 
expensive house with not less than 2000 square 
feet of net floor area," the problem is specified by 
a constraint-not less than 2000 net square 
feet- and a criterion-least expensive . Notice that 
the problem as stated is by definition solvable 
(through trial and error or empirically in any fiscal 
environment). If, on the other hand , both "con
straining" features are turned into constraints: "I 
wish to have 2000 square feet of net floor area for 
less than $15,000," it may not be solvable (in the 
United States it is not). Or, if I make both 
requirements into criteria: "I wish to have the 
largest possible house for the least cost," I have 
no way to depart on the problem as stated; there 
are many solutions, and I must know what you 
mean. One way of looking at the distinction is to 
view a constraint as being a bound delimited by 
-er: greater than, cheaper than, less than, etc.; 

and to view a criterion as a di rection with -est: 
smallest, widest, cheapest, least, most, and so on. 
Any statement of an architecture problem is a 
mixture of criteria and constraints , not always as 
obviously signaled as in the previous example . 
Site boundaries can be viewed as constraints, 
whereas the capturing of a view or the buffering of 
the wind can be taken as criteria. It is important to 
recognize that as long as the constra ints do not 
contradict themselves (often a matter of context) 
the problem is solvab le. By the same token, if only 
criteria are specified , there exist an infinite 
number of possible (perhaps trivial ) solutions. 

As soon as there is more than one criterion , the 
issue becomes messy because it is necessary to 
relate criteria to each other (that is, weight them). 
This implies a common unit for comparison in 
testing (all too often the dollar ). For example, if the 
origina l house examp le were revised: " I would 
like 2000 net square feet at the least possib le cost 
with the most possible exposure to the south" it is 
necessary to relate southern exposure to cost and 
look, for example , at diminishing returns. Another 
route would be to examine the prob lem statement 
and achieve a rephrasing of it, making one of the 
criteria into a constraint, but ideally not making 
the problem insolvable . For example : " I would like 
2000 net square feet w ith at least 500 square feet 
of wall with southern exposure at the least 
possib le cost." This latter alternative is typically 
selected. I propose that it is precise ly because of 
this practice of forever making criteria into 
constraints that automated space planning yields 
distorted and unproductive results. While it facili
tates computer programming and while it conven
iently removes context, the continual rephrasing of 
criteria into constraints d isregards all circum-
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1 A "c onstraint pattern" 
from IMAGE. Taken from T. 
Johnson et al (1970) . 

2 A sample output from the 
constraint resolution proce
dure 

3 More recent output from 
IMAGE. Photograph courtesy 
of Guy Weinzapfel 

4 A perspective glance. 
Photograph courtesy of Guy 
We1nzapfel. 
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stances where a good solution can be found 
fractionally beyond one (usually arbitrarily set) 
limit. 

"Near to," "very near to," and "the nearest 
possible to" are goa ls fashioned as legitimate 
criteria. "Next to" is a constraint. The major 
difference is that the constraint format does not 
allow for any interpretation of proximity ; it has 
made the interpretation! Grason's (1971) "l oca
tional constraints" and "l ength constraints " are 
exemplary of constraint reduction . His class of 
floor plans is reduced to: " 1) Contiguity , space A 
is contiguous to space Bon the North, South, 
East, West, or unspecified side ; 2) Communica
tion, there exists a door between them; 3) Physical 
dimens ions, the length of the wa ll segment is 
specified in metric units." The reduction is 
necessary in order to have a well-behaved 
system. 

An additiona l distinct ion (perhaps idiosyncratic) 
can be found in the adjectives subjective and 
objective . Constraints are certainly specified 
object ively (whether or not they can be tested) . 
Does it follow that criteria ought to be viewed as 
subjective goa ls? I raise this possib ility because 
of the general tendency in so-called "des ign 
methods research" to "objectify" everything . The 
emphasis is on find ing a context-free way of 
designing or, at least, talking about. The intent is 
plausib le in view of computer augmentat ion (with 
respect to existing machines), but, in the light of 
full participation or respons ive architecture , it 
might be ill -suited to yield a qua lity of arch itecture 
equal to or better than what we already have. 

A solution-generating system should be able to 
handle criteria in my terms rather than squelch 

them and have me enumerate that the bathroom 
must be adjacent to the bedroom, the din ing roorr 
next to ... ,and so on. Unfortunately, from this point 
of view, a statement of criteria , as viewed in 
reference to me, can quickly degenerate into a 
motherhood statement. 
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A display of the light 
level contours derived from 
vidisector input. Note the 
abundance of missing lines. 

Heuristic Techn iqut:s 

Simon (1970) claims that: "When heuristic tech
niques are used for satisfying goals, the asymme
try between criteria and constraints disappears." 
This position is put forward in the important light 
of his distinction (which I believe is crucial) 
between optimizing and satisfying. Unfortunately, 
he does not go on to give cogent examples of 
heuristic techniques. What is a heuristic tech
nique? 

In literature and in conversation, the definition of a 
"heuristic program" has ranged from a trick or 
general principle for efficient and resourceful 
allocation of computing to any programming 
prowess deployed to handle a task we might 
generally think of as "interesting." It has fallen into 
being a catchall for any clever method of search 
or a buzzword with hairline and opaque distinc
tions. I should point out and admit , to add to the 
confusion, that the use of the term "heuristic " as a 
noun is grammatically wrong, but it assists the 
definition. 

A heuristic is usually held synonymous with a 
"rule of thumb." It is a device that we have been 
taught explicitly or have learned empirically that 
permits us to make a selection from a large 
number of alternatives without looking at all of 
them or to make a decision without complete 
information. In short, it is a way of wisely (it is 
hoped) limiting the computations necessary to 
achieve a goal. It in no sense guarantees a good 
~nswer, the most apropos selection , or any kind of 
Idealness. 

As humans we use heuristics in our day-to-day 
lives, from hour to hour, and they work most of the 

time. For the most part we learn these heuristics 
from experiences in a particular context. For 
example, living in Boston, one recognizes that it is 
usually faster to take a taxi from one point to 
another, at almost any time of the day, than to use 
public transportation. In New York, however, at 
most times of the day and particularly in some 
sections, this would be the wrong rule of thumb; 
the goal to get from A to B fast would be poorly 
satisfied. At the same time, in Athens, between 
1 :30 P.M. and 2:00 P.M. it is impossible to find a 
cab; thus the heuristic-to take a ca~would fail 
miserably. 

A heuristic is not a rule. At the same time, it is not 
the opposite of an algorithm (as is so often 
imagined). It has two salient characteristics: an 
action-to develop evidence that-and a qualifi
cation-probably . Both the action and the qualifi
cation are governed by experiences where, for 
example. at the daily problem-solving level, we 
often share heuristics , especially if we are from 
the same culture . 

The adjacent illustration is taken from an experi
ment in machine vision; I find mach ine-vision 
problems particu larly interesting because no set 
of rules can be established to work in all cases 
and because as humans we are not conscious of 
the assumptions and rules of thumb we constant ly 
use to perceive . In the machine-vision exper iment 
we use a device called a vidisector (one kind of 
computer eye) that has the salient feature of being 
almost blind and consequently needs very bright 

illumination . 

A result of such intense lighting is that any two 
parallel planes that overlap will appear as a 
single surface (the highlights at the edge being 
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generated by computer. The 
program generates a large 
number of alternatives in 
Wrightian vernacular. 

3 An alternative plan and 
perspective 

indistinguishable by the vidisector) . Hence we 
need a computer program to fill in the missing 
lines. Within the context of a broad geometry (let 
us say, restricted to arbitrary polyhedra) we could 
use the following sample strategy, a mixture of 
rules and heuristics: (1) rule: no two points can be 
connected such that the connecting (by definition , 
straight) line intersects another line. (2) heuristic : 
any point that is not on the silhouette and has only 
two incomin g lines is p[obably incomplete; (3) 
heuristic : any added line will probably be the 
continuation of one of the existing line segments. 
The adjacent diagrams illustrate the one rule and 
two heuristics . On the following page you will find 
examples of cases where the two heuristics fail. 

In architecture we frequently use heuristics in 
estimating costs and structures. Cost estimation 
programs (as opposed to cost accounting) are 
good examples of a use of heuristics as 
well-tuned rules of thumb that can be exercised at 
finer and finer grains as a design progresses. 
Notice that the heuristic is, in a sense, a fact as 
opposed to a precedure . The distinction ,s typical 
of an emerging overlap between "d ata" and 
"process ." In the example of cost estimation, we 
can guess (a process) at an overall cost (a datum) 
of a high school in the Midwest on a 
per-square-foot basis. This estimate is subse
quently refined if we specify that it is built of 
concrete, and so on, until we have the detailed 
specification from which to make an accurate 
accounting . The heurist ics in this case are drawn 
from a consensus of experience and a 
well-tempered judgment. Their utmost importance 
results in the ability to proceed with good 
information without premature technical scrutiny . 
In this sense, a heuristic can be viewed as a 
low-resolution or fuzzy rule. Note that in this 
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Examples of how the two 
heuristics fail 

example the problem to be solved is character
ized not by a search for alternatives but by 
reasoned guesses. 

In the early stages of design we employ other 
kinds of heuristics, with less consensus. Some of 
the most powerful, although not necessarily desir
able, are: operational preconceptions, formal 
prejudices, and stylistic habits. These are heuris
tics, too! They are evidenced in the drawing of 
analogies, replicating of similar solutions, extrap
olating of tendencies, or initializing of an overall 
form. I would emphasize that prejudice and 
preconception, two apparently iniquitous and 
corrupt behaviors, are powerful heuristics, and 
their use generates criticism that can be leveled 
at both the worst and the best architects. Preju
dice and preconception are not necessarily used 
in bad faith; they often work well. One of Huck 
Rorick's theses (1972) is that famous architects 
have developed personal heuristics (he does not 
call them either prejudices or preconceptions) 
that appear to work with a high rate of success . It 
should be noted, however, that they seem to fail at 
an equally high rate when mimicked by others. I 
suggest that this failure when copying can be 
accounted for by the fact that one tends to 
recognize the "heuristics of form," rather than the 
"heuristics of method," which leads , for example , 
to many second-rate Wrights and LeCorbusiers. 

About Random Numbe rs 

Random numbers can be used effectively to 
simulate missing information and nonlinear 
events. At the same time, they can be very 
misleading by creating an illusion of learning 
(which is false), and they can be counterprod
uctive by generating a fake picturesqueness . 
There exists a large body of literature on the topic 
of random numbers and stochastic processes. I 
will not attempt to synopsize the subject. In this 
section, I am interested in highlighting some of 
the strengths and weaknesses, the advantages 
and disadvantages , of using random numbers as 
integral parts of a computer-aided design system. 
(In the following appendix , I will enumerate some 
of the pedagogical benefits .) 

The mini-theory of missing information described 
in the first chapter of this book and earlier in The 
Architecture Machine has been one of the incen
tives for pursuing machine intelligence and inti
mate participation . In more modest appl ications , 
particularly in the generation of candidate solu
tions, miss ing information must be accounted for 
(even if we do not happen to have an intellrgent 
species of machines) . In the absence of partic ipa
tion, probabi l istic distributions can be used to 
appropr iately reflect contingenc ies that may result 
from undeterminab le (at some point in time) or 
unknown events Based on samples of past 
experiences , statistical techniques can yie ld dis
tribut ions (normal or Gaussian, for example) to 
represent parameters that are subject to fluctua
tions. One particular architectura l application of 
these techniques can be found in Aguilar (1971 ). 

More complicated distributions can be found in 
Windheim et al. (1972). These d istribut ions are 
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Schnarsky 's complexity 
generator . Computer output 
courtesy of Anthony Schnar
sky. 

generally characterized by their use of irregular 
histograms that follow simple rules and that reflect 
a stage of growth or development at discrete 
intervals of time. The Windheim experiment 
(which I assisted) was conducted in the context of 
hospital design: "The application of computer 
aids to the design of hospitals is one of the oldest 
applications of computers to architectural prob
lems and, at the same time, has been the most 
misleading . This is because of the nature of 
hospital design: it is characterized by many 
variables and a large number of functions ... many 
chunks of known information .... This vastness of 
information leads to the erroneous premise that 
design of hospita ls enjoys the availability of 
'complete ' information" (Windheim et al. , 1972). 

This particular exper iment took the labeled ele
ments of the hospital (dermatology, cardiology, 
and the like) and associated them essentially 
within the format of the typical adjacency matrix 
but with three differences (from every adjacency 
matrix system of which I am aware) : (1) the 
weightings of adjacencies were probabil ities ; (2) 
the second half of the matrix , usual ly symmetr ical , 
was employed for probabilities of sequence of 
selection; and (3) the matrix d id not need to be 
complete ; it could even start in the limitin g absurd 
case of a tabula rasa. The doctors as well as the 
arch itects cou ld make specific statements of "this 
is to that" or they could implicitly affect the 
probabilities through tentative statements that 
such-and-such is good or bad . 

It was correctly cautioned, however , that 
"One might mistake this approach for simulated 
evolution or even artificial intelligence . But it is 
neither . The method exhib its improvement over 
time by disturbing a probabilistic distr ibution of 

random numbers. This affords the machine the 
possibility to converge upon tendencies and 
biases while also allowing for exceptiona l cases 
to occur . To some extent it is antagonistic , 
disobedient and contradictory. But it does guaran
tee a design environment free of complacency 
and it can lead to design a lternatives ult imately 
attributable to neither the man nor the machine 
alone . In effect , it is an interim step to artifici al 
intelligence ." 

This examp le dealt with 240 elements in a 
hospital and worked effectively as a consequence 
of being ab le always to work with smallest 
elements of the hosp ita l. It is pointed out, 
however, that the same technique used with 
60,000 labe led ·elements dispersed over a square 
mile wou ld require four millennia of computat ion 
(on an IBM 360 mode l 50). The proposal for further 
development incl uded embedding heurist ics and 
cautious partition ing of local and g lobal parts: 
"The issues which are pure ly localiz ab le should 
be handled with a small perimeter of influences , 
while the more g lobal characteristics should 
d isperse large influences over many spatia lly 
separate elements " (Windheim et al. , 1972) 

As a fina l note to random numbers . I will use 
Schnarsky 's (1971) "co mp lexity generator" (found 
at the end of an interestin g paper ) as an example 
of a misleading app lication of stochastic tech
niques . The "complexity generator " employs five 
rules, some expressed as categorical truths, some 
stated in terms of distributions . The adjacen t 
figures depict sample output (unfortunately too 
small to reveal the three different symbo ls that 
demarcate livin g, sleeping , and garage units) 
The note of caution is somewhat semantic . Such a 
system is a viable tool to simulate the growth of a 
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Gravel Stones, by George 
Nees. A random number gen
erator causes the increasing 
swaying of the squares . Many 
critics look upon so-called 
computer art with well found 
suspicion . Frequently , this 
suspect nature results from a 
fickle use of random numbers, 
a hope for an aesthetic in 
chance. The illustrations are 
from Computer Graphics
Computer Art(H . W. Franke, 
London : Phaidon, 1971). 

neighborhood or to preview a predisposed policy Default Options 
(hke Schnarsky 's first rule-zoning regulat,on
"no house may be w,thin 2 units of another " ) 
However . 1t 1s flagrantly wrong to view such a 
system as a way to generate or design comp lex
ity Complexity 1s not des igned 1t evolves It 1s too 
easy to deploy random numbers for the purpose of 
supenmposing a shallow "comp licatedness " or 
p1cturesquesness I refer the reader to the October 
1972 issue of Arch,tectural Design on "Complexi 
ty" (ed ited by Roy landau) , and to my own brief 
contnbut1on (in the followtng issue) , • Meaning as 
a Basis for Comp lexity 1n Arch itecture " 

print and wt, r I want a map 
options allow fOf a lov I of und r 
qu1c operation 

xam-
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because we certainly do not want to resort to the 
paradigm of total specificity, and yet we do not 
want to accept the biases of a priori assumption 
making. 

Where does the ability to make inferences come 
from? In previous sections I have put forth the 
position that inferences come primarily through 
experience in co~versing with a partner (models 
of models , etc.). The distinction of evolved 
assumption-making ability versus a built-in 
default, embedded by someone "w ho knows 
better," is important. But there still exists a class 
of assumptions that we all draw from abilities 
gained in interactin g with the physical world itself . 
This is evidenced, for example, in our visual 
perception, where we do a great deal of this sort 
of assumption making, and we all do it in pretty 
much the same way. 

This question brings us back to approaches one 
and two to artificial intelligence . I would like to 
see machines evolve the ability to make infer
ences about the world and about design. It is 
~uch _ easier, nevertheless, to build these assump
tions !n. We reap more rapid returns on our efforts. 
A caricature of the default option paradigm that 
has yielded very rapid returns can be found in a 
computer program originally developed for Skid
more , Owings and Merrill by Neil Harper (1968) 
and his colleagues , (Bruce Graham , 1969) and 
recently expanded by Skidmore, Owings and 
Merrill's San Francis~o _office and most recently 
documented by Vladimir Bazjanac (1973) . 

The_or~gin_al and older version of the Building 
Opt1m1zat1~n Program (BOP) in fact can be run 
without a single input, defaulting, for example, to 
500,000 gross square feet The remaining 128 

~,,F, ·~ - J # • ~ • -"··. • • ~ _ .,.,,.... ___,.,.._,.~ 

inputs are similarly defaultable to "reasonabl e" 
limits as a function of cost data derived from over 
two hu.ndred high-rise buildings already designed 
by Skidmore, Owings and Merrill. The resulting 
output is grouped into summaries or full reports 
on: architectural features, geometrical features , 
cost and budget, and engineering aspects. Just 
consider the awesome selling characteristic of 
being able to generate from meager inputs a 
building specification that includes investment 
data on operating expenses and mortgage! 

This particu lar program uses many default 
options, some implicit, on the basis of the design 
attitude of the senior partner , Bruce Graham . His 
particular "heuristic" is one of parallelepipedism 
of the most simple genre , into which activities 
(usually those of an office environment) are 
plugged . I submit that this level of default option 
is counterproductive to the deve lopment of archi
tecture. While some will maintain that it is only a 
tool for departure , I propose that it carries an 
unavoidable propensity to repeat the most banal 
and machine-compatible schemes . And what is 
even worse is that the cost of developing the 
program was high and hence must be amortized 
over a large number of design tasks . The fact that 
the prejudice (heuristic) was computerized makes 
it more difficult to evolve as we are more reluctant 
to shed it. 

Optimization 

Optimizing is both an obvious application of 
computers and a comforting one. Even witfiin the 
tiniest context it is reassuring to be able to look at 
results and believe with confidence that they 
represent "bestness." Applications of this genre 
can be found in the classic paper of Philip 
Steadman (1971): "The Automatic Generation of 
Minimum Standard House Plans " 

I am reminded of John Eberhard 's closing 
of the first (and perhaps last) Design Methods 
Group conference held at MIT in 1968 . He was 
enumerating his anxieties about design methods : 
"The third anxiety I see is one of optimization. We 
must optimize even if we end up having to 
minimize , even if we have to eliminate al l goa ls 
except one, even if we have to attack only small 
problems because we cannot optimize large 
problems ." I, too , am d isturbed by optimization 
because , if there is a best , it is iri the mind of the 
user, and because even that " bestness " changes 
from day to day . Optim ization not only demands 
contextlessness and a single goa l (utility func
tion), but it insinuates a class of 'knowbetter s" 
who are capable of fixing the rules and imp le
menting the results . 

Herbert Simon introduced the te1m "sat isficin g" 
(see also P. Roberts, 1970) in contrast to "optim iz
ing ." The spirit is to look for good solut ions , not 
necessarily the best. This sounds much more 
appropr iate to architectural prob lems because it 
gives us the opportunity to consider and to 
display a variety of solutions , each of which may 
stem from a very different interpretation of " good ." 
And , most important, these variations in "good
ness" come, not from variations in parameter 

weighting , but from context. Therefore , the pur
pose of "satisficing " is to include contextual 
variants . This is in contrast to Simon 's purpose , 
which results from the numerica l hopelessness of 
opt imizing anything but the most trivial problem . 

If we agree that the design process assoc iated 
with architecture is indeed characterized by 
missing information , then it is surely futile to 
optimize partial information . If we do not agree 
with the proposition of miss ing information , then 
we must exam ine the poss ible avenues to pursue 
in the light of optimization 's demanding a single 
goa l or utility function and in the light of its being 
so unmanageab le for anyth ing except the sim
p lest problem . 

The standard approach is to suboptim ize. In any 
situation , the known information will surely be too 
cumbersome , and the problems must be "decom
posed " into sub prob lems , with subgoals, to be 
suboptimized. Then, when each is satisfied sepa
rately, we put the pieces back together to arrive at 
a " reasonab le" who le. Note that, as is the case 
w ith what I have called the aggregate model , it Is 
necessary to sepa rate the problem , delicately 
min imizing both the size of subproblems and the 
interconnections among them. This sort of com
partmentalization is reminiscent of and typ1f1ed by 
the early works of Alexander (1964) , which he 
himself has long since refuted . 

In gene ral there are two ways to subd1v1de a 
des ign problem . One can extract families of 
activities and uses and cluster them as units to be 
related with other similarly clustered units and to 
be optimally ar ranged within themsel~es . For 
examp le, one might decompose hosp1_~ ls into 
inpat ient and outpatient or smaller d1v1sIons, like 
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Optimization medical and surgical. The other alternative is to 
subdivide the problem into "features" that cluster 
around genera l issues, like acoustics and circula
tion, or smaller ones, like vehicular, pedestrian, 
and vertical travel. An analogy can be drawn with 
the simple problem of getting from New York to 
Boston in a good way. The problem can be 
subdivided into traveling from New York to New 
Haven, New Haven to Hartford, and Hartford to 
Boston; each subtrip can be optimized . (Notice 
that this puts a cramp on flying directly from New 
York to Boston-a typical outcome of this sort of 
decomposition .) The other approach is to break 
down the New York to Boston problem into factors 
like speed, cost , and comfort, and to optimize 
these individually (with the typical outcome of 
conflicting answers-for example , plane, bus, 
ambulance, respective ly-which must be 
resolved by trade-offs) . 

The reader interested in techniques of optimiza
tion should consult the large body of literature 
concerned with operations research (a discip line 
of British origin) . It is recommended , however, that 
the reader serious ly scrutinize the phi losophies of 
optimization ; I believe they are extremely antago
nistic to the nature of architecture . 
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Appendix 3 Aspects of Teaching 
and Research 

On Teaching Computer Sciences to Architects 

The student of architecture is inherently a tactile 
person. He is accustomed not only to working with 
his hands but also to physical and graphica l 
manifestations; and he is accustomed to playing 
with these. Seymour Papert and his colleagues 
make a strong plea for elementary education to 
consider a more transparent line between play 
and learning, between the classroom and sports 
field, and for project-oriented versus probl
em-oriented studies. Interestingly, these are vet
eran attitudes in architectural education. They can 
be accounted for in response to the nature of 
architecture and to the ways of dealing with it. In 
Avery Johnson's scale, architecture , unlike mathe
matics, lies somewhere in the midd le, with the 
referent closer in time and space than a sine or 
cosine . In short, students of architecture are not 
accustomed to dealing with symbolic notion. 

The standard approach to introducing the technol
ogy of computers into an architectural curriculum 
is to employ an existing course called something 
like "Introduction to Information Processing" 
offered by another department and to make it a 
prerequisite . The result is that the student is 
forced to deal in an al ien language of symbols , 
usually referring to topics in which he has little 
background or interest. The consequence : he gets 
turned off. 

Recently, departments of architecture around the 
United States and Europe have been choosing to 
offer this introduction on their own. The purpose is 
not only to offer the introduction in a more 
palatable and less frustrating manner but also to 
bring the concepts and metaphors into more 

direct contact with other design activities. The 
goals are noble , but, from what I have seen, the 
general case is that an "i nternally " offered 
introduction to computer sciences usually results 
in a lukewarm entry with exercises and prob lems 
lightly camouflaged to look more relevant. 

One major feature that d istinguishes an electronic 
computer from a mechanical engine is that if you 
make an error (in programming) it still does 
something, and (as with the recounted LOGO 
experiment) you can use the unexpected behavior 
to help you find the bug . In the case of a steam 
engine , if an oversized piston is designed and 
installed , the machine will not budge . In a 
teaching environment , this property of alw
ays-doing-something affords the important oppor
tunity to immerse the novice rapidly in a very 
direct, hands-on relationship with a computer. In 
our experiences in teaching summer sessions 
(two-week minicourses) to practic ing architects , 
we found that only four hours of exp lanation are 
necessary in order to have somebody with no 
previous exper ience sit down in front of a 
computer terminal and compose a program in 
FORTRAN (we usually employ the simple problem 
of reversing an arbitrary string of characters : 
sretcarahc to gnirts yrartibra na gn isrever fo 
melborp elpmis eht yolpme yllausu ew). The bulk 
of this four-hour period involves neither FORTRAN 
itself nor the particular time-sharin g system. It is 
mostly devoted to understanding the concept of 
an algorithm. 

It is hard to imagine that somebody might not 
understand the notion of an algorithm. It is much 
like bicycle riding and skiing, inasmuch as once 
you have learned how, it is difficu lt to exp lain. 
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1 A simple algorithm 

2 Simulation of the growth 
of one hundred elements on a 
fifty-acre site. given as a 
problem in an introductory 
course at Berkeley. Project 
achieved in one week by 
student Jean-Pierre Ainciart . 

3 LOGO turtles in use. 
Photographs courtesy of 
Seymour Papert and the Arti
ficia l Intelligence Laboratory 
MIT. ' 

There are little tricks. The operators, the tests, and 
the indicators of flow can be dressed in nonal
gebraic terms, more comfortable to the student 
(see adjacent examples). This model can be 
expanded to illustrate subroutining and asso
ciated notions of recursion and re-entrancy. Along 
these lines, I highly recommend the recent 
introduction to FORTRAN programmin g by Oliver 
Selfrid ge (1972). 

The ploy of rapid immersion and immediate 
hands-on experience yields a phenomenally fast 
acquaintance and can be extrapolated to interac
tive graphics in half an hour. While the amount of 
computer time "squandered " (in the eyes of a 
computer scientist in the 1950s) is high , the 
returns are rapid and, to say the least, exciting . In 
a very real sense, in the proposed attitude of 
playful and direct immersion, the problem 
becomes one of turning students off so that they 
can attend to other subjects . The reader should be 
referred to "Twenty Things to Do with a Computer" 
(Papert and Solomon, 1971 ); its spirit goes far 
beyond its immediate target of introducing com
puters into elementary school education . 

An example problem that I always use in class 
is the simu lation of the growth of a three
dimensional community of hypothetical elements 
that have an arbitrary but well-specified (by 
the student ) behavior with in a three
dimens ional site of arbitrary but well -spec ified 
(again , by the student) forces . The growth 
is simulated through the use of a simple 
three-dimensional histogram of probabilities . The 
adjacent listing is a simple examp le. A four-hour 
introduction to FORTRAN would include under
standing the algorithm and its implementation . It 
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includes three simple rules about elements: (1) no 
two elements can occupy the same cell; (2) the 
presence of an element increases the probability 
of a surface-to-surface neighbor; (3) the presence 
of an element decreases the probability of a 
corner-to-corner neighbor. It also includes a 
simple st~tement of site (or physics}: no elements 
can reside on the site unless directly supported 
from beneath. 

The preceding illustrations show stages of growth 
at intervals. As cautioned in the previous appen
dix, the resulting complexity can be misleading if 
viewed as an end in itself. Note that the rules for 
generation extend only one unit in all directions 
and that the "influences" are rather trivial. With 
v~ry little eff~rt (most of it devoted to looking for 
site boundaries) the spheres of influence can be 
expanded and their rules can be embellished. 
Th_is can be d_one to a point where the program 
(with modest interaction with humans} can exhibit 
an unc~nny "authenticity" in simulating the growth 
of a neighborhood, the filling of a parking lot or 
the emptying of a theater. ' 

The important pedagogical point is not the faithful 
rec?nstruction of real-world events. It is simply the 
rapid return on a small investment of time and 
kno~l~ge. I _believe that this immediacy is 
crucial rn an introduction to computer sciences. 

As a f!nal observation, I would like to bring to your 
attention aspects_ ~f com~uter programming that 
have a less spec1f1c manifestation , but still a 
crucial one. A computer is the only machine we 
can use to model human behavior. Its presence 
has_quite_ drastically changed the behavioral and 
social sciences a~d is beginning, in some ways, 
to change the design disciplines The computer is 

causing changes because of its ability to be used 
for modeling behaviors , of which "design" is just 
an example. In trying to build machines that can 
design, we have to do some looking at how we 
design . I am not proposing that we have to 
understand it at the level of synapses and neuron 
interactions, but we do have to understand 
causalities and responses in terms of ourselves. 
And as a consequence of this kind of introspec
tion we learn a great deal about design itself. I am 
not talking so much about the design methodolo
gist who seeks to understand "design" as a 
transfer and transformation of information and 
artifacts. I am speaking about the student who is 
interested in understanding himself and in ways of 
going about understanding design. 

Attitudes toward Research 

A special feature of computer-aided architecture 
is the inherent polarization of means and ends . 
Those aspects of architecture that we might 
recognize or feel to be the " real " (gutsy} design 
problems are beyond the scope of any existing 
machine. At the same time, those aspects that are 
presently manageable by computers are viewed, 
for the most part, as trivial design "services." The 
consequence is that the most pragmatic and 
applicable research is seen as kid's stuff, with 
little need for professiona l involvement by archi
tects. At the same time , the far-reaching experi
mentation with cognitive and perceptual proc
esses appears so distant from design that it too 
receives little attention from the architectural 
educator or practitioner . 

There have been two main consequences of this 
polarity. First, the application of computers has 
s~ff~red from the faddism that peaked in the late 
sixties, that promised to be a panacea for all, and 
that ~as not come through. Second, it has 
received most attention from the flunkouts of each 
discipline. Both of these condit ions however are 
rapidly changing. In schools of architecture , ~t 
least. experiments in computer-aided design are re · · 
,, ceivrng the careful attention of some of the most 
talented" design students. Among other things , 

lhis_ 1~ads me to believe there is room for 
~Ptl~ism. inasmuch as this small discipline is 

binding substantive philosophical and techn ical 
ases ·th • 

• wi out making too much noise. 

Research i t . . 
tak n ° co~puter-a1ded architecture has 
so en ~-o forms: simulation and emulation (with 

a me idiosyncratic qualifications) . The simulation 
PProach is e ·t • . 

p1 om1zed by Sidney Gregory's 

(1971} second reason for pursuing design meth
ods: "Design methodology , as I see it, attempts, 
through an understanding of the design process, 
first to design better, second to lay off the most 
readily comprehended and repetitive parts for 
mach ine computation , third to provide working 
techniques and strategies for designers in hitherto 
uncharted areas, fourth to externalize the activ ity 
of design for management and consumers." 

The simulation approach to research is to be 
found most dramatically in the important works of 
Purcell (1972} , Eastman (1970}. and the earlier 
work of Krauss and Myer (1970} . This approach is 
usually accompanied by careful observation and 
monitoring of human processes (in the case of 
Purcel l, with time-lapse photography; Eastman, 
with observation; and Krauss and Myer, with 
retrospection) for the purpose of dissecting strat!_l
gies and protocols , in a manner amenable to their 
future incorporation into computationa l models. 
The success of such research depends most 
cr itically on this machine compatibility . Many 
experiments have been fruitless in that the results 
of scrutinizing the process have led to a bette_r 
understand ing in human terms of how we design 
(whic h is a noble result) and not to suggestions of 
how we might transpose this behavior to a 
computer . The approach must nevertheless be 
pursued relentless ly for the purpose of under
standing our own behavior , regardl~ss of the 
growth of the design talent of machines. It must be 
recognized that this approach does suffer fr?m the 
Heisenberg uncertainty pr!ncip le. ~- Bu_cki:r1mster 
Fuller (1969) writes of "Heisenberg s pnnci_ple of 
indeterminism which recognized the experimental 
discovery that the act of measuring a~ways ~at 
which is being measured turns expenen_ce into a 
continuous and never-repeatable evolutionary 
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scenario. One picture of the scenario about the 
caterpillar phase does not communicate its trans
formation into the butterfly phase, etc." 

The second route, which I have called emulation 
and into which I would place my own studies, 
does not look at "how" but at "what." It studies the 
loops and interfaces with machines, the inputs 
~nd outputs, the sensing and effecting , and 
internal (to the machine) structures of knowledge, 
for the purpose of developing machine processes 
(most surely quite different from those used by 
humans) that can yield results as favorable as or 
m~re favorable than those produced by humans. 
-:rt11s approach suffers the risk of being superficial 
I~ only ~arroting formal behaviors but, at the same 
time, enJoys the benefits of reviewing the means 
and methods that we commonly take for granted 
and often apply gratuitously. 

The pitfalls .of this approach are epitomized in 
three exp~nments conducted within the Architec
ture Machine Group: LEARN (Negroponte 1970a) 
Ml~IC (un~ocumented), and The Frank Ll~yd ' 
Wnter (Ronck, 1972). They have in common the 
featur~ that they attend to formal characteristics 
and discharge stilted, reconstituted editions of 
tho~~ ch~racteristics . Each of the experiments is 
exc1tin~ ~n terms of the computational methods for 
r~cogntZlng and describing features. At the same 
time, they are not reward ing as true "emulators" 
:ven ~ .ough (particularly because) they yield 
urpnsmgly good results. Their common failing is 

that they g_ive heed only to what are in fact results 
of deeper intentions, unrecognizable by the pro
~~m . ~or exar,:ip~e. it is not difficult to embed a 

nght1an heunsttc-long horizontal connections 
to the ~round-but one should at least understand 
that this formal heuristic results from deeper 

intentions, perhaps something like: attachment to 
earth. 

Unfortunately, as soon as one entertains the notion 
of pursuing and capturing deeper intentions, one 
always finds indications of yet deeper ones. The 
recursive nature of intentions can be carried back 
to basic wants and instincts, which are not 
particularly productive at this time. I believe that 
machines must wantto learn in order to be 
intelligent, but I do not see implications that such 
instinctive desires will arise in the near future. 

Both approaches , simulation and emulation, have 
found application throughout the entire spectrum 
of computer-aided architecture, from problem 
specification to solution implementation. The two 
extremes of this spectrum have found the mos~. 
pragmatic applicabi lity (data collection, specifi
cation generation , and the like), and it is the . 
center port ion that captures the most attention in 

research. One is tempted to call this center 
portion Design and to take a stance somewhe~e 
between believing it is all magic and postulating 
that it is all deterministic, algorithmic, and 
understandable. Researchers take a position 
implicitly . They design and implement experi
ments (dramatically affected by available funds. 
and hardware) that can be characterized by their 1 

interest in and commi tment to interaction, puzzle 
solving, or recognition. 

A conservative and widely accepted model for. 
computer-aided architecture is to split the design 
process into well-defined regions of supposedly 
computable and noncomputable aspects. The 
goal is to capitalize upon the complementary 
capabilities of the man and the machine. This 
approach is epitomized in the important a

nd 

thorough work of Aiko Hormann (1971): "Man is 
accredited with imaginative and innovative mental 
functions, which in turn depend on his capabili
ties for making plausible inferences in the face of 
incomplete information, for recognizing patterns 
and relationships and inventing categories, and 
for taking differing points of view and restructuring 
the original problem ." A prerequisite to this 
approach is the " rich" interface between the two 
protagonists ; as the one toils the other intuits. 
Given just an inkling of richness , dynamic graph
ics, for example, this approach can dramatically 
assist and augment the role of the human 
designer, as has been shown, in part, in URBAN5 
(Negroponte and Greisser, 1967a and b) and 
more recently in the work of Kamnitzer and 
Hoffman (1970). 

The puzzle-solving approach to research in 
computer-aided architecture is less conservative 
and less interested in estimating what can and 
what cannot be achieved by the computer. While 
the previous approach made the problem man
ageable by forming a partnership , this approach 
achieves manageability by bounding prob lems in 
small packages . Whether it is the design of a 
bathroom or the allocation of urban services, the 
pieces must be well labe led and have 
well-defined physical propert ies, such that their 
unification can be tested and evaluated by an 
unaided machine, using well-formed statements 
of criteria (and their trade-offs) and constraints. 
The payoff of this approach usually lies in the 
understanding of causalities, rather than the 
taking advantage of solutions. Experiments 
usually end up generating very limited solutions 
but very powerful and convincing observations of 
a "what if .. " nature. The most advanced work in 

this area can be found in the wide-ranging 

experiments and publicatio ns of The Institute of 
Physical Planning at Carnegie-Mellon University 
(heavily influenced by two of the most distin
guished computer scientists , Allan Newell and 
Herbert Simon). 

The recognition approach strives quite specifi
cally toward having a machine furnish that which 
the human was providing in the synergistic 
approach . As an attitude toward research, it is 
plagued with paradoxes and defeats that go 
hand-in-hand with the philosophies and conse
quences of an artificial intelligence. Critics of this 
"far left" attitude correctly point out that the results 
so tar are in no measure equal to the research 
efforts expended . While it is grand to talk about 
the recognition of intentionalities , for example, 
one must realize continually that something like 
HUNCH only finds straight lines and curves and 
does some mapping into three dimensions; both 
maneuvers can be performed by a three-year-old 
child . 
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